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Pacent 
Enineerin, °cIiieveinents 

The last word in Condenser 
Design 

PACENT TRUE STRAIGHT 

LINE FREQUENCY 
CONDENSER 

t, 
,/- ` 

Patent Pendine' 

First there was the "Straight -Line" Capacity 
Condenser. Then the "Straight -Line" Wave 
Length Condenser was produced. Neither of 
them satisfactorily divided the stations on 

your dial. Nov we announce the Pacent 
True "Straight -Line" Frequency Condenser. 
It makes possible the equi-spacing of stations 
-because stations are spaced according to 

Frequencies. 

A Real Engineering Feat, both Electrically 
and Mechanically, low loss design. Isolantite 
-highest grade dielectric-used, placed so 

that absorption losses are negligible. Plates 

permanently spaced and joined together with 

metal tie bars-riveted and soldered joints. 

Simple and Practical one -hole mounting. 
Two or three of these condensers can be 

mounted in tandem for monocontrol. 
Supplied in all standard capacities. 

Manufacturers, Dealers and Job- 
bers, write or wire for particulars. 

The last word in Vernier 
Dials 

PACENT MICROVERN 
A SUPER TUNING 

DEVICE 

Designed for real sharp tuning, 
the Pacent Microvern is distinc- 
tive-totally different from any 
other vernier control in appear- 
ance and mechanical design. 
No gears are used. No back- 
lash. Mechanism is radically 
new. Unique triple tuning ob- 
tained through exclusive radio - 
file feature. 

Supplied in several finishes. 

Manufacturers, Dealers and Job- 
bers, write or wire for particulars. 

COMING - New Pacent Features~ Watch for Announcements 

Pacent Electric Company, 91 Seventh Ave., New York City 
SALES OFFICES: Chicago, Minneapolis, Buffalo. Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, D. C., Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis, Jacksonville, Detroit 

Canadian Licensee: R. H. White Radio Co., Hamilton, Ontario 

DON'T IMPROVISE - PACENTIZE" 
J 
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Electricity Has Paid Me X301 
forEveryDollarMyTraining 
The Amazing Story of a Young Man Who Built a 
$10,000 a Year Income-and How He Did It 

AMONG the many young men 
who have won big success in 
Electricity, few have had a 

more interesting career than Harold 
H. Hastings, President of the Hast- 
ings Electric Company, 312 Pine St., 
Bradentown, Fla. 

In the fall of 1919 Hastings, jus 
entering his fourth year at 
high school, decided he want- 
ed to be an electrical man. 
He knew nothing about Elec- 
tricity, being a farmer boy 
W i t h no opportunities to 
study it. But he resolved to 
train himself, by spare -time 
study in his own home, for a 
place in the great and grow- 
ing field of Electricity. 

Through a friend he 
learned of the Chicago Engineering 
Works and of the home -study train- 
ing in Practical Electricity conducted 
by its Chief Engineer, L. L. Cooke, a 
college -trained engineer of world- 
wide experience. Convinced that this 
was his one best means of securing the 
training he needed, Hastings enrolled 
for the Cooke Course. 

His progress was astonishing. One 
month after he received his first les- 
sons, he was doing Electrical jobs in 
his neighborhood, repairing doorbells 
and call systems, and earning about 
$10 a.week after school hours. 

T w o 
months 
later he did 
his first job 
of house 
wiring. 

T w o 
months 
after that, 
he was ap- 
pointed 
School 
E 1 ectrician 
for the high 
school h e 

was still at- 
tending, 
and for 
spending an 
hour or two 
a day tak- 

o 
s-.---or-% 

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engi- 
neer, Chicago Engineering 
Works, who has trained 
Harold Hastings and thou- 
sands of others for big 
success in Electricity. 

By ROBERT TODD 

ing care of the 20 call bells, the call 
system, and the 70 or more electric 
lights in the building, he was given a 
regular salary of $75 a month. 

Eight months after he enrolled, 
Hastings received his L. L. Cooke 
Diploma, having completed the entire 
Course. The same month he gradu- 

Left, below- Harold Has- 
tings on the job 
as an Electrical 
Contractor, sup- 
ervising the wir- 
ing of a new 
house for elec- 
tric ligt ts. 

Above - The Electrical 
Contractor in the office of 
his big Supply Sto -e. Left 
-A "close-up" of Harold 
Hastings. 

ated from High School. Then he 
started in business for himself as a 

Licensed Electrical Contractor. 
-Inside of a year he was makirg 

from $12 to $20 a day and his reputa- 
tion as a successful Electrical man had 
spread far and wide. 

Today he owns one of the finest 
Electrical Supply Stores in the State 
of Florida, doing a monthly business 
of $3,000, with a stock valued at 
$12,000 and 10 men on his payroll. 
His concern, as he says, "does every- 
thing from wiring up a lamp to in- 
stalling a power plant." In 
two weeks he supervised 32 
wiring jobs and in the busy 
season he often outfits 20 
houses in one day with electric 
fixtures. As Hastings says- 
"In the five years I have been 
in the Electrical game, I have 
made $24,000-over $301 for 
every doll a r my electrical 
training cost me." 

How Hastings Did It 
I asked Hastings how he achieved 

such a big success-an income so far 
beyond what the average man ever 
hopes to earn-in such a short time. 
His face lit up with a smile as he re- 
plied, "I had no other training than 
what Mr. Cooke gave me. His 
Course made everything in electrical 
work plain and easy to understand. 
Mr. Cooke kept close tab on my prog- 
ress, encouraged me along, and boost- 

ed me in my work even long 
after I had finished the 
Course and paid for it in full. 

"Since becoming an Elec- 
trical Contractor 1 have em- 
ployed many other Cooke - 
Trained Men, and I find 
they are all strong for the 
Chicago Engineering Works 
and L. L. Cooke. 

"With Mr. Cooke's 
Course and advice, and a little pep of 
his own, any man cannot help but be- 
come a Big Pay Man in Electricity." 

Do You Want To Succeed 
Like Hastings? 

L. L. Cooke has become famous as 
a maker of Big -Pay Electrical Ex- 
perts. Hundreds and hundreds of 
men trained by him now earn $3,500 
to $10,000 a year-men with little or 
no knowledge of Electricity to begin 
with. If you are interested in Big 
Pay, send the coupon below to L. L. 
Cooke, Chief Engineer, Chicago Engineer- 
ing Works, Dept. 21-C, 2150 Lawrence 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, for a copy of 
his big Electrical book and latest offer. Do 
this today and learn the way to big money 
in Electricity! 

ti 
L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer, 
Chicago Engineering Works, 
Dept. 21-C, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Illinois. 

Without obligating me in any way, please send me 
your big illustrated book on Electricity and tell me'how 
1 can be a Big -Pay Electrical Expert. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Age 

a 
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IMPORTANT ARTICLES IN 

SEPTEMBER ISSUE 

HIGH CAPACITY CHROMIC 
ACID BATTERY. This interesting 
battery is on the lines of the Volta 
pile. The solution is absorbed by a 
layer of spun glass and a constant feed 
by drops is given while the battery 
works. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
TALKING MOTION PICTURES. 
This is an interesting paper from Ger- 
many indicating the recent progress 
made by our Teutonic friends in the line 
of talking movies-considered one of 
the great desiderata of the film. 

BOMBARDMENT OF ATOMS. 
Ore of Jacques Boyer's luminous ar- 
ticles in line with the work of the most 
advanced scientists, opening the way to 
the transmutation of elements. 

ALTERNATING CURRENT MO- 
TORS ON DIRECT CURRENT. 
A very elaborate article by a high 
authority on this all-important subject 
which will answer questions often pro- 
pounded without receiving any answer. 
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A SUCCESSFUL THREE -STAGE 
AMPLIFIER. Full details of the con- 
struction of a variable impedance to be 
used with three steps of transformer 
coupled audio frequency amplification. :F= 

HOW TO MAKE A TOROID 
COIL. Toroid coils have found exten- 
sive use in sets where the existence of 
an external field from a coil would 
cause considerable trouble. The toroid 
having no external field, its usefulness 
is great. 
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Be an Electrical CONTRACTOR 

If you are now earning less than 
$40 a week, if you want to be an ELEC- 

TRICAL EXPERT, if you want to 
step quickly into the class of men 

who earn $60 to $250 a week-write 
rue at once! This million -dollar 
training school guarantees you 
COMPLETE, thorough train- 
ing, guarantees to back you 
from one position to another 
until you are a success! My 
training easy to understand, 
rapid, practical, because you 
learn by doing actual Elec- 

trical jobs! 

r J you want to 
YOU into home'aining money WHETHER 

ITn WILL EQSCHOOL an- 

swers 

youput training 
time and t. 

The AMERICAN back is best. ANDY. new money -back 
eich trainOiB BIGGER PAY. astonishing brings advan 

these 
lain English. guarantee. ' FILL A questions in P get this 

410 

You owe it to yourself to 4 
Co into 

i guarante. 
Students and Graduates! 

it. 

We have supplied thousands of jobs 
FRkh. not only to graduates, but to 
STUDENTS also. This JOB-SERV- 

ELECTRICITY - the business of -a million opportunities. 
Be an Electrical Expert. Go into the one great Industry where it's easy - to get to the top, to make money, to make a real success. You don't 
need money in the bank or "pull" to get ahead in Electricity-all you 
need is TRAINING, honest, complete training, such as I guarantee 
you. Whether you want a good job or want to go into business with 

: j a small capital, choose ELECTRICITY, the billion -dollar industry of 
a million opportunities. 

Many graduates report pay increases 
of 50 p all the way up to 500% 

\I have hundreds of letters which prove my training has doubled and 
trebled the pay of my students and graduates. So unless my training ., Increases your pay at least 60%, I promise to refund every cent you 
base paid for t. My training includes Radio, Auto Electricity, Elec- trical Drafting, Business Training, and Electrical Engineering sub- 

jects, all for one small price and on terms within reach of all. 

I will send you these 4 big outfits!' 
Nearly 100 items included in Me- Write Me At Once! tor, Radio, and Electrical outfits, 

given to you without one penny Get my catalog, my 
Th 

wonder- of 
Wy 

extra charge. e man-size ful new guarantee. my sensa- motor of the same type as tional offers - quick) Get 
the big -fellows in a power the facts about your opror- y plant. Not a toy, but a tunities in Electricity waen 

regular power -motor. It you are Dunlap -trained and 
-- comes to you knock- when you hare the backing 

down. It's part of of the American school. Get 
your job to wind the the facts about my training, 11, 

armature and as- so you can compare it intel- 
accmble it. ligeuUy with others. 

My Job -Method Home -Training is divided in two parts. The first, 
'Applied F.lectricffy," 53 lessons and "jobs," covers all the ground 
'usually found in Electrical home -training. In the second part, containing 
51 lessons and Jobs, you get Electrical Engineering subjects. It is this sec- 
ond part which raise you out of the mechanic class into We big -pay expert class. 

Chief Engineer Dunlap 
.* American School 

Dept.E.C.69 
- Drexel Ave. (3 58th St. 

CHICAGO 
e 

MAI (COUPON' 
tO,ppY 

- - f City 

FREE 
JOB SERVICE for 

ICE keeps in touch with great Elec- 
trical employers all 'ver America- The 
day your enroll, this sob -Service depart- 
ment registers you, finds out what kind 
of job you want, where you want to 
work, etc. When the AMERICAN 
SCHOOL backs you for a fine BIG - 
PAY job, you are pretty sure to get it 
and make good in it. 

Training by 23 Engineers! 
This is no one-man, one -Idea school. 22 
famous engineers and executives of the 
world's greatest Electrical corporations 
and leading Universities helped Chief 
Engineer Dunlap make this training 
complete and up-to-date. 
Genii Electric Co. 
Commonwealth 

Edison Co. 
Crock erWheeler 
Cutler -Hammer 
Amer. Telephone 

& Telegraph Co. 
Westinghouse 

Elec. á Mfg.1Co. Technology 
Western Electrlo Unl. of Kansas 

AND MANY OTHERS 

WANT -TO BE AN 
ELECTRICAL EXPERT ' 

Underwriters Lab- 
oratories 

Columbia Unl. 
Dartmouth College 
Mass. inst. of 

Technology 
Lehigh Unl. 
Unl. of Vermont 
Armour Inst. of 

IChief Engineer Dunlap 
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. E.C.69 
Drexel Ave. á 68th St., Chicago 

I DI want to be an Electrical Expert. 
Please rush guarantee, job -service 
facts, complete information, and 
money -saving offers. 

I Name 

St. No. 

State 
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THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU 

Time and Postage Saver 
IN every issue of THE EXPERI- 

MENTER you undoubtedly see 
numerous articles advertised about 
which you would like to have further 
information. 
To sit down and write an individual 
letter to each of these respective con- 
cerns, regarding the article on which 
you desire information, would be quite 
a task. 

As a special service to our readers, we 
will write the letters for you, thus sav- 
ing your time and money. 

Just write the names of the products 
about which you want information, 
and to avoid error, the addresses of the 
manufacturers, on the coupon below 
and mail it to us. 

If the advertiser requires any money 
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing 
charges on his catalogue or descriptive 
literature, please be sure to enclose the 
correct amount with the coupon. 

We will transmit to the various adver- 
tisers your request for information on 
their products. 
This service will appear regularly 
every month on this same page in 
THE EXPERIMENTER. 
If there is any Manufacturer not ad- 
vertising in this month's issue of 
THE EXPERIMENTER fro m 
whom you would like to receive lit- 
erature, write his name, address and 
the product in the special section of r the coupon below. 

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE 

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU, 
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their 
product as advertised in the issue of THE EXPERIMENTER. 

NAME ADDRESS 
(Street-City-State) 

List here specific article on 
which you wish literature. 

If Catalogue 
of complete 
line is wanted 
check in this 

column. 

If you desire any spec'al information from a manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear 
in this month's issue, use this space. 

Your local dealer's name here 

Your own name here 

Address 

If you are a dealer, City State 
cheek here. 8-25 
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The bloodhound, remarkable for 
the acuteness of its smell, can pick 
up a scent and follow a trail 
when all else fails. 

cnsitivil 
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-Rever before thought possible! 
With the extreme acuteness of the bloodhound's scent, the Model L-2 
Ultradyne detects the faintest broadcast signals-signals that are "dead" 
to other receivers-regenerates and makes them audible on the loud 
speaker. 

It's here, where the development of other super -radio receivers has 
halted; the Ultradyne forges ahead. 

The unusual sensitivity of the Model L-2 Ultradyne is due to the 
successful application of regeneration, to the famous Modulation System 
of radio reception, recently perfected by R. E. Lacault, R.E.,A.M.I.R.E. 
Chief Engineer of this Company and formerly Radio Research Engineer 
with the French Signal Corps Research Laboratories. 

It's this development, an exclusive feature of the Model L-2 Ultradyne, 
that makes it possible to receive great distance on the loud speaker. 

Everything that the Model L-2 Ultradyne means in actual results and 
genuine satisfaction, you will appreciate the first evening you operate it. 

Write for descriptive folder. 

LTIMPE 
MODEL L-2 

111, PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION 
ihnl 114-116 East 25th St. New York City 

THE ULTRADYNE KIT 
Consists of 1 Low Loss Tun. 
ing Coil, 1 Special Low Loss 
Coupler, I Type "A" Ultra- 
fotmer, 3 Type "B" Ultra - 
formers, 4 Matched Fixed 
Condensers. 
To protect the public, Mr. 
Lacault's personal monogram 
seal (R. E. L.) is placed on 
all genuine Ultraformers. All 
Ultraformers are guaranteed 
so long as this Q@n 
seal remains un-n J SOQ 
bken J 

is 

o 

/ 
o 
o 
o 

a» This Coupon isWorth 2 
PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION, EXP.114 

East 2:th St., New York City. 
Gentlemen: Encosad find ^-5e In stamps, together 

value: at ".e, for svhlch please send me your 
50 rent priced Ronk of Instrurtlon3 os "How to Itu 

and Operate Ultradyne Model L-2." 

t\ame 

Address 

. c - _ a `./ - V + 

% V=ÚVVVVV _. 
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BU VIED 
TREASURE 

can still be found in 

T, CHEMISTRY 
Good Chemists Command High Salaries 

T. O'CONOR SLOANE, 
R.. A.M.. LL.D., Ph.D. e 

Noted Instructor Lecturer an& 
Author. Formerly rl'reeaurer. Ameri- 
can Chemical Society and a practical 
chemist with many well known 
achievements to hie credit. Not 
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemis- 
try for years but be was for many 
years engaged W commercial 
Chemistry work. 

and you can make yourself 
independent for life by un- 
earthing one of chemistry's 
yet undiscovered secrets. 
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire 
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted 
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you 
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that 
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on 
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout 
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works. 
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the blood- 
curdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an 
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers 
wealth and hottor through his invaluable contributions to hu- 
manity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented 
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from 
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the 
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist 
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions 
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valu- 
able process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James 
Cayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel 
manufacture, L. II. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these 
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come 
through their chemical achievements 

Experimental Equipment 
Furnished to Every Student 

We give to every student without sddutionar charge this 
chemical equipment. including lortynlne pieces of labora- 
tory apparatus and supplies, and forty dlfferens chemicals 
and reagents. These comet -lee the separates ape chemicals 
used for the experimental work of the course. The fitted 
heavy wooden box serves not only re a case tot the outfit 
but also us a useful laboratory accessory fos performing 
countless experiments. 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE 
OF NEW YORK, Inc. 

Home Extension Division 1 

GC-A-WEST BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY 

Now Is the Time to 
Study Chemistry 

Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing wealth In Chemistry. but the profession affords congenial 
employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands who 
merely follow out its present applications. These appli- 
cations are innumerable. touching intimately every business and every product In the world. The work of the chenust con hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of pleasure. The day. ' In a chemical laboratory are fittest with thtltling and delightful experimentation, with the alluring prospect of a diecorery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm. 

What Some of Our 
Students Say of This 
Course: 

I have not written since I received the big 
set I ran still say that it tar exceeded my 
anticipations. Since 1 have been studying with 
your school I hare been appointed chemist for 
the Scranton Coal Co. testing ell the coal and 
ash by proximate analysis. The lessons are 
helping me wonderfully, and the Interesting 
tray in whirl' they are written makes me wait 
Patiently for each lesson.-MORLAIS COUZ- 
ENS. 

I wish to express my appreciation of your prompt reply to my letter and to the recom- 
mendation to the General Electric Co. I in- 
tend to start the student engineering course at 
the works. This is somewhat along electrical 
lines, but the fart that I had a recommenda- 
tion from a reliable school no doubt had con- 
siderable influence in helping me to secure the jab.-lt. VAN BENTIIL'YSEN. 

So far I've been more than Pleased with 
your course and ant still doing nicely. I hope 
to Ire your honor graduate this year.-J. 1. 
NOIIJiUS. JR. 

I find your course excellent and your Instruc- 
tion, truthfully, the clearest :aid best assem- 
bled I have ever taken, and yours is the Iifeb 
one Coe studied.-JAMES J. KELLY. 

From the time I was having Chemistry 'It 
has newer been thus explained to me as it Is 
now. 1 am recommending you highly to my 
friends, and urging them to become members 
of ouch an organization.-CILtL6LF.S BEN- JAMIN. 
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Courage in Experimenting 
iii Hugo Gernsback 

"dn ounce of experimenting is worth a pound of theorizing" 

I I E EXPERIMENTER, in nearly all cases, is a pioneer 
and as such usually has all the good qualities of 
such a personality. When you venture out into 
uncharted wilds, whether it be in the forest or 
the laboratory, you must possess a certain amount 

of courage 
In the laboratory, the chemical experimenter possibly 

requires the greatest courage, because his Ns oil: very often is 

dangerous and he never knows 1N'hat may happen. 
The electrical experimenter, also, when handling high volt- 

ages, not infrequently endangers himself. When Tesla, not 
so many years ago, made his historic experiments in man-made 
lightning, in Colorado, he never knew what might befall him 
next. Ile literally took his life into his hands in the interests 
of Science, but, like many other successful pioneers, he came 
through unscathed. here was a case where an experimenter 
went forth into an absolute wilderness of things entirely 
untried and of unprecedented qualities, and courage of the 
highest order was required to bring these experiments to a 

successful conclusion. 
Even the radio experimenter does not always lead a prosaic 

existence. The young experimenter, when trying out a new 
and special kind of aerial, finds it necessary to do some haz- 
ardous climbing about on roof tops and trees, that is not always 
pleasant. In the laboratory many things may occur, particu- 
larly to the modern experimenter who works with ultra short 
waves. The properties of these waves are not as yet under- 
stood, and we do not know even now whether such waves are 
harmful to the human being, as are X-rays, or if they are 
innocuous. 

Recently that famous experimenter, John II. Reinartz, 
discovered many important new phenomena by using short 
waves, and was enabled to render solid metal plates transpar- 
ent. He may or may not have been aware that such experi- 
ments are dangerous, and, as a matter of fact, he asserted that 
s e do not know whether they are or not. But the point to 
remember is that when delving into uncharted regions, we 
never know what may happen. 

The above refers to one sort of courage that is needed by the 
experimenter and which he must possess. There is, however, 
an entirely different sort of courage that is far more important, 
far more trying, and, while it does not endanger one physically, 
it is the sort of courage found only in the most intrepid. It 
is simply this: 

THE COURAGE REQUIRED TO PERFORM AN 
EXPERIMENT CONTRARY TO ALL REASON. 

We are all more or less inclined to tread the beaten path. 
We learn different things by experience and we become so 

steeped in the knowledge of them that it becomes almost impos- 
sible to unlearn them. We become imprisoned, so to speak, in 
a sort of treadmill, like a squirrel in his cage, from which we 
find it impossible to liberate ourselves after too long delaying 
there. We have learned that two and two are four, but we 

`5-(y)a 

cannot comprehend that on the planet Mars two and two 
might not make four, but something quite different. The same 

is the case in experimenting. \Ve go along and mix certain 
chemicals in a certain manner, because we have been taught to 
do so. Very seldom do we wish to vary this sort of thing and 
try the impossible. This takes courage. 

For many years text books all over the world, printed in all 
languages, laid down the axiom that an electrical current 
needed a conductor to carry it along. If Ilerz, the first inven- 
tor of wireless, had taken this statement in full literalness, we 
might not today have the science of radio. It required courage 
of the highest order to disbelieve this axiom, and start along a 

new and original line of experimenting, in which he proved 
that the electric current could flow in open space and did not 
need a conductor. 

\Ye have been taught for many years that a burning body 
will sooner or later be consumed, leaving nothing behind it. 
Edison wanted a lil:anent for his incandescent lamp. Like 
experimenters before him, he had tried platinum without suc- 
cess from the practical standpoint; it gave light, of course, but 
would melt too easily. So. as a material for a filament, to be 

kept at a white heat for hours at a time, he selected one of the 
most combustible substances known, namely carbon. Platinum 
was non-combustible, but IN mild melt. Carbon would not melt, 
but was very combustible. A filament of carbon ignited in the 
air would not last a fraction of a second, so lie selected this 
impossible filament of the impossible carbon for his lamp, shut 
it up in a cage, as it were, and exhausted the air from the glass 
bulb containing it. Then he ignited it by a current of elec- 
tricity, lit up Menlo Park with it, and the story of his early 
work of effecting the impoible in making the impossible lamp 
with the impossible filament that did service for a generation, 
reads like a romance. It took definite courage to select so 

absurd a substance as a thin filament of combustible carbon to be 

ignited to white heat and to give out light for hour after hour. 
When Bell placed his iron diaphragm in front of an electro- 

magnet and had somebody speak into a similar contrivance at 
the other end, he must have lead great moral courage to attempt 
such a foolish experiment, because there was absolutely no 
reason, in those times, why the thing should work at all and 
why intelligible words should be uttered from a rusty piece of 
iron sheeting. 

Most experimenters are of the mentality in which they say 
to themselves, "Well, it is not worth while trying to make this 
experiment. It won't work." If the majority of us did not 
reason along these lines, perhaps more important inventions and 
discoveries would be made. The writer repeats that it takes a 

tremendous amount of courage to perform an experiment that 
looks incredible, sounds incredible, and seems to be foredoomed. 

Of course, not all such experiments come out successfully. 
Most of them do not, but it is worth while to follow all impos- 
sible experiments through to the end. Something may come 
of the most improbable of them. 
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crhe muiochrome-A New Color machine 
r- 

Front of the new color machine 
the Mutochrome. The machine 
comprises a battery of lenses, each 
provided with a prism. With vari- 
colored tillers an almost unlimited 
number of color effects are pos- 
sible. 

ARECENT British invention called the 
\tutochrome, serving the double pur- 
pose of color experimentation for 

studying designs and photographing the dif- 
ferent component elements of the design for 
later coloration, has just been placed on the 
market. 

The Mutochrome is the invention of C. F. 
Smith, of the technical staff of Adam Gil- 
bert, Ltd., manufacturers of optical and 
scientific machines. Essentially, the instru- 
ment consists of a battery of lenses placed 
in a circle closely together with provision 
made for the insertion of vari-colored filters 
for each lens, which arrangement provides 
an almost endless color scheme. 

As a camera, the apparatus is employed to 
photograph the pattern or design whose best 
color scheme is to he determined. One pho- 
tographic plate in the ten -lens machine will 
accommodate ten separate photos, one for 
each lens, which portray the various stages 

Below: The Nutochrome 
open; a box of color screens 
and the set of iris diaph- 
ragms. 

try 
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in the building up of the design -pattern. The 
process for taking these various photos is 
simple. Having properly adjusted for the 
focal length of the lenses and the iris dia- 
phragm in front of them, caps are placed 
over the lenses to prevent light from pass- 
ing through. The camera is loaded with a 
fresh plate, and the first stage of the design 
is then photographed directly. 

Only one lens is uncovered to take this 
picture. Then, as can readily be understood, 
a second lens is used to photograph the sec- 
ond portion of the design and so on, each 
section of the design being superimposed on 
the other in exactly the same spot. As can 
be seen in the photograph, the exposures are 
very small ones, each separated by a suffi- 
cient distance to prevent overlapping. The 
plate, after all exposures have been taken, 
is developed in the regular manner and in- 
serted into its same relative position. 

By reference to the diagram, we see a 

five -stage design pattern. Step 1 shows a 
part of the design transparent. This is the 
part which is to be projected in any desired 
color. The rest of the slide is carefully 
painted over with heavy white or other 
opaque medium. Part 2 is similarly treated, 
as are the rest of them. Heavy dobs of 
pitch are painted around the edges of the 
negatives as protection. Iu projection upon 
the screen, the parts of the design are super- 
imposed upon each other, all registering as 
accurately as possible, and we see if no color 
screen is used, a pure white background with 
black lines outlining the design. The intro- 
duction of one color affects but one part 
and thus a veritable building up process re- 
sults. 

It can readily be seen that the number of 
color combinations possible is practically un- 
limited. 

Then subsequently, using the machine as a 
projector, each lens projects its own image 
on the wall and the elements mesh into a 
realistically colored picture, when color fil- 
ters of various shades are interposed be- 
tween the lenses and screen. 

Thus, in the case of a pattern made up of 
peonies or roses, leaves, buds and a back- 
ground, one lens will project the flowers, 
another the buds, a third the leaves and a 
fourth the background. The result ís, of 
course, obvious. The coloration can be made 
such as to please the most critical and fas- 
tidious eye. 

Any elements of the design can be colored 
by the insertion of a filter in front of the 
corresponding lens, and by the adjustment 
of the iris diaphragm the brightness or depth 
of the color can be controlled. 

Ordinarily, without the use of filters, one 
would see the design thrown on the screen 
in black and white, but by the correct choice 
of the proper filters, any color arrangement 
can be had. The filters consist of two pieces 
of optically worked glass with dyed gelatine 
between them. This gives a positive perma- 
nent color screen. The colors are graduated 
and placed in a small box according to their 
value. They are graded according to the 
spectrum, and when it is desired to alter the 
tone value of any of them, two, three or four 
filters may be placed in front of the same 
lens, thus allowing for the building up of 
an almost unlimited variation of color tone. 

The range of color filters supplied with 
the instrument comprises three each of seven- 

PRISMS 

CONDENSERS 

IRIS DIAPHRAGMS 

COLOR FILTERS 

LENSES 

PHOTOGRA,PHIC PLATE 

i 
-SCREEN 

STAGES IN BUILDING UP DESIGN 

I 2 3 4 5 

I 2 3 4 5 

FINAL DESIGN 

Showing bow a design is thrown on the screen in successive stages. As an example, alive -stage design is shown. Each step is produced by a separate lens which can be shaded with any color desired. The finial design can lie seen to the right tuid its color scheme can be changed to sul even the most fastidious. The iris diaphragms provide an excellent medium for changing the intensity of the colors produced by the Insertion of various filters. 
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Telegraphic Transmission of XoRan Photographs of Injuries 
QUICK X-ray diagnosis by eminent spe- 

cialists have been made possible by 
transmission of X-ray photographs by wire. 
A negative showing the bone structure of 

a 

Photograph from the original X-ray nega- 
tive of a band with a ring on the finger. 

the human hand was sent from New York 
to Chicago in seven minutes on Wednesday, 
April 15. 

We quote from an X-ray authority: 
"The time element in the diagnosis of an 

injury or ailment by a specialist is most 
important. In complicated fractures or other 
bone injuries a quick diagnosis is invariably 
desirable in order to prevent infection or 
other complications. A saving of hours or 
days means everything to the patient." 

During the recent tornado in the Middle 
West, a woman received a severe fracture 
of the knee. The medical men available, 
who were not X-ray specialists, were un- 
able to treat her, and it was necessary to 
take her to New York. If an X-ray pho- 
tographic negative could have been sent by 
wire, a specialist .would have been able to 
reply immediately with instructions for pre- 

venting permanent lameness or other com- 
plications without the necessity of the patient 
going to New York. The possibility of 
sending such negatives by wire brings the 
specialist to the small community. 

Dr. D. W. Coolidge, of the General Elec- 
tric Company, has perfected a portable X- 
ray equipment, already illustrated in our 
columns, which a doctor can use anywhere 
by connecting it with the household lighting 
circuit. These widely -used outfits have elim- 
inated the necessity of moving a patient to 
a hospital for X-ray examination, and now 
electrical transmission of photographs in- 
dicates that soon it will not be necessary to 
take patients to large cities in order that 
the services of specialists be available. 

Dr. J. M. Steiner, of Roosevelt Hospital 
of this city, writes: 

"Medical consultation between doctors on 
X-ray plates transmitted by radio or tele- 
graph is a realization that should find a 
most useful place in these progressive times. 
The quick transmission obtained by this 
method should afford untold satisfaction to 
both the consultant doctor and the anxious 
family. In New York hospitals, we fre- 
quently have patients who are either injured 

ral.~..-,..141,..~.,/4~11..41~..1,..4,10.1.1. 

uJ E want good electrical articles 
on various subjects, and here 

is your chance to make some easy 
money. IVe will ray one cent a 
word upon publication for all ac- 
cepted articles. I f you have per- 
formed any novel experiments, if 
you see anything new electrical, if you 
know of some new electrical stint be 
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larly desirable. Write legibly, in ink, 
and on one side of the paper only. 
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or taken ill while traveling. These patients, 
being in strange hands, naturally desire their 
home physician in consultation. If explicit 
information could be quickly transmitted to 
the home physician, much needless travel 
could be avoided. 

"Many times physicians desiring an opin- 
ion from a distant consultant, could mate- 
rially shorten a tedious delay if X-ray plates 

were quickly transmitted by telegraph to 
such consultant, who in turn could render an 
opinion within an hour or two where other- 
wise several days to a week or more might 
be involved. Written descriptions or word 
pictures even of such simple conditions as 
fractures are often most misleading, where- 
as the actual conditions shown graphically 
by X-ray plates are more convincing." 

The present achievement of the transmis- 
sion of X-ray photographs by wire marks 
an important step in the progress of X-ray 
diagnosis. The first practical application of 
the Roentgen ray in medicine or surgery 
was in the detection of foreign bodies. For- 
eign bodies in the tissues or the elementary, 
respiratory or urinary tract may be readily 
observed, but their localization, that is the 
determination of their actual position in the 

Photograph from the positive which 19 

printed from an untouched negative as re- 
ceived by wire in Chicago from Sew York. 

body, is a problem that requires skillful 
technique in observation. Another important 
use of X-ray photographs, or as they are 
preferably called radiographs, is found in 
the diagnosis and treatment of fracture. 
This application has become almost univer- 
sal. 

The Mutochrome ~A new Color Machine 

teen bright colors covering the whole spec- 
trum, three each of thirteen pale colors cov- 
ering a similar range, and three which give 
a daylight effect and serve as a correction 
for the warm yellow -orange color of the 
artificial light used for projection. It is 
forcibly drawn to the attention that this ex- 
periment with the color filters serves the 
same purpose as is accomplished when an 
artist prepares a series of differently colored 
sketches for the same design. How much 
simpler, how much less expensive, and how 
much less time required for the selection of 
the best color scheme! 

The machine has a wide range for appli- 
cation in industrial lines. It can be used 
in determining color schemes for wall paper, 
fabrics, dress goods, linoleum, rugs and car- 
pets, textiles and silk. 

One advantage suggested in favor of the 
instrument is that the coloring and tonal 
gradation can be changed much more rapidly 
than can be done with paint on paper, and 

(Continued from preceding page) 

another is that a satisfactory combination 
having been finally arrived at, the exact ap- 
pearance on the textile for which it has been 
planned can be determined by projecting 
directly upon the fabric. The color design, 
projected upon a piece of silk, gives exactly 
the effects of a printed silk. 

To match up the colorings arrived at 
through the machine with those employed in 
the particular industry under consideration, 
some preliminary work to correlate the num- 
bered filters with the existing color range 
at the plant is suggested. Otherwise, colors 
can be matched against the projected picture. 
Lens caps make it possible to isolate tem- 
porarily any one shade that is to be matched 
by shutting off all the others. 

The standard 10 -picture Mutochrome en- 
ables ten elements of a design to be varied 
independently at a distance of three feet. 
The size of the picture at this distance is 
approximately eighteen inches square. 

The Mutochrome may be used to solve 

numerous practical problems on coloration 
which may arise, as well as to demonstrate 
many color phenomena of mainly academic 
interest. 

As an example, a number of lenses can be 
made to project separate small squares side 
by side in contact. By placing similar filters 
in each of these lenses and suitably adjust- 
ing the iris diaphragms, a perfect series of 
tones of the same hue from the pure color 
down to black may readily be obtained. Such 
a series is physically perfect in that the 
dominant hue is constant throughout, the 
only variation being in luminosity. Similar- 
ly, if each square is projected by two lenses, 
another series can be built up by varying 
dilutions with white light. 

The Mutochrome provides an excellent 
colorimeter to be used as a standard in com- 
paring various colors and in analyzing them. 
Other applications will occur to the colorist 
as soon as one becomes familiar with the 
principles and possibilities of the instrument. 
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The Tungsten Arc Lamp 
THE tungsten arc lamp consists of a 

hermetically sealed incandescent lamp 
bulb containing an inactive gas and 

with two or more electrodes, consisting es- 
sentially of tungsten, which are brought to 
high incandescence by an electric arc so as 
to give out intense light. 

The difference between it and the carbon 
arc lamp lies in the substitution of tungsten 
as a light giving electrode by inclosing it 
all in a hermetically sealed, incandescent, 
lamp bulb; and by the absence of feeding 
electrodes; while it differs from the incan- 
descent lamp only by the way in which the 
light -giving body is heated. 

According to the kind of lamp the fall of 
potential takes place at the cathode or at 
the anode, preferably at the light -producing 
electrode. 

It is known that between two electrodes 
with terminals close together in an atmos- 
phere of gas, an arc will not form unless 
some special action takes place; in other 
words, it must first be lighted or "struck." 
As the starting of the arc in these lamps 

FIG. I 

Pointolite lamp of 
the l'disun t;wun 
Llectric Cu. with a 
spherical a le of 
tungsten. It is light- 
ed by ionization. 

FIG. 3 
()grant Point Light 

bump tilled with ni- 
trogen for direct cur- 
rent; it operates by 
meclwnlcoI ignition. 

is the principal point of difficulty in their 
technical evolution, the various known types 
are to be distinguished principally by the 
way in which the arc is struck, this can be 
used to give us the divisions under which 
the different lamps may fall. 

Today we can distinguish four kinds of 
lighting or striking of the arc: 

1. Lighting by ionization. Here a con- 
ductor, connected close to the location of 
the arc within the bulb, is brought to in- 
candescence by the passage of a current. The 
electrons emitted ionize the gas in the bulb 
and start the arc. 

2. High frequency lighting. A high 
potential spark is discharged for an instant 
through the lamp. This heats the electrode 
and ionizes the gas, so that the arc can 
spring across, actuated by the high momen- 
tary potential. 

3. Lighting by mechanical movement. The 
electrodes to be moved when the current is 
turned on are drawn apart by an automati- 
cally working mechanism just as in the regu- 
lar carbon arc lamp. 

4. Glim lighting. Here by proper choice 
of the gas to be contained in the bull) and 
by giving it a proper pressure, a glim light 
is produced on connection with the main 
lighting circuit, which instantly is replaced 
by the desired arc lamp and disappears. 

The first commercial tungsten arc lamp 
placed on the market was the Pointolite lamp 
of the Edison -Swan Electric Company of 
London. This worked by ionic starting and 
was filled with nitrogen up to a pressure 
of about 6 inches of mercury. The illus- 

By Dr. Franz Skaupy 
tration, Fig. 1, shows such a lamp with a 
spherical terminal anode of tungsten, where 
the light is really produced. The cathode, 
which gives but little light, is a tube of 
tungsten mixed with an oxide adapted to 
favoring emission of ions, generally thorium 
oxide. The little tube is carried by a tung- 
sten wire passing through it, which outside 
of the tube is bent into a spiral. Referring 
to Fig. 2, the current first goes through the 
tungsten wire and heats the spiral to such 
a degree that it emits electrons and for the 
moment becomes the cathode of an arc. 
But this immediately ceases and the proper 
cathode, the little tube just described, takes 
its place and the circuit which heated the 
spiral is short-circuited. 

The disadvantage of this lamp is the neces- 
sity of providing two pairs of leads and 
therefore special sockets and bases for the 
lamps; its lighting is not always certain, and 
the spiral of tungsten wire is delicate and 
can easily be burned out. The cut-out ar- 
rangement for the heating element also com- 
plicates the operation of the lamp. Point- 
olite lamps up to a power of 1,000 candles 
were put on the market, the more power- 
ful ones with construction and lighting ar- 
rangements still more complicated than in 
the smaller types. 

In the last year the Osram Company of 
Germany brought out new self -lighting types 
of tungsten arc lamps, called the Osram 
Point Light Lamp. The direct current type 
of this lamp, filled with nitrogen, operated 
at potentials of 100 volts upward, and a 
current strength of 1, 3 and 4 amperes, using 
the principle of mechanical motion for the 
lighting; it is shown in Fig. 3. The cathode, 
when the current is turned on. operates as a 
spring upon the anode. which is to give the 
light, and which in the smaller type is a 
little sphere and its the larger type a hemi- 
sphere of tungsten. 

A compound bar connected to the rod 
carrying the cathode is heated by the pas- 
sage of the current and raises the cathode 
from the anode so as to start an arc. Anode 
and cathode are in contact when no current 
is passing, as it will be understood that the 
cathode and anode have hitherto been in con- 
tact. The lamp, therefore. has only one pair 
of current connections, and is adapted for 
the regular socket used for incandescent 
lamps. The lighting requires only a few 
seconds, and when the current is turned off 
only a short period is required before the 
anode goes back to its original place and 
the lamp is once more ready to be lighted. 
The brightness of the anode. which here is 
the real producer of the light, is about 15 
candles to the square millimeter. The candle - 

Course of the current in the Pointolite tung- 
sten arc lamp. 

power of the two types are 80 and 300 
candles, with a consumption in watts of 
about 65 and 200 watts. This does not in- 
clude the current used in overcoming the re- 
sistance of the lamp connections. A differ- 
ence of potential between the connections of 
about 50 volts is brought about with rare- 
fied nitrogen. Every lamp has its own proper 

resistance to be switched into series with 
it. Constant resistances inclosed in a lamo 
bulb filled with hydrogen can be employed. 

And now we come to another type of lamp 
which is only adapted for alternating cur- 
rent. One of these is shown in Fig. 4. The 

FIG.4 
Tungsten arc lump 

foe alternating cur- 
rent connection; it 
is tilled with neon 
and arranged for 
Kiln, Ignition to start 
.the arc. 

FIG. 5 
Tungsten arc lamp 

for direct and alter- 
nating current light- 
ing with nitrogen 
filling; an example 
of "bridge light- 
ing." 

difference between this type and what we 
have described is largely in the tilling, which 
is of neon gas at the pressure of more than 
one-half an atmosphere. The neon gas 
makes possible, on account of its low re- 
sistance to the electric discharge, what has 
been designated as glim lighting. if such 
lamps in circuit with a proper resistance are 
connected to ail alternating circuit of 220 
volts, they will light automatically. Two 
little spheres of tungsten are used for the 
two electrodes which are maintained at a 
sltort distance apart. When the current is 
turned on, electrodes and their connecting 
wires first show the familiar reddish glim 
light, which quickly disappears, simultan- 
eously with the striking of the arc. The 
candlepower and watt consumption of both 
types may be given as 40 candles and 32 
watts in one, and 100 candles and 65 watts 
in the other. 

On the other hand, as a general rule, only 
the light of one of the electrodes is practi- 
cally useful in any one direction. The poten- 
tial difference between the lamp terminals is 
only about 25 volts, so that the greater 
part of the potential of the circuit must be 
cut down by a choke coil in series with the 
lamp. This of course uses up very little 
energy. 

The Osram Point Light lamps for direct 
current last about four hundred hours. The 
alternating current lamps last about half as 
long. Their short life is due to the ex- 
haustion of the tungsten of the arc electrode 
and the blackening of the glass bulb incident 
thereto. 

Lately the Osram Company has succeeded 
in producing a lamp operating on direct as 
well as on alternating current. It is filled 
with nitrogen and the method of lighting is 
a special case of mechanical ignition which 
can be designated as bridge lighting; as a 
connection between both electrodes is drawn 
away by the lighting process, first from one 
and then from the other electrode. This 

(Continued on page 706) 
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Luminous Signs with Changeable Text 

Electric sign. Lamps carried on spindles 
are connected through the holes in the per- 
forated front piece so as to form any desired 
design or inscription. 

TODAY the luminous sign is to be seen 
everywhere; it adds many charms and 

even animation to the arteries of all cities 
of any importance. If the electric sign were 
suddenly suppressed, something would be felt 
to be wanting which is essential to our 
streets. 

There is always an inconvenience common 
to signs of all kinds which is that it is diffi- 

cult to modify them except at a high cost. 
Now modern business has a horror of uni- 
formity and constantly is on the watch to 
renew its modes of publicity, so as better to 
attract the curiosity of the public and fix its 
attention. 

The luminous Phal sign gives precisely the 
means of satisfying this desire for novelty 
and at the same time effects serious econo- 
mies in the electric current. Externally, it 
takes the shape of a tablet or sign into which 
small electric lamps with opalescent or re- 
flecting bulbs are thrust; in placing the lamps 
in proper position, letters are formed and any 
text can be given as desired. 

We may examine more closely the con- 
struction of this tablet. It is composed of 
a sheet of metal with regular holes drilled 
through it mounted in a wooden frame. In 
this same frame at a few inches distance 
back of the metal sheet there is a second 
one, but with indentations instead of holes. 
The bulbs are mounted on special bases, 
whose end and central electrode is formed 
by a little bar with a long point; it will be 
seen at once that the two metallic sheets 
form two electrodes of a lighting circuit. 
One of the poles of the lamp is in contact 
with the first named or outer sheet of metal 
by its metallic base; the other pole by the 
pointed rod, its central electrode, which con- 
nects with the sheet at the rear with its fine 
indentations, completes the connection. 

The lamps used are the ordinary flashlight 
bulbs which work at a potential of about 3V2 

volts. It is known that the lowest consump- 
tion of current for a given light is produced 
at low voltage. The potential of the circuit, 
which is in the neighborhood of 110 volts, 
must be reduced. A transformer will effect 
this reduction, assuming that the current 
available is an alternating one, which is more 
and more the case every day. The consump- 
tion of current for such a sign is very slight, 
100 watts for 20 letters, and the installation 
is of the highest degree of simplicity. By 
a flexible cord with plug the lamps can be 

connected to a wall socket or other place so 

that the signs can be moved around ad 
libitfnn. 

above. One of the lamps as carried by the 
spindle fur insertion In any desired part of 
the diaphragm. 

Below. Example of a sign as prepared by 
this apparatus. 

Luminous Might Signals without Lamp 
By Jean Montfort; 

NIGHT signaling on roads, a subject 
which acquires a greater and greater 
importance, on account of the increas- 

ing number of vehicles of all sorts, espe- 
cially automobiles, and on the other hand 
because of the ever increasing speed of such 
vehicles, can be considered under two as- 
pects; it is either designed to give simple 
indications of direction, names of villages, 
etc., or else it is intended to insure safety 
by warning the automobilists of obstacles and 
dangers which they may meet, such as grade 
crossings, bad turns, and other features of 
the road. 

It is evidently the last problem which is 

of the greater urgency, and for which no 
really efficacious solution has yet been pre- 
sented. 

As far as indicating signs, so useful by 
day, are concerned, it is fair to say that they 
are barely visible at night, in spite of the 
powerful electric lamps carried by modern 
automobiles, because the light, as they re- 
ceive it, is scattered in all directions, and 
the automobilist only seeing a small part 
of the sign cannot read the whole inscrip- 
tion or understand the signals. 

Again, as the surfaces of the signs always 
are more or less polished, the light is not 
uniformly diffused. It goes off with more 
intensity in one particular direction, depend- 
ing on the path of the beam of light which 
impinges on it, which is rarely reflected back 
to the driver of the car. It seems then that 
a good solution of the problem of night sig- 
nals would be realized by an optical con- 
struction, which for an angle of incidence 
varying over a considerable range would 
reflect all the light received by the sign in 
a single direction, and one which would co- 
incide so closely with that of the beams from 
the automobile that its occupant could read 
the inscription. 

There is one thing to be noted. If the 
beam is sent back precisely in the direction 
of its origin, the eye could not receive it, 
unless it was on the exact focal axis of the 
light emitted an impossible case, because 

the driver must be at an appreciable dis- 
tance from his headlight. It is then neces- 
sary to send towards the source of light a 

beam not rigorously parallel with the im- 
pinging one, but slightly divergent. 

The upper diagram slows the course of the 
rays in the Cataphote when the original light 
is parallel to the axis. The lower shows their 
course when the light entering is not parallel 
thereto. The arrows show the course of the 
light and similar letters are used in both. 
SI, is the locus of the focal plane of lens 
o, and Ms indicates the position of the mirror 
out of focus, the departure from the focus 
being greatly exaggerated for the sake of 
clearness. 

Such is our problem. We can now ap- 
preciate the advantages of the arrangement 
for night signalling, which was invented be- 
fore the war by M. Henri Chretien, Astron- 
omer in the Nice Observatory, consisting of 
a modification of the Fizeau Self Collimat- 
ing Mirror which is the mirror invented by 
the eminent astronomer for his researches 
on the velocity of light. This arrangement 
has been tried practically by M. Garbarini. 
There is a tube 1 inch in diameter and 13 
inches long; at one extremity there is a 

plano -convex lens with a focal distance of 
1V8 inches. A little in advance of the focus 
of the lens, about n a -inch, there is a con- 
cave spherical mirror whose radius of cur- 
vature is equal to the focal length of the 
lens. 

We may consider the course of the lumi- 
nous rays in this optical system first in the 
case of a beam parallel to the axis of the 
apparatus, and then for a beam not parallel 
thereto. The diagrams show that the re- 
flected beam is slightly divergent and the cap- 
tion explains the features. 

Experience shows that letters formed by 
these reflectors on a signboard appear very 
b-illiant at more than half a mile distant 
if they receive the light from an automo- 
bile. The divergence is enough so that at 
50 yards an eye some 30 inches above the 
level of the lamp, which is the case in auto- 
mobiles, receives a reflected beam. The 
field for the utilization of the apparatus is 

a broad one. Signals arranged as described 
can be placed at 10 or 12 yards from the 
line of the road and yet will be perfectly 
visible. 

Evidently there are many applications of 
these perfected reflectors. All the features 
of a route can be thus signalled in a per- 
fectly definite manner. Some grade cross- 
ings are already protected by a barrier com- 
posed of these reflectors which the French 
call "cataphotes," which is the name the in- 
ventor has given to the apparatus whose lens 
is colored by a special red pigment. Bi- 
cyclists will find in the use of "cataphotes" 
a protection much greater than that of the 
present arrangement. The red tail light on 
cars would be always visible even if the 
lamp were out, if a "cataphote" were in its 
place or near it. Notice boards placed along 
the roacside and across the center of a road 
would become luminous as each car passed 
them without their lighting costing a cent. 
Its use for aviation can be seen in order 
to give signals at night; the names of vil- 
lages beneath the airplane may be shown by 
means of letters formed of "cataphotes." 
Special short focus apparatus presenting a 

large divergence of rays could be used in 
city advertisements, because the light present 
everywhere in a large city is sufficient to 
illuminate the "cataphote." 

(Translated from Science et la Vie) 
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CONDUCTED nl1 LEOII L. ADELTI'lAN 

How To make the Radio Tonoscope 
THE visual representation of sound 

has always been an attractive sub- 
ject of experiment. Numerous at- 
tempts have been made in the past 

to represent musical tones by colors. In 
spite of a large number of devices that give 
this effect more or less successfully the sub- 
ject is not yet exhausted and in this brief 
article we offer suggestions for the con- 
struction of a new type of such apparatus. 

The device to be described is designed to 
be mounted in a cabinet and operated in con- 
nection with a radio receiving set. The 
apparatus when properly functioning should 
cast a colored pattern on a ground glass 
observation plate. With the changes in 
musical tone or in speech coming in on the 
receiver, the pattern and its colors will 
change. 

MERCURY DROP 
RUBBER 

DIAPHRAGM 

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER 

FIG. 1 

Fascinating patterns of stationary waves will be set up in a drop of mercury placed on u rubber diaphragm stretched over time loud speaker receiver, when time latter is In action. 

The essential feature of the apparatus we 
owe to the English experimenter, E. E. Fournier d'Albé. A rubber diaphragm (Fig. 1) is stretched over a loud speaker receiver and on this diaphragm a large 
drop of mercury is placed. \Vhen the re- 
ceiver is actuated, the sound waves emitted by it set the mercury drop into vibration. These vibrations are in the nature of wave 
motions proceeding from the periphery of the drop towards the center, where they are reflected and sent outwards. The reflected waves and those advancing towards the cen- ter interfere and set up the so-called sta- tionary waves. These waves will form very curious and fascinating patterns on the sur- face of the drop. Each pattern exactly cor- responds to a particular frequency of vibra- tion. 

The surface of mercury is highly reflec- tive and a beam of light thrown upon it will be reflected with almost undiminished in- tensity. In Fig. 2 one arrangement for the projection of these mercury drop patterns is indicated. When viewed by white light, 

By William grünslein, E.E. 

A drop of mercury 
set in vibration by 
sound waves will 
form stationary 
wares which are ar- 
ranged in patterns 
such as those shown 
at the right. 
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a pattern will appear in black and white as 
shown in the photographs in Fig. 3. It is 
important that no direct light should fall 
on the ground glass plate. To insure this 
the source of light may be mounted in a 
telescoping cylinder with a projecting lens, 
as in Fig. 2. 

A somewhat more elaborate and probably 
more effective arrangement is represented 
in Fig. 4. Here the incident and reflected 
beam on the mercury surface is almost per- 
pendicular. This effect is achieved by two 
mirrors mounted so as to be adjustable to 
any angle. One mirror receives the light 
from the source and reflects it on the mer- 
cury drop, while the other receives the 
beam reflected from the mercury and pro- 
jects it upon the ground glass plate. Both 
these arrangements can be mounted in a 
neat cabinet large enough to receive some other apparatus to be described later. 

This device will operate very effectively 
and its usefulness has been demonstrated by 
Mr. Fournier d'Albé who has made repeated 
use of it as a test for tone quality by com- 
paring the pattern photographs taken from 
tuning forks with the patterns produced by 
the singing voice. 

To make the device more attractive, the 
experimenter might try to develop means 
for giving colored impressions of these pat- terns in such a way that the color of the 
pattern will change at the same time as its 

r'tc. 2. 

Means for projecting mercury drop patterns on a ground glass plate. (1), Projecting light. (C), Mercury drop and loud speaker an shown in figure above. (B), Ground glass plate on which the reflected pattern falls. 

Fie. 3 

form. \Ve leave the development of such 
arrangement to the ingenuity of the experi- 
menter, but in order to suggest a line of 
research we will describe one form of such 
device that seems practicable. 

Instead of using one lamp as indicated in 
Figs. 2 and 4 the experimenter might make 
use of three very low resistance colored in- 
candescent bulbs. Each of these bulbs is 
to he connected in a tuned circuit of audio 
frequency consisting of one winding of a 
transformer and a large capacity condenser. 
Such an arrangement is indicated in Fig. 5. 
The transformers arc arranged to step- 
down the voltage so as to increase the cur- 
rent in the tuned circuit, so the usual second 
winding is here used as primary and con- 
nected in the output circuit of a push-pull 
amplifier. 

The three windings are connected in 
parallel with a center tap from each wind- 
ing. The three lamps may be colored red, 
yellow and blue and the condensers ad- 
justed to such capacity as to tune each of 
the three circuits to a different frequency, 
each within the audio frequency band. With 
such arrangement it is expected that as the 
frequency of the output current of the re- 
ceiver changes, one or the other of these 
bulbs will light to maximum intensity and 
so the illumination may vary from a prepon- 
derating red, blue or yellow to any blend- 
ing of these. If the experimenter succeeds 
in constructing a practicable apparatus of 
this type, he will have a device that will 
give a representation of sound in an infi- 
nite variety of color and pattern. 

Such an instrument will afford an ex- 
tremely interesting and useful piece of ap- 
paratus. Its colorful patterns will be found 
far more delightful than even those of the 
kaleidoscope. 

It is questionable, however, whether sum- 
cient current at the output of the push-pull 
amplifier will be available to light up the 
incandescent bulbs in the tuned circuits. In 
this case, small neon tubes may be resorted 
to. The neon tube usually requires much 
less than 30 milliamperes to render it lumi- 
nescent, and so the push-pull amplifier may 
be entirely eliminated; the three parallel - 
connected transformers being connected di- rectly to the receiver output. The neon 

(Continued on page 677) 
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An Ideal "A" and 

e 

OW many of us would like to have 
a neat and efficient charging panel 
for both the "A" and "B" bat- 
teries? Surely, such an acquisi- 

tion would greatly enhance the appearance 
and add muds to the ease of operation in the 
radio room. The charging panel herewith 
described is one that fulfills its obligations 
to best advantage in that it is possible to 
charge the "A" and "B" batteries one at a 
time and prevents the accidental blowing 
out of the tubes by short circuit. 

A five -ampere capacity tungar bulb and 
transformer are mounted on the panel, and 
by the judicious use of the necessary meters, 
switches and lamps, we create an appliance 
that will win its way with all who see it. 

On a hard rubber panel, 21" x 14", are 
mounted three standard 110 -volt sockets. 
These are to accommodate 50 -watt lamps 
which control the charging current when it 
is desired to recharge the "B" battery. I f 

the latter is of the 100 -volt type, it will be 
necessary to make certain that the battery 
is so connected that it will be possible to 
charge two 50 -volt sections arranged in 

parallel. The "B" battery should never be 
charged at a higher rate than % ampere, as 
a faster rate of charge is likely to injure 
the plates. A 0 to 300 milliammeter is con- 
nected into the circuit and serves the pur- 
pose of recording the rate of charge. 

Those not possessing a 5 -ampere tungar 
charger can readily build one by following 
the outline of the one described in the Radio 
Oracle department of the March issue of 
Science ter Invention or on page 212, 
March, 1923, issue of Practical Elertrics. 
On the other hand, one who has such a 
charger can convert it into a more service- 
able item by following the outline detailed 
in this article. 

A few words about the care and main- 
tenance of storage batteries will not he amiss 
here and would be very helpful especially to 
the beginner. 

Essentially, storage batteries belong either 
to the lead -acid or nickle-iron-alkaline type. 
Of these, the alkaline battery is in many 
respects the best, but with the proper care 

"B" Battery Charging Panel 
By Frank Straub, FS of 2FZ 

Honorary Member, Bronx Radio Club 

The author and 
his exceedingly fine 
charging Panel. 
Tills panel can be 
duplicated by any- 
one willing to 
spend a few eve- 
nings in building 
it. Sturdy and im- 
pressive looking, 
it is well worth 
making. Noteneat- 
ne,s of symmetri- 
cal layout. 

Soeoe eoS .,,eOe.. . e4 a ,O0 

The list of parts and materials neces- 
sary for the outfit are as follows: 
1 Hard rubber panel, 21" x 14" x %" 
1 Millianimeter, 0 to 300. 
1 Ammeter, 0 to 20 D.C. 
1 Voltmeter, 0 to 10 D.C. 
1 Voltmeter, 0 to 150 D.C. 

(Provided with necessary resistance 
known as multiplier.) 

2 Small triple pole double throw 
switches. 

1 Double pole double throw switch. 
2 Miniature double pole double throw 

jack switches. 

j 
1 Binding post rack. 

ii 10 Binding posts. 
Steel or wrought iron, 7 feet of 

1" x /" stock. 

accorded to the lead battery, it is possible 
to use one for a period of many years 
and experience no trouble whatever. 

The most common source of trouble with 
the lead -acid type of battery is that due to 
overcharging. \Vhen overcharging is al- 
lowed, the excessive gassing that the battery 
undergoes loosens the material on the plates, 
and thus causes a very marked depreciation 
in the life of the battery. Wlteit this active 
material is loosened, it generally falls to 
the bottom of the cell and there forms an 
excellent short-circuit path for the current. 

Again, due to overcharging, the plates are 
apt to become bent and when the temperature 
of the cell becomes high, not only may the 
plates buckle, but the separators may become 
badly warped so that the efficiency of the 
battery will fall off considerably. 

It is also possible to (lo harm to the bat- 
tery by successive undercharging. This al- 
lows a condition to exist, wherein the cells 
run down gradually to a point where one 

Rear view of the charging Panel, 
showing frame construction and wiring. 
The wiring terminates in a binding 
post rack which facilitates connections. 

or even two of them become reversed in 
polarity and thus necessitate individual at- 
tention. Undercharging also is a contribut- 
ing cause for the buckling of the plates. 

Careful inspection of the cells or jars 
should be made periodically. Of course, in 
most instances, cracked or broken jars can 
be at once detected by leakage of the elec- 
trol)te, or else, when one cell requires water 
more often than the others. A test with 
a hydrometer will usually show a more 
diluted solution than in the other cells. 

When corrosion takes place at the termi- 
nals of the battery, it is time that they should 
be thoroughly cleaned. Corrosion takes place 
due mainly to the action of various causes 
such as high vapor content in the atmos- 
phere, or the presence of excessive carbon 
dioxide in a poorly ventilated battery room 
in which careless handling of the electro- 
lyte results ill spilling the solution over the 
terminals. 

As a precaution, the terminals should be 
greased with plain vaseline. This will ef- 
fectively prevent corrosion and allow all un- 
hampered flow of current, whereas the cor- 
rosion would seriously impede the flow by 
increasing the resistance. 

Insufficient electrolyte such that the top 
of the plates protrude through, causes sul- 
pliation and also enhances the chance for 
faster evaporation. When adding solution 
to replenish. be sure that it is not too con- 
centrated, but is diluted to the same degree 
as the acid in the cell. Generally only dis- 
tilled water is to be added. 

After the battery has been in use some 
few years, there is apt to be noticed a marked 
decrease in its capacity for service. In other 
words, after having received a normal 
charge, the battery delivers but a relatively 
small amount of energy and recharging be- 
comes necessary again. The fault may lie 
in old age or poor material used in the con- 
struction of the plates. It is obvious that 
this condition can be remedied only by re- 
placing the old plates with new ones. It 
is entirely possible that the plates have been 
eaten away by a too highly concentrated 
battery solution. The hydrometer should 
find greater application and should be treated 
with consideration and not be used to meas- 
ure the specific gravity of light or heavy oils, 
when it vas purchased with the sole intention 

v. 
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of using it in conjunction with the batteries. 

\Vhen the solution in the battery reads 
1150, it is time to recharge it. This read- 
ing is really the specific gravity reading of 
1.15. When fully charged, the reading may 
he as high as 1.3 or 1300 on the scale. Usual- 
ly it is between this figure and 1250, depend- 
ing upon the type of battery. 

It often happens that impurities in the 
solution affect the battery output in no small 
measure, so that extreme care is advised 
when refilling the cells. Pure distilled water 
should be used. or rain water collected after 
the shower has washed off the roof, will 
answer. If this procedure is not followed, 
harmful sulphation is bound to occur and 

f-40* 
Front of the charger, ready for operation. 

31i/filature switches are 
used, and the circuits 
are equipped with the 
necessary meters to in - 

re harmonious re- 
sults. %s can be seen, 
the outfit is a beauty in 
etery respect. 

t 
The exact dimensions 

for the panel layout are 
given in this diagram. 
Care shou111 be taken 
when drilling, so its nut 
to chip or break the 
panel. Telephone push 
snitches of the DPDT 
type can be used In- 
stead of the ordinary 
kind. 

the battery will need complete 
overhauling. If too much solu- 
tion has evaporated, add a little amount of 
pure water, or else recharge at a slightly 
faster rate at the beginning of the charge, 
being sure to return to a normal rate. 
Usually 30 minutes is sufficient, at the start. 

So much for the lead -acid type of stor- 
age battery. Due to its relatively cheap first 
cost and low upkeep, it has found much 
favor in the eyes of the public. However, 
its main shortcoming lies .in the fact that its 
longevity is not as great as might be de- 
sired. Also the fact that it cannot with- 
stand much overload or strain is something 
to bear in mind when buying a battery. 

The nickel -iron -alkaline battery 
with its excellent mechanical con- 
struction together with the stability 
of the combination of iron oxide, 
nickel hydrate and alkaline solution 
is the best type of storage battery. 
Among the various mistreatments 
that this type of battery can be sub- 
jected to and still remain unaffected, 
the following ones will indeed be 
interesting. The battery may he 
left idle for months at a time, either 
charged or discharged; excessive and 
severe vibration will not affect it; 
undercharge or overcharge and 
heavy rates of charge or discharge 
do not affect its life; the plates do 
not warp or buckle; short circuits 
or charging in the reverse direction 
will not hurt it. In a word, it is 
impregnable to maltreatment-to a 
large degree. 

It can thus be readily seen that 
great care is not essential in the 
maintenance and the operation of 
the alkaline battery. 

When fully charged, the voltage 
is about 1.75 to 1.85 per cell, where- 
as in the lead -acid battery it is 2 
volts per cell. 
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Complete wiring diagram for the de- 
vice. It is best to use rubber covered 
wire, so as to eliminate the possibility 
of short, circuits, although heavy bus - 
bar will do. The terminals marked 
charge" should be connected to the 

batteries and those marked "dis- 
charge," to the radio set. 
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The above ii formation will be found quite 
useful when it comes to deciding questions 
concerning storage batteries and their re- 
spective characteristics. 

The battery charger described here will be 
of utmost value in aiding to prevent acci- 
dents in the charging, maintenance and oper- 
ation of both "A" and "B" storage cells. 

Having procured all the necessary mate- 
rials for the construction of the charging 
panel, the first step to take is to lay out 
the hard rubber panel. Refer to the dia- 
gram showing its details. Since hard rub- 
ber is not difficult to drill, extra precau- 
tion is not required, but care should be taken 
to see that all holes are properly centered. 
An extension bit in the chuck of a hand 
brace, or a circle cutter which can be ob- 
tained at practically any hardware store, will 
find good use and help materially in facili- 
tating the work of drilling. 

In order that mistakes he avoided, it is 
best to use a pair of dividers and mark the 
correct centers and diameters of the holes 
before drilling. After all the holes have 
been made, the surface of the panel is rubbed 
down with fine emery paper and then care- 
fully wiped with a clean rag. A few drops 
of 3 -in -1 oil or linseed oil (not any more 
since an excess of oil will mean trouble 
later) are rubbed in thoroughly; the result 
will be a pleasing, dull gloss which adds to 
the appearance of the panel. 

The iron supporting framework should 
next be made Procure at the hardware 
store 7 feet of wrought iron. 1 inch wide 
and either or ?a inch thick. Reference 
to the diagram will tell the exact lengths in 
which to cut the material. The framework 
is tightly bolted together and the assembly, 
when finally completed, is fastened to the 
wall. 

A small piece of sheet steel whose dimen- 
sions are depicted is mounted on the front 
of the panel and serves the purpose of acting 
as a support for the 5 ampere tungar bulb. 

Having mounted all the instruments on 
the panel, we now face the task of wiring. 
This job is perhaps tihe hardest part of the 
work, but is relatively easy. No. 14 rubber 
covered house wire or heavy bus bar is used 
and affords ample protection against trouble 
from short circuits and burn -outs. 
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The three standard sockets are connected 
in parallel. The 0 to 300 range milliammeter 
is connected in series with them and serves 
to tell the charging rate The 0 to 20 am- 
meter acts in the capacity of recording the 
rate at which the "A" battery is being 
charged. The "A" battery should not be 
charged at a faster rate than 5 amperes, but 
one will rarely, if ever, find that it will be 
necessary to keep strict watch, since the 
tungar bulb may pass no more. The dis- 
charge rate, if allowed to exceed 10 am- 
peres for a 100 ampere -hour battery, will 
shorten the life of the battery greatly. The 
heat generated within the battery under too 
rapid charging causes the plates to warp and 
buckle and results in the active material 
falling out. One can readily see that care- 
ful attention is required and that the life 
of the battery depends on the treatment 
accorded it. 

The 0 to 10 voltmeter finds a useful func- 
tion in that it keeps tabs on the voltage of 
the "A" battery during discharge. This is 
absolutely essential for the good of the bat- 
tery as a drop of more than .8 of a volt 
will mean the rapid deterioration of the bat- 
tery. In other words, when the voltage reads 
5.2 for a 6 -volt battery, it is time to re- 
charge. In actual practice, the "A" battery 
should be recharged once a week, while the 
"B" battery will need to be recharged once 
every two weeks. 

Remember, overcharging is as harmful as 
excessive discharging. It is best to watch 
the meters carefully and place full reliance 
on them, especially when one cares to spend 
a few cents more and procure good instru- 
ments. 

The same applies to the "B" battery volt- 
meter which is of a range from 0 to 150 
volts. The 100 -volt unit should be recharged 
when the reading of the meter is about 85 
volts. Of course, it must be remembered 
that the battery should be arranged in two 
sections of 50 volts each. connected in 
parallel A series -parallel switch attached to 
the battery itself will solve the problem 
very nicely. 

As regards the transformer, it should be 
securely fastened to the panel with small 
bolts. The connections to the tungar bulb 
from the transformer come through the 
panel. These are made with short lengths 
of flexible wire, if desired. 

v 

The operation of the board is simple. If 
it is desired to charge the "A" battery, 
switch No. 2 is thrown in. This connects 
the 110 -volt A.C. supply. Nothing happens 
until switch No. 3 is thrown in the up posi- 
tion. The A.C. current energizes the trans- 
former and the bulb lights. The ammeter 
will be seen to record the amount of current 
flowing through the battery. The reading 
should be from 5 to 8 amperes. 

It may be necessary to reverse the ter- 
minal connections to the ammeter, so that it 
will read in the right direction. Usually an 
overnight charge will replenish the battery 
current. If it is desired to use the storage 
battery, the switch No 3 is thrown down, 
and by reference made to the wiring diagram 
it will be seen that the receiving set, or any 
other apparatus for that matter, is directly 
connected to it. 

When fully charged, the storage battery 
voltmeter should read 6 volts or slightly 
more. Switch No. 5 when thrown ill the 
downward position measures the voltage. 

For charging the B battery it will be 
necessary to throw switch No. 1 upward, 
and for connection to the set, downward. 
Switch No. 4 connects the voltmeter which 
determines the condition of the B battery 
at all times. Only trial readings should be 
taken and the meters should not be kept in 
the circuit continuously. This of course ap- 
plies only to the voltmeters. The ammeter 
and milliammeter will have to be included 
in the circuit during the charging of the 
batteries. 

When the wiring has been completed and 
the circuits have been tested out carefully, 
the iron framework should be given one or 
two coats of black enamel. You will he 
amply repaid for your work and your friends 
will gaze in wonder at the pleasing assem- 
blage you have created. All that is neces- 
sary is careful and attentive work. The 
outfit described has been ill continuous ser- 
vice for the last three years and never once 
has given cause for trouble. Being mounted 
against the wall out of the way, it is really 
an excellent addition to any experimenter's 
laboratory. How ouch better is this ar- 
rangement than the average charger which 
is continually "kicking" around the room! 

Here are a few good pointers to keep in 
mind and which when adhered to will greatly 
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assist in prolonging the period of useful 
service of the batteries. 

Charge the battery regularly and suffi- 
ciently, avoiding temperatures in excess of 
110 degrees F. 

Replace evaporated solution with pure 
water and be sure to add it at the beginning 
of the charge as otherwise it may not mix 
properly with the electrolyte. 

Do not allow the battery to stand in a 
discharged condition. Sulphation becomes 
more difficult to reduce if the battery is neg- 
lected. Whereas a discharged battery may 
freeze, one fully charged is free from that 
danger in this latitude. 

Keep the battery in a clean, dry and well - 
ventilated place. 

Electrolyte which has been spilled should 
be neutralized with alkali such as soda and 
wiped up. 

Before going on your vacation, it is best 
to fully charge the battery and empty all 
the electrolyte out of it, and wash with dis- 
tilled water. The separate cells should be 
thoroughly washed and the battery solution 
saved for future use by pouring it into non- 
metallic_ containers Take out the old sepa- 
rators and replace with new ones. 

In order to restore the battery to service 
after a period of disuse, the old wood sepa- 
rators, unless new ones were put in as above, 
should be carefully removed and replaced by 
new ones. After the cells have been assém- 
bled and filled with electrolyte, they should 
be allowed to stand a day without charging. 
The initial charge may require a few days, 
but need not be continuous,. 

\Vitll average careful use, the Tungar bulb 
will last several years and give perfect 
satisfaction. 

I f so desired. two 6 -volt storage batteries 
can be charged in parallel. If two or more 
22% -volt "B" battery units are desired to be 
charged simultaneously, it may be necessary 
to employ 100 -watt lamps instead of the 75 - 
watt ones. 

Those who have a complete charging out- 
fit and would like to enhance its value and 
increase its utility will have something they 
will be very proud of if they build the out- 
fit described in this article. A copper screen 
enclosing the framework will further add 
to the beauty of the charger and aid in keep- 
ing out extraneous matter and prying 
fingers. 
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Left: Rlde view, showing how the transformer is mounted on the iron frame. Note accessi- 
bility of the various parts and instruments. Above can be seen details for the construction of 
the iron framework which is made in two parts. Fig. 1 represents the front and Fig. 2 the back 
of the supporting members which can either be bolted or riveted together. 
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getting On the Air 
13q A. P. Peck, 31110 Assoc. 1.R.E. 

The Ethics of Amateur Transmission and 
the Correct Operation of a Station Briefly 

Outlined ..r+_..sr._r.._r _n,tip_n 

The country is divided into nine 
radio districts. each having its 
own radio inspector and his per- 
sonnel. Scattered throughout 
these districts are approximate- 
ly 17,000 licensed amateurs bound 
to rules and regulations as set 
forth by the Department of Com- 
merce, Bureau of Navigation. 

AFTER having learned to properly 
transmit and receive the Interna- 
tional Morse code, after a license 
has been obtained, and your station 

is in operation, you find yourself up against 
another problem, viz., following the correct 
and accepted forms of transmission between 
amateur stations. The backbone of the 
amateur organization depends entirely upon 
intercommunication between stations. In 
this way new friendships are formed and 
many pleasant hours are passed just "chew- 
ing the rag." It is this that binds the ama- 
teurs of the country together in a fraternal 
organization. To join this organization you 
need pay no dues, nor attend meetings nor 
do any of the other things that are usually 
connected in the mind with clubs and socie- 
ties. Of course, you can join your local 
radio club, and it is advisable to do so as 
you will undoubtedly obtain great benefit 
therefrom. However, the other organization 
that we mention is merely the fellowship of 
communication. Through the medium of 
your transmitter you will get in touch with 
many other persons throughout the country 
who have tastes similar to yours. In the 
paragraphs below we will outline the vari- 
ous forms used for transmission and also 
present some of the courtesies which must 
be extended to other operators 

If you intend to go in for the handling of 
traffic, as the interchange of relayed mes- 
sages is called, you must establish the usual 
form of handling messages. When a mes- 
sage starts from your station, it should be 
assigned a number ; that series of numbers 
to run for one year. whereupon you will 
start again with number one. This number 
is incorporated in the message and the en- 
tire form is as follows: 

"2CYW u 3M0. Nr 1. To John Doe, 
1111Main St., Dunellen, New Jersey." Then 
follows the body of the message and the 
signature. 

The period between the transmitting sta- 
tion's call and the Nr 1 is called the break 
and is sent - -, not . as is 
the usual period. This break signal is often 
used throughout the message, and you will 
soon become used to employing it. 

Other things which you will have to learn, 
are the Q signals. These are a series of 
internationally used abbreviations which tend 
greatly to speed up communication. Use 
them whenever you can. We give below a 
list of the most common ones, together with 
their meanings. When you send a certain 
signal and follow it with a question mark, 
the meaning is that given. If no question 
mark is used, the signal stands for a similar 
statement. 

QRA. What is your location? 
QRH. What is your wave -length? 
QRK. How do you receive me? 

1 
QRM. Are you being interfered 

i with? 
!i QRN. Is static strong? 
! QRQ. Shall I send faster? 
i QRS. Shall I send slower? 
! QRT. Shall I stop sending? 
IQRU. Have you anything for me? 

QRZ. Are my signals weak? 
QSA. Are my signals strong? 
QSB. Is my tone bad? 
QSL. Did you receive my acknowl- 

edgment? 
! QSR. \Vill you forward a message? 
IQST. Have you received the general 

1 ' call? 

Aside from these conventional signals 
there are others that have been adopted by 
amateurs for their own use. Those which 
should be well known are listed below. 

CQ. I desire to communicate with some- 
one. 

73. Best regards. 
88. Love and kisses. 
CUL. Call or see you later. 
OM. Old man. 
Yi.. Young lady. 
0\V. Old woman. 
NIL. Nothing. 
Hr. Here. 
Etc., etc. 
These are the ones that are most gen- 

erally used, and in addition, simplified or 
phonetic spelling is introduced into trans- 
mission. When you are sending, make every 
effort to cut down the length of messages, 
so that no unnecessary time will be con- 
sumed in putting over your idea or message 

to the other station. You will make a bad 
reputation for yourself unless you do this, 
and you will seldom find anyone willing to 
communicate with you. The radio bore is 
just as bad as the social misfit who earns 
that title. Be sure that you do not become 
one. 

Let us suppose now that you have memor- 
ized the above listed Q signals and are ready 
to actually start your transmission. You 
should make it known among your neighbors 
and friends that you will try to relay mes- 
sages to any part of the world for them 
free of charge. Undoubtedly, some neighbor 
of yours will have a message that he would 
like to have transmitted to some distant 
point. Let us say that this message is going 
West from your station. Listen in on and 
near the wave -length to which your trans- 
mitter is tuned and see if you hear any- 
body calling CQ in the general direction 
in which you want your message to go. If 
you do not, call CQ yourself, following each 
signal with the word West. You will soon 
raise someone who will answer you. The 
conventional and advisable way to call CQ 
in this case is as follows: CQ West, CQ 
West, CQ West u 3M0, 3M0, 3M0. Re- 
peat this three times and then listen in for 
at least two minutes. When listening, start 
at the top of the band on which you are 
working and slowly rotate your tuning dial 
to the lower end of the band. If you do not 
hear anyone answering you, reverse the tun- 
ing again to the top of the band. Then you 
can call again as above. If after the third 
try you do not raise anybody, let that mes- 
sage stand for an hour or two and try again. 
Undoubtedly in the meantime you will hear 
someone calling CO. who will take the mes- 
sage off your hands and relay it further 
on its journey. If possible, of course, try 
to place the message with some station in 
the town for which it is destined. The re- 
ceiver will then immediately telephone or 
mail the message to the party to whom it is 
routed. You are to do the same in the case 
of messages received by you for your town. 
1 f you get a message to relay to some point 
a little further on, and you cannot relay it 
within a reasonable length of time, 24 hours 
at the outside, mail it immediately to its 
destination. In this way, traffic is kept on 
the move and never tied up at one point. 

Above all, during your entire transmis- 
sion time, do not cause local QRM. This 
can be done in many ways such as tuning 
your transmitter during hours when exten- 
sive transmission is being carried on, or 
testing during the same period of time. 
Avoid causing any interference of this 
nature. Another thing you must remember 
is never to send an interminably long CQ. 
Often you will hear an operator start up and 
send that conventional signal steadily for 
five or ten minutes at a time, never once 
pausing to sign. This type of operator 
seldomly if ever gets any answer, and he 
often thinks that his transmitter does not 
work properly. In reality, the fault is- all 
his own. If he would give a short, snappy 
CQ and a slow sign, he would undoubtedly 
raise someone. It would be a good idea 
for anyone transmitting to do a little mis- 
sionary work here. If you hear of an oper- 
ator committing the above -mentioned sin, 
stand by until he finally signs off. Then 
call him and tell him that he is "jamming' 
things and ask him to try to give a better 
and shorter call the next time. Most ama- 
teurs and beginners when their attention is 
called in this way will heed and do better 
the next time. Before you do this, how- 
ever, be sure that your own conscience is 

(Continued on page 673) 
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Radio 
Developments ' 

Religious organizations are not to be 
forced off the ether by powerful jazz 
stations. The photograph at the right 
shows a highly efficient installation oper- 
ated by a well-known church in New 
York City. The engineer is holding one 
of the new type of 250 -watt transmitting 
tubes. It is interesting to note the rapid 
strides being made in the development of 
better broadcasting. It is a sign of per- 
manent usefulness of radio that such in- 
stitutions as churches and colleges have 
adopted it as a means of communication 
with á more extensive audience than their 
auditoriums will hold. 

Although one of the first to employ 
CW transmission, the builder of the set 
shown above, Mr. Kenneth Hewitt, 2RK, 
has undoubtedly been the last to relin- 
quish the spark and its time-honored su- 
premacy as an ether racket raiser. He 
is shown at right affectionately fondling 
a few relics which have seen their day: 
a synchronous rotary spark gap and a 
pancake coil type oscillation transformer. 
At one time the slogan used to be "a mile 
per watt" and lucky was he who could 
cover 1,000 miles with a 1 kw. outfit. 
Today, several thousand miles with a 5 - 
watt tube is merely good work. 

40040-0. 

A remarkable low loss short wave receiving set, by Mr. 
Kenneth Hewitt, 2RK, famous pioneer in amateur radio 
communication. It is provided with three UV -199 tubes 
in a regenerative detector and two-step amplifier. The set 
has picked up signals from every corner of the earth. Espe- 
cial note should be taken of the tuning inductance which is 

wound with quarter -inch tubing and is supported in but two 
places by means of thin bakelite strips. The primary in- 
ductance is tapped at every turn, while the secondary is 

tuned by a vernier condenser. To eliminate influence by 
hand capacity the tickler coil is provided with a long shaft. 
The shortest possible connections are used and resistance 
ís thus kept at a minimum. With but one tuning control, 
the set is ideal for amateur radio code reception covering 
a wave -length range of 75 tó 200 meters. ff 
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,Ark of the Covenant 
By Victor MacClure 

[What Has gone Before] 
A number of New York banks have been robbed. 

The time is near the end of this century. The Pres- 

ident of one of. the banks stands by his son's bed - 

tide early in the morning and tells him of strange 
bobheries. They fly to New York in an airplane. 

They find that throughout the financial district 
td'cryone has fallen senseless. Automobile engines 
have mysteriously stopped. Everything of gold, 
Patches, coins, gold leaf signs and the like have been 
(irr,ished. The vaults of a number of banks have 
eon cut open, apparently by oxyacetylene, and 

1 ebbed. 
Powdered glass is found in the street to add to 

One strange events. Little lead cases carne into the 
Post Office by mail. Raduirn salts were enclosed in 

ern. 
The airplane Merlin, the fastest of all airplanes, 

!takes an active part in the story. The mystery deep - 
'ens when it is found that some millions of dollars 

securities have been returned to the banks, but a 

-lightly larger amount of gold has been taken. 
Anaesthetic bombs are thought of. A provision 
tore has been robbed and money left to pay for 
What was taken. Thousands of gallons of gasoline 
Pave disappeared from a Standard Oil Station. 

They go out on the famous Merlin in search of 
the liner Parnassie after having vainly tried to find 
how the gasoline was taken from the station; they 
hear that there was a cabin in the air when the 
robbery was being perpetrated. Going out to sea, 
they land upon the Parnassie. Everyone on her is 
recovering from a trance, and eventually the Cop - 

thin goes with them to the treasure safe and finds 
that it has been robbed. 

Lord A1ieric, a well preserved man of 60, joins 
;them. The crew recovers. A discussion ensues and 
it is concluded that the raiders used an airplane. 
The Merlin starts off after the ship's engines begin 
s, turn, taking with them the charming Miss Tor. 

ranee, the niece of Lord Al,neric, who is also of the 
Iarty. As the Parnassic reaches port, investigations 
nto her robbery are in order. 

Now news comes that Louisville has been at- 
tacked, and an hour and forty minutes takes the 
Merlin to Louisville, where the New York raid has 
;been duplicated. Nest the Atlantic is crossed to 
Europe where similar raids have been perpetrated. 

The robbery of the Bank of England is investi- 
pated. Mysteriously, only a relatively small amount 
of gold was taken. Gasoline has been taken from 
the English tanks. The House of Commons was sub- 
jected to the soporific agent and when they recov- 
ered members on the Treasury bench found their 
faces blackened with burnt cork. Paris and Berlin 
are raided on the same day. Radium left by the 
raiders is still a mystery. 

A search for the mysterious airship or raider 
begins in earnest. The Merlin leaving police ma. 
shines far behind, shortly after the take -off from 
England reaches American and Gardiners Bay'with- 
e+ sight of the enemy. And now our hero wants 
ti roving commission for a new Merlin, for the first 
one has several successors, to carry out his own 
and tins associates views as to the raider. He pro- 
tases to arm his airplane and go off prepared for 

attacking and for defense. An appointment with 
the President of the United States is made and 
the Merlin goes to the federal capital. The inter- 
view with the President follows, a very cordial one 
as young Boon's father is a friend of Mr. Whitcomb, 
the President. Meanwhile it seems that Miss Tor- 
rance has been pleading the cause of the Merlin at 
the White House and all goes smoothly. 

In spite of delay due to carburetor trouble the 
search is prosecuted and at last the enemy is 
sighted. Eager to attack, a gas defense by the 
enemy threatens. The gas begins its work upon the 
Merlin's crew. 

The Merlin is gassed by the raider. An airplane - 
is launched from an English cruiser to join the at- 
tack. Signal flags transmit messages back and forth 
between the cruiser and the Ark of the Covenant. 
Then conies a description of the landing of the Mer- 
lin on the deck of the English cruiser, and the Ark 
of the Covenant meanwhile has disappeared at 
amacing speed and the Merlin, after her fight with 
the airship, has a rest. In England there is a busi- 
ness panic, the Government falls. The Merlin and 
her crew at last return to America. Information 
comes directly from the raider that she desires to 
stop all war. 

II 

Maracaybo; Patroling the Coast of South. 
Americain Search of the Raider; 

a Futile Attempt 
We dined and slept in the house of Senor 

Fernando that night, and from somewhere 
our host procured a supply of first-class 1 i 

aviation spirit. His own men took it down 
to the seaplane, and Milliken looked after 
the replenishing of the tank. 

In the morning, with a cordial invitation 
to make the house of our useful friend our 
own whenever we were in Maracaybo, we 
set off down the coast. For a week we 
haunted the sea -line, back and forward from 
Maracaybo to Cayenne, without getting wind 
of our quarry. This brought us to the mid- 
dle Monday in June, -when for another week 
we were storm -bound in Maracaybo. 

The hospitality of Señor' Fernando was: 
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"An soon an the light went 
oat . . 1 let the water out 
of the jar an I held -It up. 1 
retreated with some wind to 
apare." 
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limitless, but our enforced inactivity was 
very galling. Our only consolation was that 
if we could not take the air, neither could 
the raiders. But by the Saturday of the 
third week in June the tropical storm was 
over, and again we set off down the coast 
of the Main. We trailed along the Lee - 
wards, and on the Sunday morning early 
got out from Port of Spain to search the 
Lesser Antilles, for we were still keen on 
Milliken's idea. 

Then at eleven o'clock that Sunday we 
picked up a radio telling of an airship raid 
on shipping on the other side of Panama. 
We made right back to Maracaybo, where 
we found Senor Fernando, to whom we had 
radioed, waiting for us in the harbor with 
a full supply of gasoline. We filled up, 
and were off again. 

We came down at Panama to seek in- 
formation, and we were told that the raids 
had taken place on the New Zealand route 
off the Galapagos. These islands were our 
next objective, and we made them just on 
nightfall. We were mighty tired, though 
by this time Dan was up to handling the 
machine and had been spelling Milliken and 
mc. but as we could find no safe mooring, 
we took off again and reached Guayaquil 
in the dark. Here we found a mooring in 
the roadway of the bay, and we hitched to 
it without asking permission. We set no 
watch, but lay down to sleep, determined 
to be stirring with the first streak of day- 
light. But when daylight came, we landed 
on a piece of bad luck. 

It was just after four in the morning, 
and Milliken and I were going over the 
engine. A sudden imprecation from my me- 
chanic made me go over to the side he wa4 
examining, and I saw him gazing with a 
rueful face at the gasoline supply pipe to 
one of the starboard carburetors. It was 

snapped clean through close to the car- 
buretor. 

"Well," I said, "there's no use making a 

post-mortem on the thing, Milliken. We'd 
better straighten one of the coils a bit and 
braze a new junction." ' 

"Right, sir," said Milliken, and went to 
his locker for the necessary tools. 

Although we had flown from Maracaybo 
to Panama, and from there to Galapagos, 
thence to Guayaquil, I was not prepared to 
see the gasoline gauges so low. I concluded 
that there must have been a good deal of 
leakage from the fracture, before it abso- 
lutely parted, and I took one of the dago 
boatmen that were now. round the plane, 
and went ashore for a supply of the juice. 

My boatman was a traveled man and a 
linguist, and I was able to make him under- 
stand what I wanted. He conducted me up 
the quay and led the way to a gasoline store 
sure enough, but it was somewhere round 
half -past four in the morning, and there 
was nobody about. The place was shut. 

I was starring grumbling at the luck, 
when suddenly my dago let out a yell, and 
began pointing right above him into the 
sky. 

"See, senor!" lie cried. "Look, look! 
The airsheepI" 
The Ark of the Covenant, the Raiding Air- 

ship, is Seen But the Merlin is Crippled 
at the Very Time Her Services Are 

Required Most 

A thrill ran up my spine, for there-high 
above the town-like a tiny spear blade of 
silver, in the growing light of the morning, 
floated the Ark of the Covenant! I was sure 
of her. There were no two ships of the 
same design in the world-unless they be- 
longed to the raiders. 

It was galling, I need hardly say. There 
lay the Merlin in the roadway with a parted 
gasoline pipe, crippled to a certain extent, 
and with her tanks more than half empty! 
And high above her the quarry sped, serene 
and beautiful, heading straight across the 
Andes! 

Mad as I was, I had the sense to take an 
accurate bearing of the airship's course, then 
I flung myself into a useless activity. I yelled 
at my dago, and at the others who were 
gathering round. I threw money at them, 
and made them hustle to find the man who 
ran the gasoline station. As good luck 
would have it, he turned out to be a Scots- 
man, but it was forty-five minutes' before 
he made his appearance, for he lived out- 
side the town. When he did come, he came 
running, and he was still putting on his 
clothes as he came. 

In as few words as possible I explained 
the situation to him. 
"Bide a wee," he said, unflustered. "Let's 
think. I could give ye petrol frae tins in 
the store, but,yéd have to manhandle it to 
your plane-and that'd take time. No, by 
jingo I have a tanker lying at the quay- 
side bung fu' o' the juice. Could ye maneu- 
ver your boatie alongside? We'll soon have 
your tanks fu' if ye can." 

Give me a Scotsman any day for sense! 
I hustled McQuharrie into the boat and 
we polled out to the Merlin. Milliken had 
the breakage fixed, and we taxied the bus 
alongside the tanker. In no time, Mc- 
Quharrie had a pipe and a pump fixed be- 
tween the tanker and the plane, and in a 
little the Merlin's tanks were brimming. 

"How much is that, Mr. McQuharrie?" 
"Damned if I know-I didna measure," he 

replied. "Don't bother wi't. Off you 'go, 
man 1 I'll send ye a bill-" 

(Continued on page 703) 
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Disrupting the Atom with 
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Pressures of several tons due to the magnetic fields are active in the small coil used 

by Professor \Vail in his experiments. The illustration above shows this coil before 
and after art experiment. Not only did the magnetic force tear the coil apart but it 
cracked a strong shield of wood (lignum vitae.) 

The force exerted by the magnetic field of the 
small coil used by Professor T. F. Wall was so 
great that it was necessary to construct this power, 
tul steel frame to keep the coil intact. 
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BL] Prof. T, 

. Professor T. F. Wall of the University of 

If 
Sheffield, England, who, In the course of ex- 
periments with magnetic fields of tremendous 
Intensity is claimed to have succeeded in dis- 
integrating the atom. 

s.- 

i 
i 

The component parts of the steel 
shield constructed to withstand the 
great mechanical stresses due to the very 
Intense magnetic fields developed In a 
small call when a transient current of 
about 40.000 amperes is sent through it. 

A view of the equipment used by Pro- 
fessor Wall in his experiments with 
very Intense magnetic fields. The coil 
used In the experiment is Immersed In 
oil contained In the tank seen on top 
of the desk. 
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Intense Magnetic Fields 
F. Wall 

THERE is good reason to believe that 
the use of very intense magnetic fields 
may prove to be one of the most pow- 
erful means yet devised for attacking 

the structure of the atom, as well as for pro- 
ducing profound modifications in the mag- 
netic properties of materials. It is also ex- 
pected that the knowledge obtained as a re -i 
suit of such experiments may lead to the 
placing of the theory and practice of mag- 
netism on a more complete scientific basis 
whereby, for example, it may be possible 
to predict what change in the magnetic prop- 
erties of a steel may result from a given 
change in the ingredients. 

The application of this class of magnetic 
fields as a means of attacking the structure 
of the atom is a matter of the greatest fas- 
cination from a scientific point of view; it 
is also of vital importance from the point 
of view of national welfare. In fact, it has 

77 

An electro oVing 
the dlrectlo , of the 
dotted Une I supposed 
to se: up a magnetic 
field (circular ' lines) \ and an electric field 
(radial unes), whheh 
two sets of Unes are at 
Ight angles tp. each 

o her anqd et9cy the diree- 
t ofirngtlon. 

S / / 
" , 

The magnetic field of the coil in Professor Wall's experiment le 
supposed to reset with the field of the rotating electron and when 
strong enough, forcer the latter to leave the aloes. 

OSCILLATING 
SWITCH 

1\ ;y- ?If/i % 
COIL 

CONDENSER 

A sisapufied form of 
Professor We're appe- 
rates showing the oil 
Immersed coil and the 
oscillating switch which alternately 
charges and dlseharges 
the condenser. 

To demon- 
strate that the elec- 
tric current is an 
electric charge in 
motion Rowland 
charged two discs 
and by revolving 
them at a 'cry high 
speed caused the 
deflection of a mag- 
netic needle sus- 
pended between 
them. 

GENERATOR 

been suggested that the world's rapidly dis- 
appearing stores of available energy may 
eventually be replenished by the use of re- 
leased atomic energy. 

The vexing questions of what stores of 
energy are locked up in the structure of the 
atom and what part of this store maayf rea- 
sonably be expected to be made avail -5151e for 
industrial purposes give problems which in 
all probability can be most powerfully at- 
tacked by the use of very intense magnetic 
fields produced in the manner outlined in this 
article. 

Briefly recapitulating the widely accepted 
view, it may be stated that an atom consists 
of a minute central nucleus of positive elec- 
tricity and a number of units of negative 
electricity (that is, electrons), revolving 
round the nucleus at very high speeds and 

(Continued on page 704) J 
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What Experie 
menters Are 

Doing 'Codal 

The greatest experimenter ofo r 
time is shown at right reading the 
inscription upon the tablet erected at 
Menlo Park, N. J., as a permanent 
memorial of his work. 

The University of Pennsylvania radio survey 
car showing the mounting of the specially de- 
signed super -heterodyne set. The loop aerial 
is mounted on top of the ear. 

Wri C. 

4.S.r+__n,.' _e.,. .' 
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71. 1r 
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. 

Wig 

Students of New York Univer- 
sity preparing for a radio debate. 
The microphone le connected to en 
amplifier by which the Bpeaker'r 
radio voice may be Judged. a 

Three members of the Moore School of Electrical Engineering. 
University of Pennsylvania, are planning to make a study of 
radio waves from this especially equipped radio survey ear. 
The ear is provided with a super -heterodyne set. 
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Oddly constructed ama- 
teur radio station of E. Mt 
Glazer, 2B11B; it has been heard 
in every corner of the earth. 

o 
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Historical Experiments 
Number 9 

Early Electric motors of 1825 

Designed by William Sturgeon 

A form of Itarlow's wheel familiar to read- 
ers of THE EXPERIMENTER. Current 
flowing from the center of the disc to the 
mercury well with which Its periphery 
makes contact reacts with the field of the 
magnet and causes rotation of the disc. 

The lower periphery of the metal cylinders, 
A and B, Is Immersed in mercury connected 
to one terminal of a battery, the other ter- 
minal of which connects to the tops of the 
cylinders. The current flows parallel to the 
axis of the cylinders and causes rotation by 
Its reaction with the field of the horseshoe 
magnet on which the cylinder is mounted. 

¡ 

This Is a modified 
form of an apparatus 
devised by Faraday 
and published In the 
December, 1924 Issue 
of T If E EXPERI- 
MENTER. Current 
flows from the upper 
end to the lower end 
of the wire which dips Into mercury. 
The unlike poles of 
t h e horseshoe mag- 
nets cause the wires 
to rotate In opposite 
directions. 

In this Ingenious 
apparotue a b a r 
magnet, AB, is made 
to rotate about Its 
own axis. Two like 
terminals of the bat- 
teries, DD, are con- 
nected to the mer- 
cury trough with 
which the arm. C, 
makes contact. The 
other terminals are 
connected to mer- 
cury cup, A and B. fits 

4 

Currents flowing down the vertical wires . 

wad returning to the batteries DD, through 
tine mercury contact arm, C, react with the 
pivoted bar magnets, AA, and, BB, causing 
the latter to rotate. 

IIn this motor, a trough containing 
,elute acid Is mounted on the pole of 
a magnet. The inner and outer cylin- 
ders are made of zinc and copper 
r-speetively and rotate in opposite 
directions. Between them Is a sup- 
port rigidly attached to the trough. 
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V 

Station LUItNli 
258.5 Meters 

Owned and operated by the pub - 
limber's of THE EXPERIMENTER. 
The editor» of the magazine deliver 
lectures' from this station on Mon- 
day, 9:00 P. M., Thursday, 9:30 and 
10:00 P. M.. and Friday, 9:45 P. M., 
of each o eek. 

_ 

WRNY Studio decorated by Belle 
Le,notvita, interior decorator. 

t- 

R Ab 
0R News Esw S 

A 
r- ./ 

. 

~t 
M r . Wlilets, 

chief engineer 
of the station, 
u n n o u n e - 
I n e . Control 
room la cern 
through t h e 
door window. 

Z, 

. 

. , -s*--"%. t111IúBBB 

Ruth Kemper. 
well known vio- 
linist, appearing 
at WRNY. 

1 

J 

WRNY aerial 
erected, as will be 
noted, under very 
adver»e condition.. 

~It 
Orlando, 

prominent 
1 o 1lnlet, 

whose or- 
chestra en- tertains 
WRNY Lc - 
t 

1 y- 

-;lit 

The RADIO NEWS ORCHESTRA, conducted 
by Mr. Joseph II. Kraus. 

Mr. Hugo tiernaback taking effective meas- 
ures to cut "Bugs" Raer, famous humorist. off 
the ether at a late hour. 

1 

~a& 
A view of the 

WRNY Rroadcaet 
Studio. 

r 
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getting On the Air 

clear. Do not try to call down the other 
operator for sins which you frequently com- 
mit yourself. 

Another thing that seems to have dimin- 
ished the interest in the amateur game of 
late is the lack of co-operation between sta- 
tions in the relaying of messages. It seems 
that lately most of the stations want to call 
some '`DX" (distance) station, raise him, 
ask him to QSL and then sign off. Such 
stations seem to care not a bit for relaying 
messages or for chewing the rag. Such 
work does not seem to help the game at all 
unless you are undertaking special test work, 
wherein it is desired to see just how far 
sonic certain transmitting circuit is capable 
of working. However, probably not one in 
a thousand amateur stations arc doing im- 
portant work of this nature, and therefore 
there should be more actual communication 
between stations. The sentence "OK OM 
pse QSL uy QSA hr cul 73" is heard all 
too often. Avoid it if possible. Further- 
more, never fail to QSR a message when 
requested to. You can gain a good reputa- 
tion for yourself by always relaying imme- 
diately quicker than any other way. 

Another thing that you never should do 
is to call some station when you hear it 
communicating with some third party. 
Never break in on a call. Suppose you 
should hear a certain ninth district station 
calling a station in the eighth district? 
Even though you may have some traffic 
going in the direction of that ninth district 
station, do not call him until you hear him 
sign off finally with the other station. To 
call him would probably be a waste of time 
because CW transmitting stations emit such 
a sharp wave that the ninth district station 
would probably never hear you anyway. 
being tuned to another wave. After he 
signs off at the conclusion of his conversa- 
tion with the other station, he will probably 
go searching through the ether for someone 
else with whom to communicate. Then and 
only then is the time for you to call him. 
Start your call immediately after he signs 
off. 

When you send out a CQ yourself, and 
start tuning for an answer, let us suppose 
that you immediately raise someone. Note 
the location on your dials at which his sta- 
tion comes in and continue in your tuning 
so as to cover the entire band. Then if 

In early days 
when "old man 
Jones" used to 
be terribly up- 
set whenever he 
heard a racket 
in the phones, 
little d i d lie 
suspect that the 
noise might 
have been static, 
ship interfer 
ence, or the ter- 
rible quality of 
the modulated 
music as It was 
"hashed" o u t. 

two or more stations answer you, answer 
all of them, telling all to stand by while 
you work one. This is the courteous way 
to handle a situation of this nature. If you 
only listen to one of the stations and do not 
bother to find out if anyone else is calling 
you, the station that you do not hear may 
have something important for you that you 
will then miss. 

A few years ago, when broadcasting was 
first placed on a commercial basis and 
broadcast receiving sets were in their em- 
bryonic stage, considerable friction ensued 
between the transmitting amateur and the 
broadcast listener or BCL. At this time 
the BCL's were of the opinion that all other 

(Continued from page 664) 

things must stop in order to allow them to 
go on with their reception. Tuners were so 
non -selective that it was impossible for 
them to separate the broadcast stations from 
the amateur transmitting stations, and con- 
siderable QRM was caused by the amateurs 
through no fault of their own. Even to- 
day there are occasional cases of interfer- 
ence between BCL's and amateurs. In such 
cases, however, with the knowledge which 
amateurs have of radio today, and with all 
the information which is available on the 
subject, it is easy to dispose of the trouble. 

Station 

WRNY 
NEW YORK 

and 
or thís'ma 

rs will talk to 
OOirl -7áurrday9'JO& 

3riday 9.'4.c N. 
week 

IN ON 

Meters -1160 kilocycles 

you 

WRNY 

258.5 
is ownedoperated by the. publishersgain¢ 
f.9ur editti u on - 
atonday 9' la'OOPiK. 

each wee 

Therefore, after you start transmitting 
and have been on the air one or two nights, 
make inquiries among your BCL neighbors 
as to whether or not they have been ex- 
periencing any interference from your trans- 
mitter. If they have, you should proceed 
to trace the cause of the interference to its 
sourcle and eliminate it. Below we will out- 
line the causes of interference and tell how 
they can be overcome. 

i Articles Wanted j 

w E want good electrical, chemical I 

and radio articles, and here is 
your chance to make some easy money. 

i If'e will pay front one to two cents a 
1 

1 word upon publication for all accepted 
articles. If you have performed any 
novel experiment, if you see anything 
new electrical, if you know of some 
new chemical or radio stunt. be sure 

1 

to let us hearfront you. Articles with 
good photographs arc particularly de- i 

I sirable. Write legibly. in ink, and on 

1 

one side of the paper only.-EDITOR. I 

Probably the greatest reason why some 
BCL's have trout'^ with interference is be- 
cause of the fact hat they are usnig con- 
ductively coupled ..:ners of some type or 
other. Under this head comes the old 
single circuit tuner, the two variometer 
type, and variable condenser type and a few 
others which have been given odd and fancy 
names. Practically any type of receiver 
which is conductively coupled with the an- 
tenna and ground is not selective. Further- 
more, what is known as key -clicks from the 
transmitting station affect this type of re- 
ceiver and cause noises to be heard in the 
phones or loud speaker connected to the 
broadcast receiver. These clicks are caused 
by the sudden starting and stopping of oscil- 

lations in the transmitting vacuum tube cir- 
cuit. They will come through and register 
on a conductively coupled receiver, but if 
you can get a BCL who is trouble in this 
way to change his set to an inductively 
coupled type, he will usually find that trouble 
from this source will disappear. However, 
some methods of keying transmitter circuits 
are such that they cause bad key -clicks 
which cannot be eliminated even by the use 
of inductive coupling in the receiving cir- 
cuit. The worst offender in this line is the 
transmitting set, which employs the method 
of keying in series with the grid return to 
filament. If you will look over the article 
of this series, which dealt with the con- 
struction of a transmitter power supply, you 
will note that the key is shown inserted in 
series with the plate transformer or where 
only one transformer is used, in series with 
the positive high tension lead. Either one 
of these two methods produce the least 
amount of key -clicks that it is possible to 
have. The one using the plate transformer 
is by far the best. If you are using any 
other method of keying than these two and 
have trouble with your neighbors, due to 
key -clicks, try these methods of keying and 
you will undoubtedly eliminate the trouble. 
It is to your own interest that you do this, 
and that you bend all your efforts towards 
the removal of interference with the BCL's. 
If trouble continues between these two fac- 
tions, there is a possibility that the same 
thing may happen to all of us that is illus- 
trated in the upper right-hand corner of this 
page. Let us hope not, however, and let 
us all pull together and work for the good 
of all those interested in radio, both BCL 
and amateur. 

Poor Williet- 
and the amateur 
is proud to say 
that there have 
been very, very 
few like him. 
Only when there 
Is outright vio- 
lation of t h e 
laws governing 
radio communt- 
cation, does the 
government ever 
find need to 
bring restraint 
upon the erring 
amateur. 

All that there is to the successful opera- 
tion of a station besides remembering the 
certain conventional signals and other short 
cuts is the exercising of a little common 
sense. Extend the same courtesies to your 
unseen friends of the ether that you would 
to someone whom you are entertaining in 
your own home. If you do this, you will 
be sure that your signals will always be 
welcome in every station, and if you develop 
a good "fist," you will have no trouble in 
communicating with any part of the country 
that you desire and which your transmitter 
will cover. The term good "fist" relates to 
the way in which the transmitting operator 
forms the various characters. A slow, even 
metnod of transmission is to be far pre- 
ferred to a fast, irregular "fist." And so 
I will leave my readers here with this, the 
last article of this series. In the future I 
hope to be able to present further construc- 
tional articles on various phases of amateur 
apparatus. CUL, es 73. 

There is no one thing in the life of a 
radio amateur that is more conductive to- 
ward his progress in radio than the join- 
ing of a radio club. Meet one or two of 
your local amateurs and find out about the 
club that they belong to. Make arrange- 
ments to join this club immediately. 
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A Word About Condensers 
By Sidney E. Finkelstein, A.M.1.R.E. 

A\TARIABLE condenser consists es- 
sentially of two sets of parallel 
plates, made of a conducting mate- 
rial, separated by an insulating 

material, the latter called the dielectric, 
with some means of varying the relative 
position and consequently the facing areas 
of the surfaces of the conducting plates. 
Among the materials that may be used for 
the plates are aluminum, brass, white metal, 
or the surface of a well of mercury. The 
thin sheets of tin foil or copper foil used 
in fixed condensers are too fragile to be 
used in any variable condensers of ordinary 
design. 

By far, the most efficient material for the 
dielectric is air, although mica is used in 
some variable condensers for the sake of 
compactness. The importance of an effi- 
cient dielectric may be understood from a 
study of the electrical action of a condenser. 
An electric current, direct or alternating 

B 

R 

FIG.1 
If we Insert a condenser in series with a low 

voltage source of direct current, the effect is 
the same as introducing an infinitely high re- 
sistance which acts as an almost perfect in- 
sulator and allows no current to pass. 

(or "oscillating," as the radio engineers 
say) does not really flow through a con- 
denser -it cannot, for a wall of insulation 
blocks its path. Instead, when a voltage is 
applied, current flows from one side of the 
circuit into one set of plates, and tries to 
flow into the dielectric. The energy in this 
current produces a charge of static elec- 
tricity in the dielectric, and the electric pres- 
sure of this charge stops any more current 
from flowing. If one volt, for instance, is 

applied to the condenser, current will flow 
into one set of plates until the air between 
the plates has been strained to a tension of 
one volt. stopping any more flow of cur- 
rent; and all the energy that flowed into the 
condenser is stored up in the air between 
and around the plates. Whenever the one 
toll of outside pressure is taken off, the 
energy flows out of the condenser again, 
the same as from a charged storage bat- 
tery, but with this big difference: A stor- 
age battery may be charged and discharged 
once a week. But when a signal of 200 
meters wave -length enters the tuning con- 
denser of your radio set. the tiny voltage 
of the signal charges the dielectric of the 
condenser. then dies down and lets the con- 
denser discharge into the receiving circuit. 
and then charges it in the opposite direction. 
all at the rate of 1,500.000 times a second! 

Each one of these times the entire signal 
which trickles down the antenna is stored in 
the space between the plates. The ideal 
condenser having no losses would consist of 
nothing but plates and space. This con- 
denser would put back into the circuit. at 
each oscillation. all the electrical energy put 
into it, while in less perfect dielectric ma- 
terials -mica, waxed paper, etc., -part of 

each charge is absorbed and lost. Every 
little loss means weaker signals and broader 
tuning. 

In old-fashioned condensers with big flat 
ends of insulating material, lying close to 
the plates, the losses were high. These ends 
come within range of the electrostatic field 
around the plates and act like two very in- 
efficient rotor plates, soaking up part of the 
strength of every signal. The latest designs 
of low -loss condensers use as small an 
amount of insulation as possible, and place 
it out at the edges of the plates, away from 
the electrostatic field which covers the sur- 
face of the plates. 

\Vith this latter type of construction, the 
end frames of the condenser are made of 
metal, and carry the bearings for the rotor 
shaft. These end pieces then become, elec- 
trically, a part of the rotor circuit, acting 
like two extra metal plates. \Vhen the rotor 
is connected to the grounded side of the 
circuit, these end plates shield the condenser 
from the capacity of your body when your 
hand touches the dial. But here we run into 
another trouble; these end plates cannot be 
tuned "out" like the others. When the dial 
is turned to zero, there is still left some 
capacity between these metal ends and the 
stator plates. The way to cut out this un- 
desirable capacity is to make the end frames 
in skeleton form -an open frame or spider - 
and to space them some distance away from 
the stator plates. A "grounded end -plate" 
condenser will always show a high minimum 
capacity unless the ends are open, and spaced 
away from the plates. 

The best design of condenser is the one 
that includes these features and still gives 
the instrument a strong, rigid frame to hold 
the plates accurately in line. Cast ends are 
generally more rigid than stampings. 

The use of rigid metal ends gives the manu- 
facturer a chance to use good-sized brass or 
bronze bearings. A piece of machinery lasts 
no longer than its bearings; good bearings 
mean long service. 

P,+m.»,P>.,<,rolmh,5<m.4~..~....1 
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Fig. 3, Table giving dielectric value con- 
stants of the more familiar insulating mater- 
ials. 

Inducti,,it y 
Dielectric I'altic, "K" 

Air, at ordinary pres- 
sure, standard 1.00000 

IIanila paper 1.50 
Celluloid 1.555 
Paraffin 1.68-2.32 
Beeswax 1.86 
Paraffin wax 1.9936-2.32 
Paraflined paper 3.65 
Resin 1.77-2.55 
Petroleum 2.03-2.42 
hard rubber ebonite 2.05-3.15 
'l'urpent inc 2.15-2.43 
India rubber. pure 2.22-2.497 
Sulphur 2.24-3.84 
Gutta percha 2.46-4.20 
Shellac 2.74-3.60 
Olive oil 3.00-3.16 
Sperm oil 3.02-3.09 
Glass, common, AI' 3.25-3.00 
Glass, common. RF 4.21 

1 ica 4.00-8.00 
Porcelain 4.38 
Quartz 4.50 
Castor oil 4.80 
Flint glass. very light 6.57 
Flint glass, light... 6.85 
Flint glass, very dense 7.49 
Flint glass, double extra 

dense 10.10 

K 

l 
A sensitive meter included in the circuit will 

show a momentary deflection when the circuit is opened or closed by the key K. At the same instant, electrostatic lines are set up between 
the plates of the condenser C. 

Considerable friction has to he introduced 
into the bearings of most designs of con- 
densers to make the rotor stay as put. The 
plates of the rotor, being all on one side of 
the shaft, would descend of their own weight, 
which they do when the friction is minimized. 
This can be overcome by fastening a large 
counter -weight on the shaft, or better yet. 
by splitting up the rotor plates into two 
counter -balancing groups on opposite sides 
of the shaft. The stator plates are then 
split .into two corresponding groups, and by 
insulating these groups from each other, me 
gain a big advantage. We now have two 
or more separate condensers working on the 
same shaft which can be combined in series 
or parallel to give a wide range of capaci- 
ties, or can be used to tune separate cir- 
cuits with one dial. 

Getting the current through the bearings 
and into the rotor is another problem. To 
avoid the scratchy noises that come front 
variations in contact at the bearings, the 
common practice is to use a "pig -tail" or 
flexible connecting wire. and then put a stop - 
pin on the rotor to keep the wire from 
being twisted off. This gives a good con- 
nection, but if the "pig -tail" is broken by 
the slipping of a screw -driver or by long 
use, in come the noises again. Rubbing 
spring contacts arc more permanent and sub- 
stantial, and when several parallel spring 
contact -fingers are used together in mul- 
tiple, the contact is perfect. 

There are other losses to be guarded 
against, beydes those previously mentioned 
-the resistance which the radio frequency 
currents have to overcome in getting out 
upon the plates of the rotor or stator and 
back again, so many thousand times a sec- 
ond. These currents travel mostly on the 
surface of any conductor; so that aluminum. 
which keeps its bright surface reasonably 
well, is a very efficient material for the 
plates. Brass is often used so that the plates 
can he soldered to their supports. 

The radio frequency currents do not pene- 
trate into the metal, but travel over the sur- 
face of the metal tinder the oxide film which 
may he on its surface. Resistance due to 
oxide can he decreased by nickel -plating, 
preventing oxidation, as is done with the 
other brass parts on the condenser: the re- 
sistance of nickel is one-third that of lead 
solder or of the lead alloys used to die-cast 
condenser plates. A practical and very effi- 
cient way to support both rotor and stator 
plates is to mill a set of slots in brass blocks. 
force the plates .into them under pressure. 
and then rivet the brass into the surface 
of the plates. This milled comb and riveted 
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plate construction is ideal for aluminum 
plates; the hard brass of the comb cuts into 
the aluminum and makes a solid electrical 
joint. 

These milled combs have now pretty gen- 
erally replaced the old style spacing washers 
on both rotor and stator of the better class 
of condensers, but all condensers do not use 
the best means of securing electrical con- 
tact. Milled combs give absolutely accu- 
rate spacing, and make the whole instru- 
ment more rigid and trouble -proof. Rigidity 
is essential, for the distance from stator 
plate to rotor plate is only, on the average 
condenser, twenty-seven thousandths of an 
inch. Imagine the plates left out of the 
condenser you are buying, and judge whether 
the framework that is left is sufficiently 
solid and self-supporting. A common test 
is to turn the plates all "in," hold the con- 
denser by the front end frame, and watch 
the plates when you press down on the shaft. 
You should not be able to notice any move- 
ment of them. 

A good deal of study has been given to 
means of getting a fine vernier adjustment 
for the capacity of a variable condenser. 
Experimenters have found that the single 
vernier plate becomes loose and wobbly with 
use, and it is difficult to make good electri- 
cal contact to it. There are now on the 
market several good designs of spur -gear or 
friction -geared vernier movements, which 
move the whole set of rotor plates very 
gradually as the vernier knob is turned. 
For this purpose, spur -gears are a little 
more positive, but friction gearing is 
smoother acting. This type of vernier has 
a big advantage over the old vernier plate. 
in that a station always comes in at exactly 
the same point on the dial, whether the 
vernier is in our out. In judging verniers, 
the one with the simplest and fewest mov- 
ing parts is apt to give the longest service. 

In addition to following all these princi- 
ples of design, a condenser must be built 
with the precision of a scientific instrument. 
This means accurately fitted parts, and a 
nice looking careful finish on each part. 
Of course. an attractive finish may not make 
the condenser work any better, but it is 
generally a good indication of the amount 
of care and thought put into the instrument. 

MICA 

FIG.4 
Method showing how an ordinary grid or 

phone condenser may he assembled. %pplied 
pressure increases the capacity. 

The best judge of these points is the user, 
and the best test is the test of service. 

\\ hen the experimenter is confronted with 
a new circuit he will in many cases be in- 
structed to use in a certain part of a cir- 
cuit a condenser of perhaps .0005 mfd. capac- 
ity. it may also be stated that a condenser 
of this figure (or of some other as stated) 
is the only thing that will produce the de- 
sired results. Just what does this figure 
mean? What is it that all condensers have 
that make it necessary that the correct one 
is used. if a particular diagram is to be 
followed out? 

If a battery as in Fig. 1 is connected to 
two metal plates which are separated by a 

non -conducting material or insulator, the 
arrangement of plates and insulator is called 
a condenser. The insulating material is 
called the dielectric. 

The term condenser is very misleading. 
This electrical apparatus does not condense 
anything. It is just a storehouse for elec- 
tricity. As it receives or stores a greater 
or less amount of electricity, its voltage rises 
or falls. Its capacity is stated in farads or 
in fractions or multiples thereof ; a farad is 
the capacity of a condenser, which will have 
one volt potential, when charged with one 
coulomb of electricity. 

LURN"ti 
RADIO STAT1O11 

OF 
THE EXPERIMENTER 

PUBLISHING COMPANY 
258.5 METERS -1160 KILOCYCLES I 

Experimental Call-2XAL after 12 A.M. I 
11OTaL ROOSEVELT 

Madison Avenue and 45th Street. N. V. C. 1 

If we have a perfect insulator, a steady 
current cannot flow through it. If a source 
of voltage such as a battery, as in Fig. 1. 

is applied between two points of an insula- 
tor, a momentary flow of current will 
take place when the source of voltage 
is connected, but this current will very 
quickly cease. This current flow is very 
different from the flow of current through 
a copper wire or any other conductor. 

Fig. 2 is the same as Fig. 1 except that 
a very sensitive indicator of electric cur- 
rent as a galvanometer is inserted in the 
circuit as indicated by "M." If the cir- 
cuit is closed at "K", a sudden deflection of 
this indicating device will occur. This de- 
flection very soon returns to zero. This 
deflection or momentary flow of current is 
date to a sort of electric strain or displace- 
ment of electricity. This strain is resisted 
by a reaction or bucking effect of the con- 
denser and the electric strain or current flow 
is stopped. Thus as in Fig. 2. when the 
steady voltage of the battery "B" is applied 
to the condenser, the electric strain reaches 
a steady value and the current flow will 
become zero. if the voltage of the battery 
is allowed subsequently to diminish, a cur- 
rent flow will be had in the opposite direc- 
tion. A current of this kind will exist only 
when the electric strain is changing. Direct 
current cannot produce a change in electric 
strain. therefore direct current cannot go 
through a condenser. Alternating current 
only can create such an electric strain. 

It has now been determined that an alter- 
nating current applied to two metal plates 
separated by an insulating material will 
produce au electric strain due to varying 
charges. The amount of electricity such 
an arrangement of plates and insulator can 
hold at any given voltage depends on its 
capacity, and as mentioned previously, 
capacity is measured in farads. This unit. 
the farad, however, is much too large for 
all ordinary use. so the unit termed micro - 
farad or millionth of a farad has been 
adopted. 

The capacity in nticrofarads or mfd.. as 
it is abbreviated, depends upon three things: 
the area of the metal plates. the distance 
between the plates and the kind of insulat- 
ing material used. The insulating material 
may be air, glass, mica, hard rubber, dry 
paper and etc. Just how the kind of insu- 
lating material affects the capacity may be 
illustrated as follows: If we have a con - 
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denser with two metal plates one -eighth of 
au inch apart separated by air and measure 
its capacity, then slip a piece of glass about 
one -eighth of an inch thick between these 
plates, we will find that the capacity has 
become perhaps seven or eight times as 
great. Just why is this? All the different 
substances used for insulating the plates of 
a condenser have what is called a dielectric 
constant. Air insulation is the basis of 
measurement and the table, Fig. 3, shows 
the number of times (dielectric constant) 
the capacity is increased when other sub- 
stances are used.. 

\When a condenser is constructed for use 
as a grid condenser or phone condenser, 
paper insulation will do, but when a con- 
dei'ser is made to withstand a high voltage, 
much better insulation must be used. such 
as mica or glass. Good grid condensers 
usually use mica to reduce losses and not 
to withstand heavy voltages. 

Condensers are formed by alternating 
metal plates with the insulating material 
used. Fig. 4 shows the method of construct- 
ing a grid condenser or phone condenser. 
Such a condenser is known as a fixed con- 
denser, for the capacity is fixed and can- 
not be varied when it is finished. A con- 
denser in which the capacity can be varied 
is usually the common rotating plate con- 
denser. constructed of aluminum plates and 
using air as the insulating medium. 

C G +CI+2etc HHH 
C C1 C2 C3 

C' C+CI+C2 etc. 

-Lc. TCi 7C2 7C3 

FIG.5 

As with battery cells, condensers may be con- 
nected in series or in parallel. If condensers 
C. Cl. C2, and ('3 are of equal value. the total 
capacity when they are connected in series will 
be exactly one-fourth the value of one of them. 
In parallel, their value is 16 times that of the 
series connection. 

A word here in reference to variable con- 
densers which are commonly used will prove 
of value. It has become a custom to asso- 
ciate a condenser of .001 ofd. capacity as 
one having 43 plates and a condenser of 
half the capacity or .0005 mfd. as having 
23 plates. It has been stated that the main 
factors controlling the capacity are the size 
of plates, distance between then and the 
insulation used. Air as insulation is one 
factor that is common to all variable con- 
densers. No two condensers of different 
manufacture will be found to have exactly 
the s.nne separation of plates and in prac- 
tically all cases the size or area of the plates 
will vary. The closer the plates are to- 
gether, the greater the capacity will be. Now 
how can a 23 large plate condenser with a 
separation of 14 -inch have the same capacity 
as a 23 -plate condenser using smaller plates 
and perhaps smaller separation between 
plates? It does not stand to reason. Many 
times condensers of the same number of 

(Continued on page 678) 
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How To Receive Radio Time Signals 
MOST radio amateurs arc interested 

purely in broadcast reception. Of 
course, this is to be expected since 

the reception of code is not particularly en- 
tertaining. Nevertheless, it is true that 
many broadcast listeners like to experiment 
for the sake of learning more of the fasci- 

FIG. I 

Showing the completed tapped loading coil ready for use. The taps allow for fine tuning. 

nating art of radio. To this end one's ac- 
tivities may be extended outside the field of 
broadcast reception. The reception of radio 
time signals from distant code transmitting 
stations offers an interesting and useful field 
of experimentation. To show you how to 
receive these time signals by adding a very 
simple and cheap device, namely, a loading 
coil. to your receiving set, is the purpose 
of this article. The loading coil (see Fig. 1) 
was designed by the Bureau of Standards. 
and this article will make clear every detail 
of its construction and use. 

Radio time signals are broadcast at pre- 
cisely definite intervals of time. from power- 
ful code transmitting stations. These sig- 
nals are based upon Naval Observatory time 
and may be picked tip by radio receiving sets 
which are capable of tuning to the required 
wave -lengths. 

Since the transmission of radio waves is 
almost instantaneous. the accuracy of the 
received time is not affected. You don't 
need to know the code in order to set your 
watch or clock from their time signals. The 
transmission merely consists of a series of 
dots cot ering a period of fit a minutes and 
ending with a long dash which indicates the 
exact even hour. 

Broadcast stations sometimes "relay" 
these time signals after they have been sent 
out from the high power code transmitting 
stations. "Relaying" consists in picking tip 
the time signals by means of a suitable re- 
ceiving set and impressing the sound from 
these signals upon the microphone in the 
studio of the broadcast station in just the 
same way that the voice of the announcer 
is impressed upon the microphone. You can- 
not hear the original time signals with a 
broadcast receiving set because this set will 
not tune to the long waves. 

By Kirk B. Morcross 

Time signals. as originally broadcasted, 
come from continuous wave (C\V) trans- 
mitting stations and from damped wave 
transmitting stations. The latter type of 
waves may be received with the loading coil 
when attached to a receiving set which does 
not use radio frequency amplification. Here 
is the list of damped wave stations trans- 
mitting time signals: 
NAA -Arlington, Va., 

2,650 meters ...11 :55 A.M. 
and 
9:55 P.M. E.S.T. 

NAR -Key \Vest, Fla.. 
1,500 meters ..11 :55 A.M. E.S.T. 

NAT -New Orleans, La., 
1,000 meters ..11 :55 A.M. E.S.T. 

NAJ -Great Lakes, Ill., 
1,510 meters ..10:55 A.M. C.S.T. NPW-Eureka. Calif., 
2.000 meters ..11 :55 A.M. P.S.T. 

NPL -Point Loma, Calif., 
2.400 meters ..11 :55 A.M. P.S.T. NPH-San Francisco, Calif, 
2.400 meters ..11 :55 A.M. P.S.T. 

NOTE: E.S.T. (Eastern Standard time) is 
ons hour ahead of C.S.T. (Central Standard time), two hours ahead of M.S.T. (Moun- 
tain Standard time) and three hours ahead of P.S.T. (Pacific Standard time). 

Refer to Fig. 2 and determine your ap- proximate air line distance from these sta- 
tions. Then, if possible. install a very large 
receiving antenna consisting of, say, one or 
more wires 200 feet long. You may then 
expect to receive the time signals in the 
daytime as follows: 

When Loading Coil 
Is Used With: 

Time Signals May Be 
Received from 

(Approximately) : 

Crystal set 200 miles 

Crystal set and 
one - step audio 
amplifier 300 miles 

Crystal set and 
two - step audio 
amplifier 350 miles 

One -tube set 250 miles 

One -tube set and 
one - step audio 
amplifier 350 miles 

One -tube set and 
two - step audio 
amplifier 400 miles 

The reason that the loading coil when 
used with a tube set does not give many 
times the receiving range which it does when 
used with a crystal set is because the addi- 
tion of the loading coil usually prevents the 
tube -set from regenerating. Night signals 
from NAA will be heard from distances 
from two to three times as great as those 
given in the table. If you use the average 
size broadcast receiving antenna, the dis- 
tances given above will be somewhat re- 
duced. 

The Loading Coil 
Fig. 1 shows clearly all the parts com- 

pletely assembled. The vertical panel is 
shown as if it were transparent. Here is 
the list of parts: 
A. The 'form is a cardboard cylinder 
about 5% inches in diameter and 8 inches 
long. For this a large size oatmeal box is 
excellent. One of the ends is left in posi- 
tion. 

B. The winding consists of 300 turns or 
about 5 ounces No. 28 D.C.C. wire. You 
may use instead 300 turns of No. 26 wire 
and in this case about 6 ounces will be re- 
quired. You cannot use much larger wire 
than this as it will not be possible to wind 
on the required number of turns. Taps 
for connecting to switch points are taken 
off when the coil is being wound. 

C. Two switch blades. 
D. Fourteen switch points. 
E. Two binding posts. 
F. A panel of thin, dry wood, 7 x 4/ 

inches. 
G. A baseboard 7% x 7 inches and about 

14 inch thick. 
If you want a more finished piece of 

apparatus, use composition insulating mate- 
rial for the panel. The wooden parts should 
be varnished to prevent warping. 

Winding the Coil 
Since the loading coil has a great many 

turns, it is a great advantage in winding 
it to secure portions of the turns in place 
so that they will not become loose. Fig. 1 

shows the completed coil, and it will assist 
you in understanding how it is wound. 

Fig. 3 shows a detail of the top of the 
loading coil and Fig. 4 shows it completely 
assembled. Starting 14 inch from the open 
end of the cardboard form (A), anchor the 
wire by weaving it through some small holes 
punched in the cardboard as shown at (R). 
Now wind on 100 turns of wire, punch two 
small holes in the tube, and push a loop of 
wire in one hole and out the other as shown 
at (S). Then wind on 100 more turns and 
bring out another loop. Wind the rest of 
the coil in this manner but bring out a tap 
at each ten turns. The coil taps progress 
around the winding form, affording con- 
venient connections to the switch points. 
Make these taps just long enough to reach 
the required distance. 

The third tap from the top of the coil 
should be long enough to connect to two 
switch points as shown at (D), Fig. 4, and 
also shown in Fig. 1. The completed coil 
has 13 taps counting the two single wires 
at the ends. 

You may lightly varnish the turns of this 
coil, but this is not necessary unless it is 
to be used in a damp place. 

Assembling the Parts 
Mount the switch points, the switch blades 

and binding posts on the panel as shown in 
Fig. 4. Secure the panel to the base and 
connect the switch blades to the binding 
posts as shown by the dotted lines. Place 
the loading coil in position and connect the 
taps to the switch points, preferably by sol- 
dering. The taps must be connected in 
order so that when the switches are rotated 
out from the inside points, an increasing 

NPW 

NPH 

NPL 

NAJ a 
I4IW 

NAT NAR 

F I G Z. 

NAA 

The above map shows some of the high - pottered government stations whirl, send out time signals daily. Generally, it. Is possible to receive all of them in any part of the country. 
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number of turns will be cut into the circuit. 
These connections are shown by dotted lines 
except that some of them which lead to 

FIG. 3 
Showing the method in which the wire is 

looped for taking off taps. 

contact points on switch (S) are, for the 
sake of clearness, omitted. 

You may now secure the coil in position 
by small tacks driven through the cardboard 
end into the wooden base. 

How to Use the Loading Coil 
Connect the loading coil to the receiving 

set as shown in Fig. 4. This set must be 

of a type which does not employ radio fre- 
quency amplification. If the set has a series 
antenna condenser, equip it with a switch 
so that the condenser may be short-circuited. 
Also, if the set has a primary antenna cir- 
cuit, bring out two wires from the termi- 
nals of the secondary coil or from the ter- 
minals of the variable condenser which is 

connected across this coil. These wires then 
represent the "antenna" and "ground" ter- 
minals of the receiving set. See that the 

switch blades on the loading coil make firm 
contact upon the switch points and that they 
rotate smoothly. 

You are now ready to receive radio time 
signals from a code transmitting station. 
From the schedule of transmissions, note 
the time when signals arc transmitted from 
the nearest station, making the necessary 
allowance for the difference in time in your 
locality. Adjust the receiving set so that 
it is tuned to a wave -length somewhere near 
the top of its range and set the loading coil 
switches on points (D), Fig. 2. Rotate 
switch (S) to the left, allowing it to rest 
a moment on each contact. Return switch 
(S) to point (D) and move switch (W) 
to point (C). Again rotate switch (S) to 
the left and return. Then turn switch (\V) 
to point (e) and once more move switch 
(S) over the contact points. This process 
cuts in the turns of the loading coil, 10, 20, 

LOADING COIL 

4 
RECEIVING SET 

oP ó ̂ ,. : `,C 1 ANTENNA 

o 
o 

4 p GROUND 
HJ 

m m 
I 

FIG 4 
The hook-up used In wiring the coil to a 

set, which should preferably be of the Ihree- 
circuit tuner variety. 

30 and so on, up to 300 and you should at 
some time find the proper number of turns 
which will tune the set to the wave -length 
of the radio time signals. 

The more turns you use, the longer the 
wave -length to which the loading coil will 

SKIP 551H, 56TH, 57TH, 
58TH, AND, 59111 - 60 

SECONDS 
5 

50 FIRST. ''10 
45 

MINUTE :15 

4c / 20 

35'°°°o. .°°'2S 
3otSKIP 29TH,SECOND 

SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH 
MINUTES ARE SAME AS ABOVE 

FIFTH MINUTE IS ALSO THE SAME 
EXCEPT THAT IT ENDS AS FOLLOWS 

SKIP 50TH. 
TO 59 TH. 
SECONDS. 
INCLUSIVE 

F I G. 5 

LONG DASH 

\ BEGINNING 
t AT THE 
I EXACT EVEN 

HOUR 

i 

The manner in which the lime signals are 
transmitted. \1v111 observatory time is most 
accurate. 

be tuned. Once the radio time signal is 

tuned in, you can recognize it easily by its 
steady repetition of dots which shows the 
way it is transmitted. 

When the long dash is transmitted at the 
end of the five-minute period, you can set 
your timepiece to the exact even hour. 

Since the turns of the loading coil are 
varied by steps, you may sometimes obtain 
signals of greater intensity by making a 

part cf the tuning adjustment on the receiv- 
ing set. After you have found the proper 
adjustments for tuning in a signal, note 
the settings of the dials and switches so that 
you may again tune in the same transmitting 
station. When receiving broadcasting sta- 
tions, set the loading coil switches on points 
(D), Fig. 2. The turns of the loading coil 
are then cut out of the circuit. 

How to Make the Radio Tonoscope 

glow ís, of course, invariably of reddish 
color, but a little drop of mercury in the 
neon tube will give it a bluish tone, and it 
may be possible to get a pure red color by 
the use of a red glass cover for one of the 
tubes. 

MIRRORS 

GROUND GLASS d 

(Continued from page 660) . 

It must be noted that due to the fact that 
the light must fall directly on the mercury 
surface. the mercury drop cannot be in- 
closed in a glass covered case, and it is, 
therefore, necessary to keep the apparatus 
always upright while in operation. When 
the apparatus is not used, or when it is 
transported, the mercury must be removed. 

Another and more 
efficient a r r a n g e- 
ment for the projec- 
tion of the mercury 
droll pattern on the 
ground gloss plate. 
Only one source of 
light Is shown, but 
three small colored lights may be 
mounted in the set. 
The cabinet is made 
large enough to con- 
tain t h e necessary 
transformers and 
condensers. 

Diagram of con- 
nections for a push - 
Poll amplifier feed- 
ing three Hilted cir- 
cuits in which col- 
ored neon tubes are 
connected. 

PUSH PULL 
TRANS 

C> 

TO 
RECEIVER 
OUTPUT 

5 WATT 
TUBE 

All transformers, condensers and the 
push-pull amplifier may be mounted in one 
of the two types of cabinets here suggested. 
\\ hen properly constructed, the device will 
form a compact and very useful supplement 
to a radio receiving set. We hope that some 
of our readers will be induced to experi- 
ment along these lines. 

PUSH PULL 
AUDrO FRED. TRANS. 

RATIO 10:1 

;,) 
4 

SEC. 

o o 
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5 WATT TUBE 
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A SureFire Five.iMeter Oscillator 
By Donald H. Menzel and Winif field Salisbury 

THE prime necessity in the construction 
of short-wave apparatus is simplicity. 

This is especially true of apparatus which 
operates on wave -lengths between three and 
five meters. Care in design is well worth 
while. The sturdiness and simplicity of the 
oscillator described here arc emphasized by 
results. 

Fl G..I 
The main inductance which consists of a 

short. length of brass rod or tubing. It should 
be thoroughly cleaned and polished. 

Fig. 1 shows the inductance unit. It con- 
sists of a piece of 1/4 -inch brass rod 22 
inches long, bent into a circle 7% inches in 
diameter and threaded for 1/4 -inch on each 
end to receive the condenser plates. See 
Fig. 2 for the construction of these. The 
hexagonal brass nuts were soldered to the 
center of rough circles of 1/4 -inch sheet 
brass cut out with a saw. This provides 
for chucking the plates in a lathe so that 
they can be turned smooth and polished and 
for mounting on the ends of the inductance 
unit as shown in the assembly in Fig. 3. 

The stationary plate forms one plate of 
the grid condenser and the other plate con- 
sists of a 1 -inch circle of sheet brass 
.BRASS NUT 4 -TAP Nut AND BRASS BUTTON 

SOLDERED TO PLATE 

STATIONARY PLATE 

HOLLOW FACEDt 
BRASS BUTTON -1 

I 

FIG 2 
Details of the condenser ciliates which can lie of brass, copper. or aluminum, but preferably 

the former. 

o 

ADJUSTABLE 
PLATE 

threaded on to a piece of %-inch brass rod, 
held in place by a binding post mounted in 
the hard rubber inductance support. The 
frequency is controlled by a threaded brass 
rod with an insulating hard rubber tip which 
presses against the movable condenser plate. 
No grid leak is necessary because at the 
operating frequency the air between the 
plates gives sufficient leakage. The center 
clip which connects the inductance to the 

w 

Iw 

View of the complete five meter oscillator on 
top of its carrying case. Note the 5 -watt tube 
With its base removed and eibratiinless sllapea- 
sion. The key is connected externally. 

positive of the power supply, as shown in 
the diagram, is not of critical adjustment. 

rig. 4 shows the "hook-up." It is in no 
way peculiar except that a by-pass con- 
denser is unnecessary even when using a 
generator for the plate supply. This is -ap- 
parently due to the high frequency gener- 
ated. The radio frequency chokes shown in 
the diagram (Fig. 5) were made by winding 
four or five turns of ordinary square bus 
wire around a broomstick. The turns must 
be spaced about 1/4 -inch apart, to reduce the 
distributed capacity of the system. Three 
of them are necessary for the set. 

For telegraph work a break -circuit key 
must be used if the oscillator is to be keyed 
as shown. A brass rod or copper tube about 

GRID CONDENSER PLATE. 

FIG. 3 
Fide view of the oscillator 1,110 Wing eodfien- 

ser adjustment arrangement and grial conden- 
ser. A dry burdwond base is used upon which 
are mounted the instruments. 

7% feet long, mounted as indicated in Fig. 4, 
makes an excellent antenna. It should be 
mounted in the plane of the coil of the oscil- 
lator inductance with the middle of it only 
a few inches away. Plate supply voltages 
up to 500 volts have been used successfully 
with a five -watt radiotron with the base 
removed. but 200 volts will suffice. A milli- 
ameter helps the operation, but is not abso- 
lutely necessary. As the filament is turned 
on, the plate current will increase slowly 
to about 45 milliamperes, and then as the 
tube breaks into oscillation it will drop 
suddenly to about 5 milliamperes indicating 
that the filament has reached its normal 
degree of brilliancy. 

The outfit may be adjusted for maximum 
radiation by changing the frequency until 
the plate current comes to a maximum 
again. Too close coupling with the antenna, 
however. may stop oscillation. This is in- 
dicated by too sudden a rise in the plate 
current. This oscillator covers a band of 
wave -length from 3''/2 to 9% meters. Tests 
so far indicate that its range is from 300 
to 500 miles. A photograph is shown of 
the completed set without the antenna. 

.--ANTENNA 

R.F.C. 200 V. 

e = 
5 WATT TUBE 

WITH BASE REMOVED 

R.F.C. 

111 

FIG. 4 1 R.C., RHEO. 

The circuit used lay the oscillator. Note that 
the antenna does not lutve a pick-up coil in its 
circuit, but is placed in close relation to the 
inductance. 

12V = 

A Word About Condensers 
plates will vary 50 per cent. in capacity, so 
it is very important that a condenser be 
purchased by capacity and never by number 
of plates. 

Just as batteries can be connected in series 
or in parallel, so may condensers. When 
condensers are connected in parallel, it has 
the effect of increasing the plate area and 
thus the resulting capacity will equal the 
sum of all the condensers. Fig. 5 shows 
this very clearly. If they are connected in 
series, they will act as one condenser hav- 
ing an insulating material as thick as that 
of the individual condensers combined. In 
this wav the capacity of four equal con- 
densers in series will he one-fourth that of 
one. When condensers of unequal value are 

(Continued front page 675) 

connected in series, the total capacity is 
found by means of the simple formula.given 
on the diagram. This total capacity will 
always be smaller than that of any single 
member of the group of condensers used. 

It has been pointed out that alternating 
current will cause an electric strain or cur- 
rent flow. Now, the faster the change in 
frequency of the alternating current, the 
greater will be the average current. Rapid- 
ly alternating currents, as of radio fre- 
quency. cause greater current flow than cor- 
responding alternating currents of slow 
periodicity, such as the 60 -cycle house cur- 
rent. This is the reason why the effect 

'of capacity anywhere in a circuit contain- 
ing radio frequency is so great, such as ex- 

cessive absorption due to wires running 
parallel. 

The proper choice of condensers will do 
much towards bringing in the DX stations. 
Correct capacity condensers must be used 
where so advised and a poorly constructed 
condenser will cause losses in the vital parts 
of a tube circuit. A condenser with losses 
introduces practically just so much more re- 
sistance in the circuit, and where such a 
condenser is used for tuning, the resistance 
of it will cause a very selective circuit to 
tune broadly. 

Do not always blame the circuit or an- 
tenna. Be careful of the condensers used 
in any new set you are making, and choose 
them only after due consideration. 
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 c
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 d
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 c
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at
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ra
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 c
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 c
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 m
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 c
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 c
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 l
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 b
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 c
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 d
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 b
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 d
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY,. 

Electric Arc Crucible 
HISTORY shows us that on all parts 

of the globe-no matter how far 
separated by space or time-the ad- 
vance of civilization has been coin- 

cident with man's discovery and use of the 
metallic elements and alloys. 

Any laboratory supplied with the usual 
110 -volt A.C. lighting circuit possesses the 
facilities for obtaining one of the highest 
temperatures yet produced by man, that of 

v the electric arc, 3500° C. (6332 F.), at 
which carbon vaporizes. This is the temper- 
ature of the relatively small space between 
the electrodes; otherwise one would experi- 

Connections of the electric arc furnace, show 
lnit u water rheostat, ammeter, and the furnace 
proper on its journals. 

ence no little difficulty in its regulation. 
As it is, the arc may be inclosed, together 
with the substance to be melted, by some 
non -conducting material, which will con- 
serve the greater portion of the heat en- 
gendered, and thus cause the fusion of the 
material to be melted. 

The electric furnace described includes an 
electric arc provided with a suitable hous- 
ing which also forms a crucible for the 
molten metals. It was designed for experi- 
mental purposes, the dimensions given mak- 
ing it suitable for use in the laboratory and 
for the casting of small pieces. Its con- 
struction permits the contents of the cruci- 
ble to be poured directly into the mould - 

without the use of the customary tongs or 
ladle, and avoiding wasteful transfers. 

The arc is wired .in series with a rheostat 
capable of passing 8 or 9 amperes for sev- 
eral hours without undue heating, a water 
rheostat probably being the best for this 
purpose. One may readily be prepared by 
immersing two copper plates in a two -gallon 
earthenware jar of salt water. After strik- 
ing an arc, salt should be added until the 
ammeter reads about 7 amperes (see Fig. 
1). 

In Fig. 3 is given a pattern for the case. 
which is cut out of rather heavy sheet steel 
(about 20 gauge), and is then bent up and 
bolted or riveted as shown in Fig. 2. A 

By Philippe A. Judd 
tin can of suitable dimensions might be sub- 
stituted for this, although it would scarce- 
ly make so serviceable a case. The interior 
is lined with asbestos board, one -eighth inch 
thick. 

The two 8/32 stove bolts (F) are firmly 
clamped to the sides with nuts and wash- 
ers and serve as pivots on which the cru- 
cible swings in the bearings of the yoke 
(E). The leg (C) is bolted to the back 
of the case, together with the handle (M) 
to steady the crucible and prevent it from 
swinging. The yoke (E) is a 12% -inch 
length of 11 -inch x 1 -inch strap iron, drilled, 
slotted and bent as shown. It is mounted 
near the edge of the asbestos -covered base 
to facilitate pouring. 

The arc electrodes (G) are regular 34 
inch arc light carbons, about 6 inches in 
length and are provided with copper termi- 
nal clips (H). 

\\ hen the case has been assembled and 
lined, it is ready for the refractory filling. 
This consists of powdered fire clay and 
asbestos wool, mixed to a stiff putty -like 
consistency with water. The clay should 
predominate, the asbestos serving both as 
a non-conductor and a binder. The lute 
thus formed is packed around the inside of 
the case and well tamped. A small flower 
pot, such as are used in greenhouses for 
seedlings, serves very well to form the 
crucible cavity (J) and should be smeared 
with vaseline to prevent the clay sticking 
to it. The carbons slide through asbestos 
board bushings (P) which are formed by 
rolling a single thickness of the sheet about 
the carbons. When the filler has reached 
the height the electrodes are to occupy, the 
wrapped carbons are laid in place and the 
packing is completed. 

The cover (D) is a tin can lid, 2% inches 

in diameter, filled with the lute. It has a 
cavity (K) scooped out of its underside 
to form a reflector. It has a stove bolt 
(L) embedded in it to serve as a handle 
which may he provided with a knob. The 
lute should be allowed to thoroughly dry 
before the steel (B) and asbestos (0) tops 
are put in place. This will require several 
days, at least. \\'ith the top pieces clamped 
securely in place by the flanges and the 

Sectional view o the furnace. shownni, clear- 
iy all parts. The chamber may he formed with 
a small flower pat as the matrix to he with- 
drawn when the lining has dried out. 

whole mounted on a suitable base or bench 
top, the furnace is ready for use. 

A small vent, formed between the arris 
of the cover and the channel (I), will per- 
mit the escape of any gases formed. Care 
should be taken to place the furnace under 
a ventilating hood, or in the open, when 
arsenic, mercury or phosphorus is to be 
added to the contents of the crucible, as 
their vapors are very poisonous. 

r---- 4- 
Hammer out to Fig. 3 Showing form 'p Construction of 
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Experiments in Elecirochemisirtj 
By Raymond B. Wailes 

F4XPERIMENTS in electrochemistry 
are very fascinating and at times 
very mystifying. Some electrolytic 
dissociations are very awe-inspiring, 

the actual tearing apart of molecules can be 
almost visualized. For instance, we know 
that salt is a compound of sodium and chlor- 
ine and that the sodium which it contains is 
a soft, silvery metal which oxidizes upon 
contact with water. The chlorine is a 
greenish, yellowish gas, at one time used as 
a poisonous war gas. But to separate these 
constituents from the salt after they have 
been chemically combined together is an art 
in itself. However, it can be accomplished 
with the aid of the electric current. 

For this experiment a solution of salt in 
water is required. Table salt will do. im- 
merse the positive wire of the 110 -volt direct 
current house system in the salt solution and 
place a 100- or 200 -watt lamp in series with 
it. Now touch the negative wire to the 
surface of the salt water and withdraw it 
from the adhering surface as much as pos- 
sible, but maintaining contact. It is pos- 
sible at this point to keep the end of the 
negative wire seemingly white hot, for yel- 
low sparks will fly from it in every direc- 
tion. This is due to the sodium ions in the 
salt water being attracted by the negative 
wire losing their electric charges which 

BATTERY 
CARBONS 

A simple apparatus for the decomposition of 
water and the collection of the separate gases 
as described above. 

I,eft: A U-tube mounted for electrolytic 
work such as the production of iodoform or 
aniline black. %hove: Photoelectric cell 
which produces its own current when acted 
on by light. Right: The electrolytic forge. 
an iron wire immersed in a liquid is heated 
white hot in this fascinating experiment. 

make them ions and, as they again become 
molecules, they immediately react with water. 
"burning" as they do so. It is not possible 
to produce metallic sodium in the form of a 
lump or mass by this simple electrolysis. 
A storage battery will serve as well as the 
110 volts direct current. 

_ 

4Ig 

1, - .. 

,... '. 
Gases can be introduced through the glass 

tube into a solution which is being electro- 
lyzed, so as to obtain different reactions. 

Another experiment resembling this one 
is unique. It really resembles an electro- 
lytic forge. A sheet of lead is made the 
positive electrode in a potassium hydroxide 
solution. A bare iron wire is made the 
negative electrode. This wire should be 
held in the hand. The source of current 
should be 110 volts direct potential with an 
electric flat iron in series with it. so that 
about 5 amperes can be pulled through the 
circuit. A suitable resistance of niclironte 
wire is excelent instead of the flat iron. 
Ten amperes with a resistance works bet- 
ter. A storage battery can he also used, 
for the source of current. 

The solution of KO11 should be heated to 
boiling its a beaker and the lead electrode 
then inserted after removing the Bunsen 
burner flame. Upon introducing the iron 

, 

negative wire electrode, it will become 
heated red, and then white hot, due to the 
separation and immediate reaction of the 
potassium at the electrode The iron wire 
will very likely melt, even if it is one of 
a fairly large size. This experiment is very 
striking since the production of an appar- 
ent fire beneath a liquid seems almost 
miraculous. 

A U-tube affords a very good device for 
electrolytic experiments. Using 5 grams of 
potassium iodide, 10 grams of sodium car- 
bonate and 10 c.c. of medicated rubbing al- 
cohol and 90 c.c. of water, the whole being 
electrolyzed with carbon electrodes in the 
U -tubes for half an hour, iodoform, an anti- 
septic, can be produced and recognized by 
its odor. It will settle in the bend of the 
tube. 

A black dye, aniline black, can also be 
made by using 20 grams of aniline and 20 
grams of toluidine which have been neu- 
tralized by about 30 c.c. of strong acetic 
acid and then dissolved in 150 c.c. of water. 
Electrolyze the whole. 

A stand for electrolysis can be made from 
a foot length of glass towel bar not quite 
half an inch thick. Corks carrying the 
different electrodes can then he held to the 

RUBBER 
CONN ECT ION 

1 
WOOD 

111 STRIP\ 

TTERY CARBONS 

Anot ter apparatus for the decompos (Ion of 
water. Two Inverted funnels are provided to 
collect the gases given off at the electrodes, 
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glass non -conducting pillar -post by burette 
clamps. 

A simple form of electrode support can 
be made from a strip of wood drilled to 
carry the round carbon rod electrodes if 
they are used, and the wooden strip is to be 
laid across the top of a beaker. By varying 
the number of electrodes various areas of 
active surface can be used in the electro- 
lysis. 

A typical electrolytic chemical preparation, 
ferric oxide, can be produced by using a 
carbon cathode (negative electrode) and a 
strip of iron as the anode. The electrolyte 

1 

,y. 

.5. 

Production with 
simultaneous oxida- 
tion of metallic so- 
dium by electroly- 
sis. 

or solution is sodium sulphate dissolved in 

water. Use direct current. The electro- 
lysis gives iron hydroxide which is soon 
oxidized to ferric oxide by blowing air 
through the sodium sulphate solution. The 
air can conveniently be led through the solu- 

.4 glass support 
for electrodes; the 
rod is taken from a 
towel rack. The use 
of glass for the 
supporting rod en- 
sures good insula- 
tion of the elec- 
t rodes. 

.I - 

?it 

tion by means of a bent glass tube. The 
carbon and the iron electrode and the glass 
tube for the oxidizing air can all be car- 
ried by a wooden strip running across the 
beaker used for the electrolyzing vessel 

A photoelectric electrolytic cell which will 
produce a small current when one of its 
plates is illuminated can be very easily made 
by the experimenter. Take two aluminum 
sheets and boil them in a dilute ammonium 
hydroxide solution. This will put a white 
coating of oxide upon their surfaces Now 
cautiously heat both plates and spread a bit 
of selenium upon one of their surfaces with 
the back edge of a hack saw blade. You 
will find that the selenium will adhere to the 
oxide coating. Soon the surface of each 
plate will be coated with a glossy black 
form of selenium. Now carefully lower 
the flame and keep the plates at such a heat 
that the black glossy coating becomes slate 
grey. When the selenium surfaces have be- 
come of this color, cool. It is useless to 
work with the black glossy coatings 

What Cto Do In 
o 

! Cthunder Storms 
! By H. Winfield Secor 

In this article many safe places of 
: shelter are outlined, and various pre- 

cautions to be remembered are given 

! 

in detail. Read all about it in 
SCIENCE AND INVENTION. 

T Other Interesting Articles to ! 

Appear in August Issue of 
Science and Invention 

Odds and Ends of Physics 
By Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D. 

Experiments With A.C. 
By Raymond B. Wailes 

Shellac and Shellac Varnishes 
By Dr. Ernest Bade 

The Radio Constructor-A Two- 
Stage Amplifier Described in 
Detail 

By A_ . P. Peck, -Assoc. I. R. E. 
Wrinkles, Receipes and Formulas 

Edited by S. Gernsback 
4..M11.<~..~.«Mh»,hzw.4~14..~K~N, 

I1., 

Insert the two plates. uncoated surfaces 
back to back but not touching, in a glass 
cell containing salt water. Connect the 
electrodes with a millivoltmeter or galvano- 
meter. When one of the selenium surfaces 

is exposed to a fairly bright source of light, 
an electric current will be produced in the 
cell. It is not necessary to use a battery 
with this photoelectric cell. It generates its 
own current. 

Nobili's rings may be made to appear in 
the simplest experiments in electrolysis. 
Take a bright silver quarter or half a dol- 
lar and lay a drop of copper acetate solu- 
tion in the center of it. Now touch the 
center of the silver coin with the sharp end 
of a strip of zinc. Nobili's rings, a series 
of copper circles, will start to form from the 
center and spread toward the edge. if the 
coin has been wet all over with the cupric 
acetate solution. 

tit right is shown 
the production of a 
Nubili's ring on 
silver coin. This ex- 
periment can he de- 
veloped so as to 
produce really beau- 
tiful color effects in 
varied designs, 

An apparatus for the quantitative decom- 
position of water can De made without 
glass blmving, from two burettes. They are 
fitted together with a tee and short lengths 
of glass tubing. A cork carrying a glass 
tube is inserted into the open end of each 
tube and depressed inward, so that the end 
of the cork is just flush with the zero mark 
of each burette. The whole apparatus is 

A simple electro- 
lysis apparatus In 
which the active area of electrodes 
can be changed by 
pushing them up or 
down. 

filled with weak sulphuric acid water through 
the thistle funnel in the center, and the elec- 
trolyzing current from a battery is made 
through the carbon electrodes in the bottom 
of the apparatus. 

Condenser for Distilling 
THE illustration shows a condenser for 

the amateur's laboratory. 
(A) is a test tube from which the fluid 

is evaporated by the Bunsen burner. The 
distillate passes through the tube (E) into 
the flask (C), which is kept cool. The tube 
(D) acts as a safety valve and lets in air. 
(F) and (G) are corks through which the 
tubes pass; they should fit tightly. The dis- 
tilled fluid collects in the flask C 

Contributed by Walter Berkman. 

A jar replaces the ordinary Liehig's con- 
denser in the distillation of liquids. As the jar 
will soon get hot, it may be immersed in a 
larger Jar of water, kept overflowing. 

Chlorine Gas Test 
USUALLY the experimenter has to re- 

sort to some roundabout way for de- 
tecting chlorine gas, frequently using 
methods which are not sensitive enough to 
detect small quantities. In a very few 
moments, and at the cost of a very few 
cents, an interesting little piece of apparatus 
can be prepared which is delicate enough 
to show the presence of chlorine gas in pro- 
portion too small to be noticed by any liv- 
ing being except a canary bird. 

To prepare a chlorine gas detector, simply 
push a wad of glass wool (sold as Christ- 
mas tree decoration under various names 
such as "Angels' Hair," etc.) down a glass 
tube, fill a portion with potassium iodide, 
above the glass wool, and plug the end with 
another wad of glass wool The ends of 
the tube can be closed with wax until de- 
sired for use. 

When chlorine is passed through the tube, 
it displaces iodine: 2KI -} Cl, = 2KCI 
+ I,. The free iodine imparts a deep red- 
dish -brown color Bromine has a similar 
effect, but can be distinguished from 
chlorine by means of carbon disulphide 
which is made reddish -brown by bromine. 
Best results can be obtained with the 'iodide 
tube if the potassium iodide is slightly moist. 

Contributed by W. B. Leff+ngwell. 

Laboratory Stand 
ACON\ ENIENT laboratory adjunct of 

extreme simplicity in construction can 
be made by taking an 18 -inch length of %- 
inch steel wire, and bending it to form a 
horizontal loop at one end. The other end 
is then filed to a point and driven into a 
1 -inch board measuring 4 x 6 inches. 

It finds chief use in supporting the smaller 
long-stemmed funnels, so convenient in small 
quantity filtration, thereby relieving the reg- 
ular ring stand, which ordinarily will not 
hold the small funnels for larger work. 

-Contributed by S. I. Ross. 

GLASS GLASS 
WOOL WOOL 

POTASSIUM IQDIQE 

CHLORINE GAS 

Potassium iodide in a glass tube, held in 
place by glass wool, detects chlorine gas. 
The liberation of iodine from the potas- 
sium iodide by the chlorine imparts a brown 
color to it. 
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Obtaining Derivatives of Paraffins 

oo' 

d01D, 

. 9 

13q Dr. E. Bade 

i 

A 

1-Ethyl iodide is prepared in a beaker containing potassium carbonate, water and alcohol; it is heated and iodine is added. The iodine com- 
bines with the ethyl radical of the alcohol replacing the hydroxyl. 2- -Potassium bromide is used to make ethyl bromide; the mixture of alcohol. 
sulphuric acid, potassium bromide and water is placed in a liter flask and distilled through a long condenser. Be sure to distil upon a sand bath. 
3-Wash the ethyl bromide with water, using a separatory funnel. The mixture can be agitated thoroughly to wash out other compounds, and can 

be separated owing to its specific gravity. 4-The ethyl bromide is dried in a small flask, the drying being carried out with calcium chloride. 
5-Redistil the ethyl bromide front a small fractioning flask, using a very tiny flame, a long condenser and a receiver standing in ice water - 

ffl 

i 

L- 

afOUGH the toparaffinsm are com- 
paratively inert to chemical action, 
the halogen derivatives, where one 
or more hydrogen atoms are replaced 

by chlorine, bromine, etc., form an import- 
ant group of reactive compounds. The sub- 
stitution of a halogen for hydrogen, although 
ít may, under certain circumstances, take 
place directly in diffused light, is more easily 
prepared from the corresponding alcohol. 
Then, too, it is very difficult to stop the re- 
action at a certain place when direct sub- 
stitution is resorted to, while the pure sub- 
stance is readily prepared by the indirect 
method. 

Chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, iodo - 
form, ethylbromide, etc., all belong to this 
class. Their use is various and manifold, 
ranging from solvents to anaesthetics and 
fire extinguishers, surely a class of prime 
importance. And many are easy to prepare 
so that they may be studied at leisure. 

Chloroform is most readily prepared with 
bleaching powder and acetone. Mix 100 

grams of bleaching. powder with 400 c.c. of 
water to form a paste. Place in a 1 -liter 
flask and arrange the apparatus for distilla- 
tion by passing a goose neck through the 
cork and adding a long condenser. Catch 
the chloroform, as it distills, in a small flask. 

Carry out the process as follows: When 
the apparatus has been arranged, add 30 c.c. 
of acetone and gently heat the flask. When 
the mixture begins to bubble (it should not 

distill as yet), remove the flame until the 
reaction has moderated. Then boil the con- 
tents of the flask and distill slowly until no 
more oily drops come over. 

The chloroform is not yet pure; it must 
still be washed with sodium carbonate solu- 
tion in water. Use about 10 c.c. of this 
solution and wash twice. Remove the wash 
water by means of a separatory funnel and 
place the chloroform in a dry flask. Add 
a few pieces of calcium chloride to remove 
the last trace of water and re -distill. This 
substance is now a heavy, colorless liquid 
which boils at 61° to 62° C. (1400-142° F.) 
and it is non -inflammable. Keep the chloro- 
form in a dark -colored bottle which must be 
tightly stoppered. 

Chloroform has three of the four hydro- 
gen atoms of marsh gas substituted by 
chlorine. It is an anesthetic and passes, 
as such when used by doctors into the 
blood vessels by respiration, and rit is also 
used, to some extent. as a solvent for fats. 
Iodoform, on the other hand, is an excel- 
lent antiseptic and disinfectant containing 
three iodine atoms. It is prepared by dis- 
solving three grams of potassium carbonate 
in 20 c.c. of water and adding 5 c.c. of 
ethyl alcohol. Warm the mixture to about 
70° C. (158° F.) and add four grams of 
powdered iodine gradually. Let stand for 
a few minutes and stir. Then filter and 
wash the yellow precipitate with a little 
water. Let it dry. By recrystallizing the 

iodoform with the aid of alcohol, using just 
a little of the solvent and warming, the iodo - 
form is purified. It produces hexagonal 
crystals which melt and sublime at 119° C. 
(246° F.), but because of its peculiar odor, 
it is seldom used as an antiseptic today. 

The importance of the monohalogen de- 
rivatives of the paraffins hes in the great 
variety of chemical changes which they un- 
dergo, a peculiarity strikingly different from 
that of the paraffins themselves. The bro- 
mine or iodine atom, when present in the 
paraffin, is more reactive and easily re- 
moved than the chloride atom. 

Ethyl bromide is a typical monohalogen 
derivative such as alluded to above, It is 
conveniently prepared from ethyl alcohol 
(that type, marked for external use only 
can be employed). Into a liter flask put 
100 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid and 
quickly add, with constant stirring, 100 c.c. 
of ethyl alcohol (95 per cent.). Cool to 
room temperature and slowly add 70 c.c. of 
cold water, at the same time cooling the 
flask in ice water. Then add 100 grams of 
potassium bromide which must be finely 
powdered, the bromide being added when 
the solution in the flask is cold. Place on 
a sand bath and distill the mixture. The 
sand bath consists of a metal tray of pie 
plate on which fine sand is placed to the 
depth of about one inch. The flask is placed 
on the sand and the tray is strongly heated. 
The heat is transmitted through the sand 
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to the flask. Chemists often do not use the 
sand, but only the plate. A long condenser 
is required, and it is much better to use two, 
fur the ethyl bromide boils at 38° C. (100° 
F.). Also keep the receiver in cold water, 
or better yet in a freezing mixture of ice 
and salt to prevent the evaporation of the 
liquid as it comes over. Two layers will be 

formed, the ethyl bromide, being the heavier, 
will be on the bottom of the flask while the 
water, which also comes over, will float on 
the surface. Watch the process of distilla- 
tion carefully, because the flask, containing 
the reaction mixture, will froth considerably 
at times, which is the reason why the large 
liter flask is taken for the comparatively 
small amount of chemicals used. 

When no more oily drops come over, the 
reaction is complete. Wash the lower layer 
several times with water, then with a dilute 
solution of sodium carbonate in water. 
Carefully place the ethyl bromide in a clean, 
dry flask, add a few pieces of fused calcium 
chloride and stopper. Let stand for about 

NITROGEN 

MOIST PHOSPHOROUS 

FIG.I 

an hour, place the oil, after it has been dried 
by the calcium chloride in a small fraction- 
ating flask and distill, using a very tiny 
flame and a long condenser. The ethyl 
bromide will come over between the tem- 
peratures of 35° to 41° C. (95° to 106° F.), 
the true boiling point being 38.4° C. 
(101.1° F.). 

There is another simple way of obtain- 
ing the halogen derivatives of the paraffins 
which consists in using red phosphorus and 
a halogen in its elemental state. Ethyl iodide 
is conveniently prepared in this way. Two 
grams of red phosphorus are placed in a 200 
c.c. flask and 14 c.c. of absolute alcohol 
added Then gradually using a few crystals 
at a time, add 17 gr. of iodine, shaking and 
cooling the mixture as the reaction takes 
place. As the iodine is added, it reacts with the 
phosphorus producing an iodide of phos- 
phorus. This immediately reacts with the 
alcohol producing ethyl iodide. The mixture 
is now permitted to stand over night so that 
the reaction may be as complete as possi- 

Atmospheric nitrogen 
By Gordon E. mestler 

COPPER GAUZE 

FIG 2 

ITROGEN .is not only found in the air, 
IN of which it is nearly four -fifths tht 
volume, but is also found in nature in com- 
bination. Potassium nitrate is formed in 
nature by the action of bacteria on animal 
matter, and sodium nitrate is found in im- 
mense deposits in Peru and Chile. 

Nitrogen may be easily prepared in three 
ways: by the oxidation of moist phosphorus 
in an enclosed specimen of air; by passing 
air over heated copper, and by passing am- 
monia gas over heated cupric oxide. The 
last way produces pare nitrogen while the 
first two are impure as they contain about 
one per cent. of the "inert" gases of the 
air. 

To obtain nitrogen from the air it is 
necessary to remove the oxygen, which is 

done by allowing pieces of moist phosphorus 
(Fig. 1) to oxidize slowly in an enclosed 
specimen of air The phosphorus oxides, 
the products of the oxidization of the phos- 
phorus, dissolve in the water 

Since the oxygen of the air combines 
readily with hot copper while nitrogen does 
not. it is easy to obtain nitrogen by this 
method. Set tip the apparatus as shown in 
Fig. 2. The hard -glass tube contains cop- 
per gauze or clean copper turnings. The 
air is obtained by letting water from the tap 
fill the bottle. 

Heat the copper gently at first by mov- 
ing the flame along the tube and then strong- 
ly. Do not burn the stopper. Carefully 
turn the water on so as to expel the air 
slowly from the bottle passing over the hot 
copper. Collect as many bottles of gas 
needed. 

By using copper and magnesium in a 
longer hard -glass tube (30 cm. long), it 
is possible to absorb both the oxygen and 
the nitrogen of air. Put a loose plug of 
shredded asbestos in the middle of the tube 
with copper gauze on the left side and mag- 
nesium on the right. Heat both metals as 

NITROGEN 

Fig. 1. A simple 
method of making 
nitrogen from the air 
by exposing m o i s t 
phosphorus there! n. 
Fig. 2. %nether meth- 
od of preparing nitro- 
gen from the air. The 
copper oxidizes at the 
expense of the oxygen 
of the air and "atmos- 
pheric" nitrogen is 
collected in the vessel 
on the right. 
04~..~14141.14~..0.1~1, 

shown in Fig. 3 and then very slowly pass 
a steady stream of air through the tube 
from left to right Continue as long as 

there is evidence of a change in both metals. 
Pure nitrogen may be obtained by pass- 

ing ammonia gas over heated cupric oxide 
(Fig. 4) and the water removed by bubbling 
the gas through sulphuric acid. 

When absorbing both the oxygen and the 
nitrogen. the products left in the tube are 
copper oxide (the powder on the copper 
gauze) and megnesium nitride 

Nitrogen can also he made in the wet way 
by heating a solution of ammonium chloride 
and ammonium nitrite together. In this 
process it can be readily produced in large 
quantities without the annoyance of having 
to use ignition. Yet there is a superstitious 
feeling, as it may be termed, that nitrogen 
and chlorine are disagreeable neighbors, for 
nitrogen chloride is one of the worst explo- 
sives known, and of all explosives prac- 
tically the easiest to detonate. If the chlo- 
rine should combine with the nitrogen, 
forming nitrogen chloride, things will hap- 
pen, as the boys say. 

The surprising thing ín the history of 
nitrogen is that for so many years it was 
supposed to exist in air as such. without any 
admixture except, of course, carbon dioxide 

/".1~1.0~~.~~.~.1411 
1 ig. 4. By passing am- 

moniacal gas over copper 
oxide the latter is reduc- 
ed to ~faille copper, the 
hydrogen of the amnion - 
local gas f o r m s water 
therewith. and if every- 
thing is right, chemically 
pure nitrogen gas will be 
produced. 

ble. The products chiefly consist of phos- 
phorous acid and ethyl iodide. 

To make the reaction as complete as pos- 
sible, the flask is provided with a reflux 
condenser and then heated to the boiling 
point for half an hour. Cool and attach the 
condenser in such a way that the ethyl 
iodide may be distilled over. The distilla- 
tion is continued until no drops come over. 
Keep the flame in motion, for otherwise the 
mixture in the flask will bump violently. 
Wash the distillate, which is colored brown 
by the iodine, with water to remove any 
alcohol which might still be present, and 
then wash with water to which a few drops 
of sodium hydroxide solution have been 
added. Repeat this last process two or three 
times or until it is colorless. Do not use 
too much caustic soda solution at one time, 
for an emulsion may be formed which breaks 
up with difficulty. The colorless oily ethyl 
iodide is placed in a small dry flask and 
calcium chloride added to dry the liquid. 
Let stand a few hours and then re -distill. 

and that in very slight amount. It was 
only when a difference in the specific grav- 
ity of nitrogen prepared in different ways 
was found, that suspicion began to be ex- 
cited that there was another element in air 
and one of the monumental discoveries of 
modern chemistry, that of the element 
argon, was made. 

It is told of Georges Claude, the greatest 
living exponent of the liquefaction of gases, 
that ile gave the rare gases from enormous 
quantities of air, which gases had taken 

WATER COPPER 
GAUZE 

Fig. 3. This is a most interesting variation 
on the preceding experiment. Derr air is passed 
over Ignited copper gauze and then over ignited 
nurgnesium, both as finely divided as may be. 
Plenty of copper must he used, so that no oxy- 
gen will reach the magnesium. The gas which 
then Is atmospheric nitrogen passes over the ig- 
nited magnesium and this absorbs the nitrogen, 
forming magnesium nitride, and a little less 
than I lwr cent. of the original volume of the 
air issues, principally as argon. but also con- 
taining neon, carbon dioxide possibly, and a 
few other gases. There may be a trace of 
hydrogen from the water. 

many days to accumulate in his apparatus. 
to one of the great investigators. Such 
gases separate from air as does the nitro- 
gen, when air is treated for liquefaction of 
its oxygen or for separation of the same. 

AMMONIA GAS 

FIG. 4, 

COPPER OXIDE 
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Preparation and Properties of lli3drogen Peroxide 
By Eugene W. Blank 

HYDROGEN peroxide, commonly 
known as "peroxide," is probably 
familiar to every one in the form 
of a dilute solution sold in the 

drug stores. This solution contains about 
3% of hydrogen peroxide and is used for 
treating cuts and wounds. Pure hydrogen 
peroxide, however, is a compound possess- 
ing many peculiar properties and subject to 
many curious reactions. 

Pure hydrogen peroxide is a colorless 
liquid with a bluish tinge when viewed in 
large quantities. It has no odor, but has a 
metallic taste. It ís fairly stable at ordinary 
temperatures, but when heated under at- 
mospheric pressure undergoes decomposition. 
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This decomposition may at some times be- 
come so rapid as to cause an explosion, and 
it is no uncommon occurance to have a bottle 
of the compound explode. The pure sub- 
stance is soluble in water in all proportions 
and this dilute solution is fairly stable. 

The determination of the formula of hy- 
drogen peroxide has caused some trouble due 
to its unstable condition, but the generally 
accepted value is 11, O. 

Hydrogen peroxide is formed when 
oxygen is allowed to bubble about the elec- 
trode from which hydrogen is being liberated 
in the electrolysis of water. Hydrogen per- 
oxide can also be detected in water on which 
some ether has been floated and ignited, and 
when a jet of burning hydrogen is allowed 
to strike the surface of ice water a small 
quantity of peroxide is formed. 

The compound can be made in larger 
quantities by treating a cold concentrated 
solution of sodium peroxide with hydro- 
chloric acid but in this method the product 
is always associated with a salt of the acid. 
By the treatment of a cold solution of 
potassium peroxide with tartaric acid per- 
oxide is formed ill a rather pure condition 
since the potassium tartrate is only slightly 
soluble in cold water and separates. 

Hydrogen peroxide is usually made by the 
action of some acid. such as hydrochloric or 
sulphuric acids, on barium peroxide. \Vhen 
sulphuric acid is used barium sulphate is the 
salt formed. and since this is insoluble it can 
be filtered off and a rather pure solution of 
hydrogen peroxide will result. The re- 
action can be expressed as follows: 

Barium peroxide -I- sulphuric acid -) 
barium sulphate -{- hydrogen peroxide 
Baa, -- Ii,SO, -> BaSO, II,O, 

To prepare peroxide make a paste of 
barium peroxide with water. Slowly add 
it to a mixture of equal volumes of water 
and sulphuric acid. Keep the temperature 
as low as possible by packing ice or plac- 
ing cold water around the beaker containing 
the acid and water. Barium sulphate will 
be precipitated and this should he filtered 

off. Place the filtrate in a clean, evaporat- 
ing dish and evaporate over a low flame 
until the liquid starts to decompose. This 
point is indicated by signs of effervescence. 
The liquid should be cooled immediately be- 
cause concentrated solution readily decom- 
poses when heated. The liquid contains 
about 40 per cent. of hydrogen peroxide 
and can be used for the following experi- 
ments: 

For 169 parts by weight of barium per- 
oxide use 98 parts of sulphuric acid. This 
refers to pure acid before you have added 
the water. 

If the experimenter possesses the neces- 
sary apparatus, he can still further concert - 
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ranged to distil hydro- 
gen peroxide in vacuum. 
The receiver is kepi cool 
by a stream of water so 
as to act as condenser 
also. Note that the tube 
or outlet of the distil- 
ling flask posses the 
suction tube on the 
neck of the flask. 
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trate the solution by distillation under re- 
duced pressure. To accomplish this, arrange 
the apparatus as the diagram shows. The 
solution is placed in a distilling flask con- 
nected with a receiver and having a ther- 
mometer placed in its neck. The side neck 
of the receiver is connected with a mano- 
meter and this in turn is connected with a 
water pump. The manometer and the filter 
pump are the only pieces of apparatus the 
average experimenter does not own, but can 
he purchased very cheaply. The flask is 
heated by means of a water bath, and when 
the temperature is about 35° C. (95° F.) and 
the manometer shows a pressure of 15 mm., 
an aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide 
will distill into the receiver. Keep on heat- 
ing the flask until the temperature rises to 
about 70 degrees C. Then stop the distilla- 
tion because at 80 degrees C. the hydrogen 
peroxide would start to attack the glass of 
the flask. A very concentrated solution of 
peroxide is found in the distilling flask. 

Pure hydrogen peroxide is decomposed 
very rapidly when finely divided metals are 
allowed to come in contact with it. Place 
some of the prepared peroxide in a beaker 
and drop into it some platinum black or 
some of the finely powdered metal. If 
platinum is not on hand, try powdered gold, 
silver or magnesium. In all these cases the 
metal is found at the end of the reaction in 
its original form and hence the action is 
catalytic. A catalytic agent is a substance 
that promotes a reaction without itself un- 
dergoing any change. 

Manganese dioxide also causes hydrogen 
peroxide to break dowtí with the production 
of oxygen and this reaction can be used for 
preparing oxygen on an experimental scale. 

To prepare oxygen from peroxide place 
some manganese dioxide in the bottom of a 
flask and stopper it with a stopper carry- 
ing a delivery tube and a dropping funnel. 
Arrange to collect the evolved gas over 
water, and then having filled the funnel with 
hydrogen peroxide, allow it to drop slowly 
into the flask. The manganese dioxide acts 

as a catalytic agent and the peroxide is de- 
composed. \Vhen the reaction is over, test 
the gas in the bottles by inserting a glow- 
ing splinter. It will burst into a brilliant 
flame. 

Mix some magnesium powder with a trace 
of manganese dioxide and place a few drops 
of the strong peroxide upon it. In many 
cases it bursts into flame. 

Peroxide is a powerful oxidizing agent 
liberating iodine from solutions of the iodide 
and turning black lead sulphide into white 
lead sulphate. 

To some potassium iodide solution add 
hydrogen peroxide; the solution takes on a 
brown color due to the liberated iodine. 

Prepare some lead sulphide by allowing 
hydrogen sulphide to bubble through a solu- 
tion of lead nitrate. A black precipitate 
will be produced. Now add some peroxide 
and shake. The lead sulphide is oxidized 
to lead sulphate which has a white color. 
The above reaction is used in the cleaning 
of old paintings. These paintings usually 
have been darkened by the action of atmos- 
pheric hydrogen sulphide upon the lead in 
the paint. The peroxide will convert the 
lead sulphide into the white lead sulphate, 
clearing up the picture. Peroxide will also 
bleach indigo and litmus solution. 

Hydrogen peroxide is also an important 
reducing agent. Lead dioxide formed by 
heating red lead with nitric acid dissolves 
very slowly, but if a few drops of peroxide 
are added, the lead dioxide is reduced to 
lead monoxide and this readily dissolves in 
the acid. 

Place some potassium permanganate in a 
beaker and add a small quantity of sul- 
phuric acid. The solution now has a dark 
red appearance, and if some peroxide is 
added, the red color disappears, the perman- 
ganate being reduced. 

As an added example of its strong oxidiz- 
ing power allow some sulphur dioxide gas 
to bubble through some water in a test tube. 
The sulphur dioxide gas can be prepared 
by allowing sulphuric acid to drop upon 
some sodium bisulphite in a generating flask. 
When the gas is allowed to bubble through 
water. a solution of sulphurus acid is ob- 
tained. Now when peroxide is added to 
the mixture of gas and water, the sulphurus 
acid is oxidized to sulphuric acid. and this 

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 

OXYGEN GAS 

Evolution of oxygen gas from hydrogen per- 
oxide by the action of manganese dioxide on it. 

will give a precipitate with barium chlorine 
solution. 

There are two qualitative tests which are 
readily applied to a sample suspected of 
containing hydrogen peroxide. Place some 
titanium sulphate solution in a test tube and 
slowly add some peroxide. A beautiful 
orange coloration will appear. 

\Vith chromic acid peroxide forms a hlue 
solution very soluble in ether. This reaction 
is used in a test for the substance. To 

(Continued on page 706) 
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SULPHURIC ACID 

COPPER OXIDE 1 

FIG. i 
Copper oxide contained in a tube is ignited; 

hydrogen gas is passed Into the tube and com- 
bining with the oxygen of the copper oxide 
produces water. The thistle tube must dip Into 
the liquid in the generating flask, 

Fractioninq Petroleum 
THIS is a simple method of breaking up 
or separating the components of petro- 

leum. We will need three or more ring 
stands, two rings to each stand, four or five 
U -tubes and beakers, glass tubing bent as 
shown and two Bunsen burners. 

Partly fill a test tube with petroleum and 
attach two U -tubes as shown. Let the first 
U-tube rest in a beaker of boiling water. 
and the second U-tube in a beaker of cold 
water. Heat the petroleum gently and ob- 
serve the vapors rising from it and passing 
into the U -tubes A and B. 

The components of petroleum, which have 
a low boiling point, are driven through A 
and into B where they are condensed. When 
the petroleum is heated more strongly, com- 
ponents which have a high boiling point are 
driven off as vapors and condense in A. 
Although the temperature of A is high, it 
is still low enough to condense a fraction of 
the vapors. If we then pour the contents 
of A and B into evaporating dishes and ex- 
amine them, we are reminded of gasoline, 
kerosene and benzene. We may separate 
them by adding more U -tubes and distilling 
more petroleum. The most remote would 
contain gasoline; the next naphtha; the next 
benzene; the next kerosene, and so on. 

Contributed by Gordon E. Messier. 
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Distillation of petroleum with fractional con- 
densation of the distillate. This apparatus is 
applicable to other purposes where (motioning 
is desired. A whole succession of beakers at 
different temperatures may be made to con- 
dense a series of products. 

This experiment clues not by any means 
illustrate the manufacturing processes ap- 
plied to petroleum. The most characteristic 
feature of such process carried out in the 
great factories is what is known as cracking. 
By exposing the vapors evolved from heated 
petroleum to more heat, they are decom- 
posed, giving a quantity of lighter products 
and a corresponding quantity of heavier 
products. It will be seen that in this way a 
control is exercised over the process and 
according to the market more or less gaso- 
line, more or less kerosene and so on will 
be produced. The market will control the 
manufacturer's process. 

Reduction of Copper Oxide 
By PAUL WALKER 

COPP1R oxide may be readily reduced 
by any of the following methods: 

(a) Reduction of hydrogen. This con- 
sists of passing hydrogen over hot copper 
oxide. The hydrogen combines with the 
oxygen and water is formed, while metallic 
copper is left in the tube. Fig. I shows 
a simple method for doing this. 

(b) Reduction by carbon monoxide. The 
reducing action of carbon monoxide may he 
shown by the following experiment. Carbon 
monoxide is prepared by the action of warm 
concentrated sulphuric acid on formic acid. 
The sulphuric acid causes the decomposition 
of the formic acid into water and carbon 
monoxide. The carbon monoxide is then 
passed over hot copper oxide. The carbon 
monoxide is oxidized to carbon dioxide and 
the metallic copper remains. The presence 
of carbon dioxide may be shown by using 

COPPER OXIDE 

SULPHURIC 
ACID 

FIG.2 
In organic acid evolved in the gaseous state 

is acted on by the Ignited copper oxide with the 
production of carbon dioxide gas us well as of 
water. 

LIME WATER. 

a bottle of limewater, as shown in the illus- 
tration, into which the escaping gas is passed. 

(c) Reduction by carbon. A mixture of 
copper oxide and charcoal is heated in a 
test tube. The gas evolved is passed through 
lime water as above. The white precipitate 
shows the presence of carbon dioxide. Me- 
tallic copper is left in the tube. 

The experiments described may be easily 
performed by the novice and offer some in- 
teresting entertainment. Pieces of metal 
may be copper plated in the same manner. 
Just sprinkle the copper oxide on the object 
to be plated and proceed as described above. 

Sympathetic Ink 
By SIMON LIEBOWITZ 

HOW often have you longed for a really 
mysterious thrill ! To have written 

upon an apparently blank sheet of paper a 
gold mine of information that cannot be 
read by anyone but yourself I Well, here 
it is. 

A good sympathetic ink may be made by 
diluting sulphuric acid in water. The pen 
is dipped into the liquid and a message it 
written on a clean sheet of paper. The paper 
is allowed to dry, after which no trace of 
the original writing will be noted. To make 
the message appear, it is only necessary to 
heat the paper over a flame or to iron it 
(taking care not to burn the paper). Thus 
one need not fear of his close secrets being 
on the tongues of all. 

This is the explanation for the above 
phenomena: Paper is cellulose, having a 
chemical formula of CalI,aO,,. Sulphuric 
acid has marked affinity for water. In cel- 
lulose the proportions of water appear as 
H,nO.,. Upon heating the paper the acid 
combines with the H,0O, of the cellulose and 
precipitates the carbon. The original writing 
will, therefore. appear black, the natural 
color of carbon. 

COPPER OXIDE AND 
CHARCOAL 

LIME 
WATER 

FIG. 3 
Dore the copper oxide is mixed intimately 

with charcoal and the two are ignited, produc- 
ing carbon dioxide gas in considerable quan- 
tity. Without the copper oxide there would be 
no evolution of the gas except in trivial amount. 

Hydrogen Filled Soap Bubbles 
ARTHUR A. BLUMENFELD'S "Fun 

With Soap Bubbles" in the November, 
1924, EXPERIMENTER called to mind an amus- 
ing experiment with soap bubbles, that, like 
Mr. Blumenfeld's experiment, also makes a 
very effective demonstration of the properties 
of a certain gas, in this case hydrogen. 

The following apparatus and materials are 
necessary for performing the experiment: 
(1) a hydrogen generator, (2) a piece of 
rubber tubing two or three feet long, (3) 
a pipe for blowing soap bubbles, (4) some 
granulated zinc or a few other small pieces, 
(5) a little sulphuric and (6) a strong solu- 
tion of soap. 

The generator may be constructed by 
placing a two -holed stopper .in the mouth of 
a flask or bottle and inserting a delivery 
tube in one hole and a thistle tube or funnel 
in the other. The thistle tube should extend 
nearly to the bottom of the flask, while the 
delivery tube extends just barely through 
the stopper. The stem of the pipe is con- 
nected to the delivery tube by means of the 
rubber tubing and the apparatus is then 
complete. 

Now place the zinc in the generator and 
pour enough dilute sulphuric acid down 
through the thistle tube to cover the zinc 
well. Hydrogen will be evolved and will 
pass out of the generator and through the 
pipe. When the action is well started, try 
blowing a bubble. Just dip the pipe into the 
soap solution and then let the hydrogen do 
the blowing. If the gas is coming too fast. 
pour a little water down the thistle tube; if 
too slow, add more acid. 

When a bubble is blown, flip it off the 
pipe and, unlike ordinary bubbles, it will 
rise to the ceiling. or, if out of doors, float 
upwards until it bursts. Approach a bubble 
with a flame. When the flame touches the 
bubble, the hydrogen will ignite with a flash 
and the bubble explodes. 

CAUTION: Keep the flame a good dis- 
tance away from the generating apparatus 
and do not light the bubbles until they are 
off the pipe and have floated away several 
feet. 
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Dilute acid acting on zinc evolves hydrogen 
with which soap bubbles are blown. 
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Constant Speed motor 
THE small series -motor, either A.C. or 

D.C. run direct from the lighting cir- 
cuit, is one of the most useful pieces 

of apparatus in the experimenter's labora- 
tory. The difficulty of maintaining a con- 
stant speed, and the variation of speed, in- 
dependent of load, is a drawback in many 
instances. 

The governor here described will maintain 
any speed within the limits for which it is 
adjusted, and will maintain a constant speed 
independent of variation of voltage or load. 
By means of the two adjusting screws, a 
wide range of speed is obtainable, thus often 
saving the trouble of changing gear ratios 
on apparatus in use. 

Fig. 1 represents the motor with speed 
device complete mounted on a hard -wood 
base; the governor is shown partly in sec- 
tion. (A)-is the motor, (B)-the usual 
sheave wheel, C-is preferably a turned 
metal disc or, if facilities are not at hand 
for turning this, a piece of cold rolled steel 

x 1% x 3 inches will answer the purpose, 
but care should be taken when screwing this 
to the sheave wheel, to locate it centrally, 
so as to ensure a good balance. 

(D)-Fig 1 is the carrier for the centri- 
fugal governor and thrust pin, and is shown 
partly in section. This is made of sheet 
brass .015 -inch thick, cut to development 
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Details of the governing element to be used 
on a small constant speed motor. The con- 
struction is extremely simple and made of parts 
which all amateur experimenters will have on 
hand. 

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, bent on dotted 
lines to shape shown at Fig. 2-A. Fig. 3 
is then soldered in position shown at Fig. 2. 
It is best to drill all holes after bending. 
To locate center hole for push -pin screw 
carrier into position on disc (C)-Fig. 1, 

run the motor, and with a sharp pointed tool 
on a temporary rest, center the position of 
hole and drill ?a inch diameter, also drill- 
ing as shown in Fig. 3. This will ensure the 
push -pin (E) running true when motor is 
in operation. Push -pin (E) is made of 3/16 - 
inch drill rod 7A -inch long, drilled at one end, 
into which is inserted a piece of bakelite that 
projects %-inch to insulate motor frame 
from lever (H)-Fig. 1. 

(F -F) Fig. 1 are the governor weights 
and actuating arms; two of these are wanted, 
the arms are cut from the same stock as 
Fig. 2 to shape shown in development Fig. 
4, bent on dotted lines to shape shown at 
6 and 7. Fig. 4-A is a piece of 7/16 -inch 
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FIG.I 
An aseembl> view of the constant speed motor. The device here used, efficiently solves the 

problem of maintaining a constant speed In electric motors. The governor while maintaining any 
particular speed can be set by two adjusting screws for a wide range of control. 

cold rolled steel /-inch long riveted in posi- 
tion as shown, to form the governor. After 
drilling governor arms can he assembled as 
shown in Fig. 1, with pins (G -G) ; these pins 
should be cut from wire about .915 -inch 
diameter with the ends turned over side of 
carrier (D), so that the arms swing freely 
with a little side play. When assembled 
push -pin (E) should rest on the ends of the 
two arms (F -F) and is pressed forward 
when weights swing outwards. 

H-Fig. 1 is a bell -crank lever cut from 
the same stock as (D) to shape of develop- 
ment shown in Fig. 5, bent on dotted lines, 
soldered along the two bottom edges, and 
holes drilled. (I)-Fig. 1 is a small lever 
cut from the same stock to development 
shown in Fig. 6, bent on dotted lines and 
drilled. 

(N-1) and (N-2) are two pieces of / x 
3/32 -inch brass rod bent to U-section and 
drilled to form bearings for levers (H) and 
(I), these are assembled to swing freely, 
and (N-1) and (N-2) are screwed firmly to 
bakelite block (M) in position shown in 
Fig. 1. 

(J)-Fig. 1 is also made of / x 3/32 -inch 
brass rod bent as shown in Fig. 7 and 
screwed to block (M) in position to carry 
spring (K) with adjusting screw (L) : the 
other end of spring (K) is attached to lever 
(H). (0) is a small compression spring 
and (P) is a 10/32 -inch screw tapped into 
block (M) with large clearance hole through 
lever (I). 

(R -R) are contact points riveted to levers 
(H) and (I). This is a make and break and 
should be of tungsten or a like suitable 
material. (S) is a piece of 14 -inch diameter 
drill rod riveted to lever (H). It is best to 
slightly cup the end where it comes into con- 
tact with bakelite tip in end of push pin (E). 

The wiring is simple, one conductor going 
direct to one pole of motor, the other is 
connected to (N-2) and the other pole of 
motor to (N-1). 

The operation is as follows: When the 
motor is started the centrifugal governor 
pushes out pin (E) actuating lever (H) by 
overcoming resistance of spring (K). The 
lever (I) follows the motion of lever (H) 
owing to action of spring (0) until stopped 

by coming in contact with head of scree 
(P). Lever (H) still traveling breaks con- 
tact (R -R) and the speed of motor is ar- 
rested until contact is again made. As will 
be readily seen by adjusting screws (L) and 
(P) wide ranges of speed con be obtained. 
The make and break is very rapid, causing 
the motor to maintain a constant speed. 

The speed of direct current motors may 
be varied electrically in two ways: First 
by varying the potential impressed at the 
armature terminals, the field strength re- 
maining constant, because the speed of a 
direct current motor operating at constant 
field will be directly proportional to the 
voltage impressed on its armature terminals; 
second, by varying the field strength, but 
keeping the voltage at the terminals con - 
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Additional details of the brass parts of the 
governor on the constant speed motor. The 
parts are made of very thin sheet brass and 
can be cut to shape without difficulty. 

stant. The speed of a motor whose arma- 
ture potential remains unchanged will be in- 
versely proportional to the field strength. 
Speed control can also be obtained by a com- 
bination of the two methods just mentioned. 

These are electrical methods of speed 
variation. In the governor described in 
this article, a mechanical means is provided 
for speed variations. 
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J4. Hot Wire Ammeter 

THERE arc many uses to which an 
ammeter can be put. And for those 
who are not willing to spend the money 

to buy the real thing. the instrument de- 
scribed here will work as a fairly good sub - 

FIG. I 

The diagram shows the wiring circuit of a 
hot wire ammeter. To the measuring wire, C, 
is attached a second thread or line wire; a 
thread attached near its center Is wound 
around the shaft of the pointer, and is secured 
lo a spring beyond it. 

stitute. The hot wire type was selected not 
only on account of its being simple to con- 
struct, but also for the reason that it will 
read direct currents as well as alternating 
currents of any frequency on the same cali- 
bration. 

The action of the meter is as follows: 
The measuring wire (C) is stretched be- 
tween two brass blocks (C) and (B) which 
also form the terminals of the instrument 
attached to (C) at a point a little away from 
the center, is a thin wire which is stretched 
tight and fastened to another block (D). 
To this wire again, a little away from its 
center, is fastened a piece of thin silk thread 
which, after being passed once around the 
spindle (F) is fastened to a spring at (G) 
The spindle (F) carries a light pointer. 

In action, when a current is passed 
through the wire from (A) to (B) or (B) 
to (A) it heats up the wire and allows it 

to sag a small amount as shown by the 
dotted line. This permits the second wire 
from (C) to (D) to sag also. but to a 
greater extent, and the spring (F) in tak- 
ing tip the slack of the thread assumes the 
position (G) and in doing so turns the 
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FIG. 2 

The method of mounting the measuring wire 
of the hot wire instrument. its ends are 
soldered to the terminals of the instrument. 

spindle and moves the pointer over the scale. 
The first consideration in making this in- 

strument is the section and length of the 
measuring wire (C). The length should be 
about 2V2 inches, and its diameter or section 

By It Combi 

will depend upon the desired range or am- 
perage to be measured, and the material of 
which the wire is made; the lower the am- 
perage, the greater the resistance is the 
rule. For a very low range, say from 0 to 5 

ampere, use No. 40 iron or resistance wire, 
while for anything having a maxmum range 
of one ampere or more. use copper wire of 
a size to be best determined by experiment; 
No. 40 copper wire would give a range of 
from 0 to 1.5 amperes. 

The most important point to note is that 
the base upon which the instrument is 
mounted should be of the same material as 
the measuring wire, otherwise the expan- 
sion of the wire due to the temperature 
changes of the atmosphere will completely 
throw the readings out, and you may per- 
haps have a very successful thermometer, 
but not an ammeter. For this reason it is 

advisable to use iron or copper for the 
measuring wire, because it is easy to pro- 
cure solid plates of these materials, while 
if a wire made of alloy is used, the base 
plate would have to be of the same alloy 
which might not be easy to get. I found. 
however, that many of the resistance wires 
on the market these days have a large per- 
centage of iron in them, and if such wire is 

used in conjunction with an iron base plate, 
the difference in the coefficient of expansion 
between the plate and the alloy wire may 
not be too much. The actual wire I used 
ín my instrument was No. 38 "Concodine" 
which, when mounted on iron, was hardly 
affected by changes of atmospheric tempera- 
ture and gave a range of 0 to .4 ampere. 
Whatever you do, do not use wood as a 
mounting. This is practically unaffected 
by the temperature. but it warps a great 
deal in damp weather. 
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One end of (lie measuring wire is Provided 
wilt a tension adjustment device which is 
illustrated above. fly means of the adjustment 
screw, the pointer can lie set to zero tit the 
start of the measurement. 

Resistance wires may be tested to see if 
there is iron in them by means of a magnet. 

The next step is to prepare the base plate 
which should be about 3 inches in diameter 
and '/s -inch thick. At the position (A) in 

Fig. 1 drill a /-inch hole, into which is 

fitted a %-inch bolt and nut. The end of 
this bolt projects about -11-inch above the 
face of the nut (which should not be more 
than '/s -inch thick) on the inside of the base 
plate. This bolt forms one of the terminals 
of the meter and has one end of the meas- 
uring wire soldered to it. It should be well 
insulated from the base plate as shown in 

Fig. 2 in which three fibre washers and two 
brass washers are used. 

Fig. 3 shows the method of fixing the 
other end of the measuring wire at (B) in 

Fig. 1 with a means of adjusting its tension. 
At (D) in Fig. 1 another brass screw will 

be required. This should be screwed into 
the base plate with its end projecting above 
the level of the plate and provides a place 

for securing the other end of the wire 
(C) (D). This wire should be drawn to a 
moderate tension and soldered to (D). The 
whole system of wires of silk thread should 
be kept about to -inch above the base. 

And now for the spindle and pointer. The 
pointer may be made of anything light, a 
thin strip of paper shellacked for stiffness 
being about the best and easiest to make. 
As for the spindle, the balance wheel of 
an old table clock would be just the thing, 
but if this cannot be had, a piece of iron 
wire (about No. 18) one inch long should 
be carefully filed to a round point at both 
ends and mounted as shown in Fig. 4. The 
control spring (G) consists of a piece of 
steel wire out of an old motor cycle "Bow- 
den" wire or a piece of main spring from 
a very small watch. This should be secured 
to the bolt "x" in Fig. 5 in the slot cut for 
the purpose. 

In assembling the instrument (referring 
to Fig. 1), first fix up the two supporting 
blocks (A) and (B), loosen the adjusting 
screw at (B) completely and solder the 
measuring wire tight across the two points 
(A) and (B). Now attach the wire 
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FIG. 4 
A sectional view of the hot wire ammeter 

showing the method of mounting the dial. 
The pointer is made of paper and attached to 
a balance wheel from a discarded clock, whose 
shaft pivots on point bearings. 

(C) (L3) which should be the thinnest pos- 
sible copper to the measuring wire at the 
point (C) draw it up moderately tight and 
solder the other end to (D). Next place the 
spindle (F) and spring (G) in position, and 
fastening one end of a thin silk thread to 
the wire (C) (D) at the point (I), pass it 
once around the bottom of spindle (F) and 
secure the other end to the end of spring 
(G). See that the spring is adjusted so 
that it will just take up all the slack neces- 
sary to carry the pointer completely across 
the scale. 

The instrument is now ready, and all that 
remain:: to be done is to fix a cardboard 
scale atop the three wooden blocks (two of 
which are shown in Fig. 4), set your pointer 
at zero and calibrate by comparison with a 

"Xq,BOLT AND NUT 

SLIT CUT FOR 

CONTROL SPRING"G'' 

BASE PLATE 

FIG. 5 

The figure shows a slotted screw passed 
through the base of the hot wire instrument 
to hold a control spring which maintains the 
tension of the hot wire system. 

standa-d instrument. If at any time after 
calibration the pointer does not stand natu- 
rally at zero, it may be set to its proper 
position by adjusting the tension of the 
measuring wire. 
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Experiments with lnfraRed Rays 
By W. A. Sperry 

1 

{ 

1. 

J 
An apparatus for the emission of Infra -red rays. (1) 1n aro lamp with parabolic reflector. 

(2) A filter for cutting off light waves without obstructing heat waves. It Is a solution of Iodine 
In carbon disulphide contained in a glass tank. (3) A set of shutters to regulate the heat .eaves. 
(4) \ enter rheostat used in connection with the arc light. 

NFRA-RED rays, like visible radiations, 
can be reflected and refracted, diffused, 
absorbed and polarized, but they differ 
from the light rays of the visible spec- 

trum in that they stimulate no highly spe- 
cialized human nerve endings, save those few 
scattered and undeveloped ones, responsive 
to temperature changes ; although the bril- 
liant new theory of M. Henry, demonstrat- 
ing mathematically that taste and smell are 
functions of specific infra -red wave -lengths, 
will probably modify this somewhat. 

Among the more important applications 
of heat waxes are the invisible signaling 
systems as developed and standardized by 
the French army and the distant control of 
independent, dynamic mechanisms. The first 
experiments to be described are along the 
lines noted above, namely, telegraphy and 
teledynamic control. In addition to this, 
telephonic communication and the advisability 
of designing some sort of "tuning" system 
has to some extent been studied, both ex- 
perimentally and theoretically. 

Possibly one of the factors which prevents 
many experimenters from entering this field 
is their lack of equipment, and the absence 
of sufficient data concerning the building of 
the same. The preliminary experiments, in 
this case, were carried out with apparatus 
of extremely simple design, and as a result 
the expenses were correspondingly small, 
while the trouble prevalent with complex 
apparatus did not exist. In the beginning, 
it is necessary to have some means of gen- 
erating infra -red radiations. The arc was 
chosen as the simplest, yet most powerful 
method, because of the fact that its tempera- 
ture is the highest of any available source 
and is therefore richer in heat radiations. 
The possibility of control by direction (and 
hence, conserving) these rays is one of the 
great advantages incident to their use. Two 
methods or a combination of them; may be 
used for doing this; a silvered parabolic re- 
flector, or a lens, or both. constitute a sys- 
tem for focusing these radiations into nearly 
rectilinear shafts of approximately parallel 
rays. 

Here another advantage of the arc is mani- 
fest since its heat source is concentrated in 
the closest approach to a point of almost 
any type of generator. This makes the use 
of the parabolic reflector the most practical 
form of focusing device, not only because 
it is specially adapted to the point heat source -in fact, demands it-but also because hav- 
ing a polished surface of silver it will ab- 
sorb approximately only 3 per cent. of the 
heat, reflecting the rest as radiant energy, 
while a glass lens will cause treble the above 
loss. 

The arc in the apparatus to be described 
was built and equipped with a parabolic re- 
flector of doubtful antecedents, but of nice 
proportions, and it has since been found 
that an automobile headlight will serve ad- 
mirably as a reflector, and even as a vir- 
tually complete transmitter. Diagram A (1) 
shows the method of mounting the arc car- 
bons, which allows for exact focusing and 
careful adjustment. Some authorities state 
that impregnating them with barium chloride 
tends to increase the radiation producing a 
flaming arc. 

The arc was designed to operate a 110 - 
volt A.C. supply, working through a resist- 
ance which consists only of a Mason jar 
(see photograph) filled with a weak salt 
solution, and fitted with a stationary plate 
at the bottom and a movable one operated 
from the top for adjustment. This allows 
the correct amount of current to pass, but- 
don't short the plates. 

It is apparent that the combination of 
arc and reflector represent an ordinary 
searchlight, but if one objects to the visible 
rays being transmitted, there are many ways 
whereby these radiations may be cut off, 
leaving only the infra -red. The usual 
method involves the use of a screen of dia- 
thermanous material such as black (man- 
ganese dioxide) glass, black fluorite, colored 
gelatins or a strong solution of iodine in 
carbon disulphide. This latter was taken as 
the most easily obtained and a sort of tank, 
(A2), is built consisting primarily of two 
large photographic plates, 11 x 9 inches, 
from which the emulsion has been removed, 
a wooden frame, thoroughly paraffined, 
which separates the plates and in addition 
acts as the container's sides, bottom and top, 
plus a base to complete the arrangement. 
Into this tank is poured the solution, made 
by dissolving iodine crystals in carbon di - 

Infra - red light 
transmitting appa- 
ratus provided 
with a microphone 
(5) which impres- 
ses the speech 
modulations on the 
arc. A choke roil 
(6) is connected on 
both sides of the 
are. The other 
numerals corre- 
spond with those 
on the other illus- 
tration. 

sulphide to the point of saturation. It is 
then tightly sealed with paraffin and a most 
effective diathermantic is the result. Thé 
transmitter as described is in use continual- 
ly and can serve in any of the experiments 
discussed here with of course certain aux- 
iliary apparatus. 

The next consideration should be the re- 
ceiver. There are many possible detectors 
of radiant heat, yet only three are simple 
and efficient enough to warrant description. 
The best and most satisfactory reception is 
without doubt made with the aid of the 
thermocouple, although devices based upon 
expansion, both linear and volumetric, are 
employed with success. Of these the Edison 
tasimeter is an example. It is based on the 
principle that the linear expansion of vul- 
canite when heated produces corresponding 
changes in the current flowing through a 
microphone. The author has modified this 
idea by replacing the original carbon -block 
microphone with a transmitter button, by so 
doing increasing the sensitivity well nigh 
300 per cent. A hard rubber or hakelite 
strip is used in place of the vulcanite rod. 
Both of the improvements serve to augment 
the speed of the instrument, though in any 
of its present forms it requires so much time 
to act that the lag is a great factor in the 
elimination of this device as a practical de- 
tector of infra -red disturbances. Used in 
connection with telephony on heat waves its 
sluggishness produces queer distortions and 
forbids its employment in this capacity. 
Various kinds of thermostats based on gas- 
eous expansion have been arduously tested; 
the latter type "fills the bill" to a certain 
extent, but is difficult to construct and keep 
in order. As before stated, it is the writer's 
opinion that the thermocouple offers the 
easiest, quickest and best solution to this 
problem. 

The theory of the thermopile resolves 
upon this proposition: the junction of two 
metals when heated produces an E.M.F. 
which may be detected by suitable instru- 
ments. The construction of such thermo- 
piles involves the joining of dissimilar 
metals. This may be accomplished by sol- 
dering, twisting, riveting or welding-and I 
shall describe several thermocouples of 
proved design. The simplest type consists 
of two wires twisted together at one ex- 
tremity and connected to an indicating in- 
strument. Another form is the star se- 
quence (see diagram) which is well adapted 
to this work. 

Combinations of iron and constantine, or 
of silver and bismuth wire, work admirably 
as thermocouples, bun the most efficient, most 
sensitive thermocouple has as its elements 
a plate of platinum and a crystal of tellu- 
rium. These are inclosed in an exhausted 
bulb to get rid of the effects of moisture, 
while a non -absorbing fluorite window al- 
lows the rays to reach the junction with 
undiminished energy. To Messrs. Herbert 
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Constructional and circuit diagrams of the infra -red transmitter and receiver. (1) transmitting apparatus. (B) receiving circuit. (C) tnsi- n eter, a form of heat wave detector. (II)) a thermocouple heat wave detector used in the Infra -red receiver (E) two circuits for the infra -red trans - n fitter. 

Stevens and Larigoldie belongs the credit of 
the development of this detector, but the 
home-made imitation, whose description fol- 
lows, even though it cannot approach, in 
point of sensitivity, that of these gentlemen, 
undoubtedly constitutes the very best that 
can be obtained with little effort and limited 
resources. 

A discarded 60 -watt lamp furnishes the 
wires, seal and tube for this couple, so all 
that remains is to weld a tiny square of 
heavy platinum foil to the end of one of 
the lead-in wires, and a crystal of tellurium 
to the other. The welding may be accom- 
plished by using a pointed carbon electrode 
in series with the water resistance and the 
metal work; in short, a sort of spot-welding 
system is arranged. When the welding is 

a complete, heat and seal the tellurium to the 
platinum, making the joint as minute as pos- 
sible so as to dissipate any permanent heat- 
ing effects. It is then an easy matter to 
crush down the ex -anchor wires in such a 
way as to draw the junction into the tube. 
The next step is the formation of the win- 
dow, which is very simply done by sealing 
a polished flake of fluorite over the open 
end of the tube. The heat used in this 
operation will expel the air to some extent 
within the tube, but this will suffice. The 

J 
Showing the heat wave receiver mounted on 

the stand with the parabolic reflector removed. 
For diagram of connections refer to diagram 
(B) above. 

diagram (Di, 1 illustrates its construction 
and the photograph shows the unit mounted 
on bakelite strips by means of adhesive tape. 

A more versatile form of this cell may be 
made by dissecting an old electron tube 
(which must he transparent) and utilizing 
the plate and grid leads for supports. Care- 
fully break off the tip before putting in the 
fluorite window, then seal the glass founda- 
tion back into the bulb again and seal a bit 
of glass tubing to the aperture where the 
tip was formerly. The bulb is now ready 
to be pumped out. A high vacuum is un- 
necessary, but it is desirable to have con- 
siderable rarefaction since the radiant heat 
is thus conserved. If the base of the tube 
is restored, one has an exceedingly con- 
venient unit, because it will fit any standard 
V.T. socket. The latter type of thermo- 
couple is to be preferred, except that it is 
too large to be mounted in the focus of a 
small reflector. Either of these will, more- 
over, require the control box shown, to pro- 
tect the delicate junction from varying ex- 
ternal heat conditions in its environment. 
The potentiometer (200 to 300 ohms) and 
the three -volt battery make the balancing of 
the circuit easy. A high resistance is also 
needed; a variable grid leak will perform 
its function nicely. 

The first experiment tried with this ap- 
paratus was an attempt to transmit intelli- 
gible signals. The outfit was connected as 
in (A) and (B) and was set up in the 
laboratory with transmitter and receiver only 
a few feet apart. This test showed con- 
clusively that one-way communication could 
be satisfactorily demonstrated over a dis- 
tance of fifteen feet without using amplifi- 
cation. Three hundred feet is quite easily 
traversed with an ordinary two -stage audio - 
frequency amplifier at the receiving end, 
while with a larger transmitter, a mile is 
by no means the maximum distance. When 

the arc has been focused, place the screen 
and shutter (A3) before same. 

In the receiving hook-up a high frequency 
buzzer provided with an extra contact in- 
terrupts the thermoelectric current in order 
to give audibility. A tikker or similar de- 
vice has given the best results, and is em- 
ployed exclusively by the French. Phones 
may be connected directly in this circuit or 
in the output of an amplifier. If a sensi- 
tive galvanometer or relay is used, the chop- 
per may be eliminated-by the way, a relay 
may be easily extemporized if one has a 
galvanometer, by merely placing an adjust- 
able contact in proximity to the indicating 
arm. This will serve as a receiving relay 
in the control experiments. When the gen- 
erator is in operation, the nearly parallel 
rays impinge upon the receiver and are re- 
flected to a point on the thermocouple, which 
produces a unidirectional current broken by 
the buzzer chopper and finally an audible 
musical sound in the phones results, varying 
in intensity with the voltage, which in turn 
is proportional to the heat on the thermo- 
junction. 

Keeping these facts in mind it is easily 
seen that by impressing a speech -modulated 
current on the arc, variation of its tempera- 
ture results, with like effects on the heat - 
detector. Needless to say, however, the in- 
terruptor must be cut out before telephony 
is attempted. It is also unnecessary to state 
that direct current, well filtered and 
smoothed, must be used on the arc. As to 
sources of D.C., 110 -volt city "juice" or 32 - 
volt farm lighting current is adequate, while 
rectified A.C. or "M.G.ed" D.C. also fur- 
nish possible ones. Several diagrams (E, 
1 and 2) show methods for superimposing 
speech of the arc current. Telephony is 
carried on ill the laboratory quite regularly, 
but the maximum range with this apparatus 
does not exceed seven hundred feet. 
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Experiments With Ford Coils 

THERE is a certain attractiveness, a 
sort of irresistible charm, connected 
with the hum of a coil vibrator, and 
the crackling of the spark leaping 

across its gap. 
Many an hour of idle toying have I spent 

before a spark or induction coil, wishing I 
might apply its interesting forces to advan- 
tage in some new, interesting experiment. 
In those days I had at my command only a 
very few of the possible ones. These were 
repeated day after day, year after year; at 
times a new one being added eagerly to the 
slowly growing list. Now I offer a few 
of the more interesting and instructive ones 
for the benefit of the other experimenters 
who may be passing through this same evo- 
lutionary state. 

It is a simple matter to secure an induc- 
tion coil in these days. An auto wreck has 
its advantages for the experimenter. Spark 
coils may be salvaged from the wreckage, 
and with a bit of doctoring, perhaps, will 
serve as well as new ones. Their cost will 
be only a few cents. The common Ford coil 
is very adaptable. If coils cannot be se- 
cured from a wreck or a wrecker, borrow 
one of the series of four from the car. It 
need not be harmed in the least. 

If permanent experimental coils are se- 
cured, solder Fahnestock clips to the con- 
tact discs on the coil box. See Fig 1. The 
clips may be secured from discarded "B" 
batteries. If coils are borrowed temporarily, 
make the connections by winding the unin- 
sulated ends of wires into spiral spring 
shape, holding them in contact with the discs 
by means of rubber bands cut from an old 
inner tube. See Fig. 2. You lave not got 
away from the automobile yet. 

The coil is connected in series with two 
or three dry cells and a telegraph key, push 
button, or any single pole switch, as shown 
in the diagram, Fig. 3. The wires leading 
from the discs on top of the box, the secon- 
dary 'leads," are connected to a spark gap 
as shown. Any number of coils may be con- 
nected and led to one gap, increasing the 
length of the spark. 

The spark gap is very simple in construc- 
tion, consisting of two binding posts, each 
having holes for two wires, fastened to a 
small base cut from an old storage battery 
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FIG I 

:Showing the method of mounting terminals 
on the Ford spark coil. 

jar. Common steel needles, or copper wires 
pointed at the ends, are inserted in the upper 
holes; the secondary "leads" are fastened in 
the lower holes, as indicated. Rubber erasers 
removed from lead pencils may be pushed 
over the eyes of the needles as shown. The 
binding posts should be tightened to the base 
to hold them firmly, but allowing a slight 
rotation or change in position, as desired 
for some experiments. 

2. The Experiments 
(1) Puncturing paper, leaves, thin glass, 

etc. 
Start the coil vibrating and adjust the 

By Clyde E. volkers 
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needles to secure a strong, regular spark. 
(Caution: adjust or touch only one needle 
at a time-never grasp one in each hand.) 
Insert a piece of paper ill the line of the 
spark. The paper is punctured. Glass will 
also be pierced if a strong enough spark is 
produced. For small coils very thin glass 
should be used. 

An interesting application of the paper ex- 
periment may be used to prepare "trick" 
cigarettes or cigars to offer friends. The 
cigarettes or cigars are held' between the gaps 
permitting the binders, paper or tobacco 
leaf, to be punctured by a myriad of tiny 
holes, invisible to the naked eye, but thor- 
oughly effective in rendering them unsmok- 
able. No end of fun will result if a few 
of the "tricks" are placed in the package 
with the good smokes-being sure that the 
friends get the "doctored" ones. 

(2) Increasing the length of the spark. 
Place a drop of water on a piece of glass, 

allowing the spark to leap across it. Notice 
the distance the needle points may be sepa- 
rated. 

A glass held in the steam arising from a 
tea kettle may be used to produce an in- 
teresting effect also. Other liquids and sub- 
stances may be used in like manner to de- 
termine the good and poor conductors among 
them. 

(3) Effect of a flame on the spark. 
Introduce the flame of a Bunsen burner, 

candle or alcohol lamp near the spark. As 
it approaches within certain limits. the spark 
will be attracted to the flame, bending toward 
it in an arc outside of its usual path. 

Now introduce the flame directly into the 
spark. The needles may be separated at a 
greater distance in the presence of the flame. 
Different action and effects result as the 
spark passes through the various parts of 
the flame; that through the lower part dif- 
fering greatly from the effect produced 
when the spark passes through the upper 
part. 

(4) Action of the spark on metal filings. 
Mix some fine filings of copper and iron 

on the dry surface of a piece of glass. The 
spark causes the two metals to separate. 
Other substances and metals may be sub- 
stituted for the copper and iron. The fil- 
ings may be secured by rubbing a fine file 

g ._.t . -. 

Some ingenious experiments with a spark 
coil, illustrating the effect of discharges 
through a flame, across metal filings and 
through thin cigarette paper. 

over the surface of the metal, catching the 
fine dust on a piece of white paper. 

(5) Combustion of a piece of metal. 
Attach two pieces of very fine wire to 

the needle tips. Close the switch and ad- 
just the needles to secure a hot, red spark. 
The wire on one of the needles burns as 
though it were some easily combustible ma- 
terial. The effect may be considerably in- 
creased if a small section of glass tube is 
slipped over the wires before the coil is 
operated. 

(6) Passing the spark through various 
transparent and semi -transparent chemical 
crystals. 

Drill a hole through various crystals, such 
as blue vitriol, potassium, ferroprussiate, 
alum, rock candy and others. When a spark 
is sent through the crystals, various effects 
will result. The means may be used in a 
simple way to determine, qualitatively, un- 
known crystals, if data is kept on the action 
of the spark with known ones. 

(7) An electro -carbide cannon. 
A safe, but noisy little cannon may be 

made from a Karo or molasses can; or any 
small tin container having the type of tight- 
fitting lid used in such cans. A spark plug 
is inserted in a hole cut in the can. Solder 
should be melted around the plug to make 
the connection air -tight. The can is to be 
fastened down to a heavy board; the end 

(Continued on page 703) 

FIG 3 
Diagram of connections for the Ford coil pro- 

vided with a key in the primary and a needle 
gap in the secondary. 
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Lamp Bulb Rectifier 
By RUDOLPII STURM 

FOR the benefit of other experimenters I 

will describe one of my most interesting 
rectifier experiments. I have constructed 
many different kinds and types of rectifiers, 
but this seems most original. 

I have always endeavored to find a high 
voltage rectifier that would be efficient and 
quiet in operation. I constructed a synchro- 
nous rectifier which will rectify anything 
from 0 to 1200 volts, but did not suit my 
taste for quietness. 

I have done considerable experimenting 
with thermionic .rectifiers and worked the 
familiar double filament auto lamp very 
nicely, but these lamps (at least the makes 
I could obtain) contained some kind of 
inert gas, and therefore would ionize at 

about 90 volts; the limit was a load of 
about 30 milliamperes. Anything more 

In this lump -bulb rectifier a curious app !ca- 
tion of the Edison effect is made use of. An 
ordinary 8 v, incandescent lump bulb is im- 
mersed in molten lead which terms the plate. 

would cause the filament support wire 
(which was used as the plate) to become 
excessively hot. The output from this we 

see was 1.2 watts per tube, too small to 
charge even a small storage "B" battery 
effectively unless two or more tubes are used. 
Two, of course, can be connected in such 
a way as to utilize both halves of the A.C. 

Then I experimented with the double fila- 
ment 110 -volt lamps, the one which goes 
under the name of "Hi -Lo." This worked 
very well as a rectifier by burning out the 
small filament and using its support as the 
plate of the tube. The base of the tube had 
to be taken off and all the connections 
brought out. This worked well up to about 
300 volts. The wires in the seal of the tube 
were not separated far enough to permit 
higher voltages with safety. The current 
has to be limited to approximately 40 milli- 
amperes. Its maximum safe output was, 
therefore, 12 watts per lamp. 

I remember reading that hot glass becomes 
a conductor of electricity, but never tried it. 
Then my thought was to heat the glass of 
any ordinary lamp and put a conductor on 
the outside of it, so that connections could 
be made and used as the plate or anode of 
the tube. First I found by experiment that 
glass becomes a conductor long before it 
actually melts. 

I then heated lead in a small ladle and 
just upon its melting I put an already heated 
small auto lamp half way into the molten 
metal. This lamp I knew contained no 
inert gas because it had a plain Mazda fila- 
ment. The diagram shows clearly how this 
was done and the connections. 

I drew 50 milliamperes D.C. with this 
arrangement upon which the voltage dropped 
to 800 (measured by my home-made and 
calibrated electrostatic voltmeter). 

The tube did not act as a rectifier until 
the lead reached a temperature considerably 
above the melting point. 

Besides showing without a doubt that hot 
glass is a conductor, this experiment filled 
the bill as to the voltage and current de- 

sired and quietness of operation. Anyone 
trying this experiment should be very care- 
ful with the high voltage as it might prove 
fatal if handled carelessly. 

HighTension Condenser 
By RAYMOND B. WAILES 

HERE is an adjustable condenser which 
will stand up under the output of spark 

coils up to one inch in spark length. The 
device will not stand up under radio trans- 
mitting transformers, etc. 

The instrument is based on the Leyden 
jar principle, test tubes serving as the jars 
and dielectric with tinfoil as the inner and 
outer coatings. One or the whole group of 
six test tube Leyden jars can be used as de- 

sired, individual capacities or tubes being 
taken out with ease. 

The tubes used by the writer were the 
ordinary chemists' test tubes, and were 6 in. 
long and 3 in. in diameter. The inside and 
the outside should be coated with a layer 
of tobacco foil or thin copper foil. A broken 
down condenser taken from the interior of 
a Ford spark coil is a good source of "tin" 
foil. 

The stand is made of a size to suit the 
experimenter. A strip of copper runs across 
the base of the stand and also between the 
two uprights. This copper strip serves to 
make contact with the outer foil coating of 
the test tubes. All the outer coatings of 
foil are connected together by this means. 
The uprights carry a cross -bar member of 
wood to which are affixed six binding posts, 
large size, of the insert type. These six 
binding posts are connected together by cop- 
per strip and an extra binding post is added 
as connection. 

Corks, each one carrying a stiff four -inch 
length of copper or iron wire, are inserted 
into the test tubes. A length of flexible un - 
insulated wire is soldered to the interior ends 
of these stiff wires. These flexible unin- 
sulated wires make contact with the interior 
tinfoil coating of the test tubes. It can 
be seen that the stiff wires passing through 
the corks can be raised or lowered through 
the holes in the insert type of binding posts 
mounted upon the cross strip, and at the same 
time readily permit the insertion or removal 
of any one or all Leyden tubes very easily. 
Contact with the inner coating is made at 
all times for the flexible wire soldered to 
the stiff wire is at certain points immovable, 
and always in contact with the inner coating. 

If desired. larger test tubes, say one inch 

CONTACT ST EM 

CO R K 

INNER FOIL 

1 S 

ti + -SOLDERED 

FINE WIRE 

OUTER FOIL 

Two eoatines of tinfoil one Inside and one 
outside the test tube convert It into a Leyden 
jar. 
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in diameter and ten inches long, can be used 

for the instrument. Again, the interior of 
the tubes can be filled with a table salt solu- 
tion, the stiff wires being immersed in this 
liquid at their interior ends for contact. 
This will eliminate the seemingly tedious 
operation of coating the interior of the tubes 
with tinfoil. 

I+ 

É 

- 
A convenient stand for a set of test tube 

Leyden jars. The tubes are removable and 
therefore the capacity of the set is mude ad- 
justable. 

Reducing Charger noises 
HE "Tungar" rectifier, while efficient 

1 and convenient, sometimes becomes noisy 
due to the rapid vibrations of the metal case 

in the magnetic field of the transformer. 
Sexeral ways were tried in hope of elimi- 
nating the hum. It could be reduced but 
not entirely prevented. 

The metal container is removed; the bulb 
should first be taken out to prevent breaking 
it. The flexible wire and clip should be re- 
moved, care being taken not to break the 
wire protruding from the top of the bulb. 
There are two bolts that must be loosened 
that fasten the socket, then the four bolts 
on the back which hold the transformer, 
after which it can be taken from the case 

easily. 
The charger may be set on a table or 

mounted on a panel with an ammeter and 
suitable switches. If mounted on a panel 
it should be secured by means of the four 
bolts and a brace to support the socket. 
After removing the case, and connecting it 
to a battery through an ammeter, I noticed 
that the charging rate had risen from 5 

amps. to 7.5 amps. Upon further investiga- 
tion I found that if the case was placed 
near the charger the amperage dropped, also 
other metals affected magnetically would 
canse the same thing. 

The charging rate can be varied by re- 
moving the wing nut on the terminal board, 
just above the transformer, which is marked 
105 V., 115 V. and 125 V. The charger 
will deliver about 3 amp. when connected 
to the 125 V. terminal, 5 amp. on the 115 V. 
terminal and 7 amp. on the 105 V. connec- 
tion. When the case is removed the charg- 
ing rate is 5, 7.5 and 9 amp., respectively. 
When using the 9 amp. rate, care should be 
taken to have at least a 12 amp. fuse in the 
receptacle on the terminal board because the 
current may momentarily rise to 10 amp. 
due to line variations. 

The "Tungar" rectifier can be used to 
charge ten 6 -volt or five 12 -volt "A" bat- 
teries at once in series by connecting the 
negative terminal of an end battery to the 
black lead of the charger and (disregarding 
the red lead entirely) connecting the positive 
terminal to the 105-V. connection on the 
terminal strip. The flexible wire must also 
be connected. 

"B" batteries up to 60 volts may be 

charged. They should be connected as above, 
only a 50 -watt light should be substituted 
for the fuse in the charger. 

Contributed by RICHARD STONE. 
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Simple Cigar Box Motor 
iiq Dr. E. nade 

Two views of a motor avbose central feature is a common spool, the wood for the frame of the motor is supplied by the omnipresent cigar -box. 

THE electric motor illustrated consists 
of two electromagnets on a soft iron 
base and an empty spool containing 

eight strips of soft iron, the whole running 
in a frame made from cigar box wood. 

Take a spool about two inches in diam- 
eter, if possible to secure one so large; cut 
five round discs from cigar box wood which 
are half an inch larger in diameter than the 
spool, and one disc which is of the same 
diameter as the spool. Two of the larger 
discs are taken and eight equal parts meas- 
ured off on the circumference. 

Saw eight quarter -inch radial slots, nail 
or glue to the spool ends, and put iron 
strips in the slots, forcing them in tight so 
that they will be held firmly in position. 
Nail an insulating circular disc at each end. 
On the smaller disc also measure off eight 
equal parts and cut each part into four. On 
the first quarter of each eighth place a cop - 

THE liquid resistance element described 
is made from a screw top Mason jar. 
The screw is used to hold the elements 

or electrodes in place. 
Two pieces of fibre cut to the shape 

shown, provided with bent spring brass or 
steel corrugated pieces on their lower sur- 
face, have the lead plates attached, each to 
its own piece, at such a distance from the 
spring that the latter will be forced into 
the threads of the screw, or the plate may 

INSULATION 

5PRING-A- 

A simple but very effective water rheostat 
whose resistance may be varied either by alter- 
ing the density of the salt solution or chang- 
ing the depth to which the electrodes are 
immersed in it. 

General view of the connections of the spool 
motor. The letters used in the preceding cap- 
tion apply to this one. 

per strip the width of the disc. This is the 
contact. Each contact touches the one in 
front and the two ends lead to the shaft, 
where it is soldered in place. Then nail the 
last circular disc over the contact disc. 

Liquid Resistance 
tiq B. H. Moore 

even be turned down by hand and screwed 
into place. 

The lead at its upper end is reinforced by 
a bent bit of copper or brass to prevent its 
yielding to the pressure, which is quite high. 
The lead electrodes are about 3/32 inch 
thick, and IA inch wide, and reach to about 
34 inch of the bottom of the jar. The con- 
nection of the two wires to the electrodes 
is shown in the illustration, and as con- 
structed it is designed to be used in series 
in one lead of the circuit. 

The best way is to make a solution of 
salt in water, put the electrodes in place, 
turn on the current and add water in which 
salt has been dissolved until a sufficient cur- 
rent is produced. 

Another system involves the adding of 
water at the beginning and the addition of 
salt in small pinches until a sufficient current 
is produced. 

After the salt is added by small amounts, 
and before the current is turned on, it 
should be stirred to dissolve the salt, so that 
the strength of the current may be deter- 
mined before adding more salt. 

If the salt is left to accumulate in the 
bottom of the jar partly undissolved, the 
current will gradually grow stronger, as 
more salt enters into solution, and an insuffi- 
cient amount of current may at first be re- 
ceived at the device to be run, and might 
eventually, as the solution becomes stronger, 
be enough to burn it out. 

Care should be taken to turn off the cur- 
rent when salt is added. The current should 
be cut off when removing the lead bars for 
any purpose, to avoid the danger of bring- 

Side view of the motor; (t) Is the magnet. 
(B) Iron strips, (C) contacts, (D) spring 
which makes contact as the rotor turns, (Is) 
shaft. (F) binding post and awe leading to 
shaft, (CO binding post and wire leading to 
magnet. 

One binding post leads directly to the 
magnet, the other binding post leads to the 
shaft. The free end of the magnet wire 
leads to a spring making contact with the 
contact disc. Carefully adjust the spring so 
that contact is made when the iron strips 
are just above the core of the magnet. The 
connections are such as to permit current to 
flow at this point; the electromagnets attract 
the iron bar above it, draw it down, and 
when the bar is even with the magnet the 
current is broken. 

The momentum given the shaft carries the 
iron strip past the magnet until contact is 
again made, when this strip is less in reach 
of the attractive effect of the magnet. The 
magnet then attracts the second strip of iron, 
draws it down, breaks contact and the strip 
travels on until the third contact is made 
attracting the third iron strip. It is in this 
way that the little electric motor is kept 
working. Six volts will run it satisfac- 
torily, using either dry or wet cells. 

ing them into contact and shorting the cir- 
cuit. 

The hard fibre pieces should be kept dry 
and no salt should be allowed to collect on 
top of them. The connections on both bars 
are sealed with sealing wax as shown in 
diagram on next sheet. 

The jar should not be filled more than 
two-thirds full to avoid water splashing on 
screws and fibre on top, which would lead 
to a direct contact. The jar should be two- 
thirds filled with water and the lead bars 
placed in it as shown; then with current 
turned off salt is added by small pinches at 
a time until current enough is received to 
run the device. Stir thoroughly before turn- 
ing on the current. 

SEALING WAX 
NUT 

I-1AR SPRINGY COPPER 

s PAPER FIBER 
NUr: INSULATION 

SPRING 

SECTION OF JAR 

LEAD BAR 

A detail drawing showing the method nt 
mounting the electrodes of the water rheostat. 
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Repairing Electric Fans -Electrical 'testing 
(Continued front preceding issue) 

Bq H. Winfield Secor 

SERIES FAN MOTOR 

FIELD 
COMMUTATOR 

FIELD 
4. i 

BRUSHES 

SPEED 
RESISTANCE 

`3 

FIG. 4 

HIGH SPEED 

LOW SPEED 

WOOD OR FIBRE HbLE. 

LEADS 

SHARPENED NAILS 

COMMUTATOR BARS 

FIG.1 0 

REPULSION FAN MOTOR 
A.C. SINGLE PHASE 

FIELD 
a 

RESIST. COIL OR, 
CHOKE SPEE D 
REGULATOR 

S TO SWITCH OR 
AUT. ROTOR CUT-OUT 

STARTING COIL 
CIRCUIT CLOSED 

WITH ROTO R 

STATIONARY 
OR SLOWLY 

MOVING 

REVOLVING CONTACTSON 
ROTOR 

STATIONARY 
CONTACTS 

FI G. 5 SINGLE PHA5C FAN MOTOR 

TO CURRENT SUPPLY 

FIG.8 TEST FOR OPENS 
LAMP DIM WHEN WIRES BRIDGE OPEN COIL SEG S. 

THE commonest form of electric fan 
motor for direct current circuits em- 
ploys a series winding, i.e., the field 

coils are connected in series with the arma- 
ture, as shown in Fig. 4; the speed regulation 
resistance is placed in the fan base. 

Single phase alternating current fan mo- 
tors with separate starting windings fre- 
quently have an automatic circuit opener for 
the starting winding, as illustrated at Fig. 5. 

The repulsion type of A.C. fan motor is 
diagramed at Fig. 6. here two brushes 
from an ordinary D.C. commutator or arma- 
ture are short-circuited, and the motor oper- 
ates due to the fields set up by the short- 
circuited armature windings and the alter- 
nating current magnetic field set up by the 
field coils which are connected to the A.C. 
supply through a resistance coil or choke 
coil for regulating the speed. Resistance 
coils are correct for D.C. fan motors, while 
a choke or impedance coil with a closed 
laminated iron core is the best suited for 
speed control of D.C. motors and is usually 
found in this class of motors. 

Fig. 7 shows how the test for grounded 
windings or lead wires by means of a 110 - 
volt lamp connected ín series with the test 

Fig. 4 stows the electrical circuits of a 
series type direct current fan motor. The 
speed regulating resistance, the field coils 
and the armature are all connected in 
series, hence its name. Fig. 5 shows the 
electrical circuits of a single phase A.C. 
fan motor, provided with a starting wind- 
ing un the stator, with un automatic cen- 
trifugal switch on the rotor, which opens 
the starting circuit as soon as the motor 
has attained normal speed. Fig. 6 shows 
electrical circuits of repulsion type fan 
motor. The armature brushes are short- 
circuited as seen. Fig. 7 shows test for 
"grounds." Fig. S shows test for open 
circuits In armature winding with 110 -volt 
lamp connected in series with the circuit. 
Fig. 9 shows test for "opens" and "shorts" 
in armatures, using headphone. rig. 10 
shows testing handle with contacts, while 
Fig, 11 shows voltmeter bar -to -bar test. 

leads indicated by the arrows may be made. 
The source of testing current may be 110 
volts D.C. or A.C. A dry cell and a tele- 
phone receiver, or else a magneto -ringer and 
bell also serve as good testing appliances. 

At Fig. 8 is shown one method of testing 
armatures for open circuits by means of 
a 110 -volt lamp connected in series with 110 
volts D.C. or A.C. An open -circuited coil 
on most armatures will be indicated when 
the lamp burns dim, the current having to 
pass through all the rest of the coils, as will 
be evident from the diagram. Test for 
grounds on armatures is made by placing one 
test lead on the shaft and then touching each 
of the commutator segments in turn with the 
other test lead. 

One of the most accurate and also the 
simplest test for short-circuited as well as 
open -circuited armature coils is that shown 
at Fig. 9. A 60 -cycle A.C. from a 110 -volt 
circuit is passed through a 110 -volt lamp 
or other resistance and is connected to the 
brushes or else tied diammetrically on oppo- 
site points of the commutator, and the test 
is made with a 75 -ohm or high resistance 
headphone bridged across two segments pro- 
gressively. A certain strength of humming 

LAMINATED SHEET IRON 
CORE,LIKE TRANSFORMER 

FIG.6 

TO AC 

.0 e. 
60 CVC1.I} 

LO J SCALE VOLTM ETER 
OR AMMETER 

WITHOUT SHUNT 

IIO V. LAMP OR RHEOSTAT 

Fl G. 

TO 110 V. D.C. 

note will be heard when the coils are nor- 
mal ;. a short-circuited coil will result in 
practically no noise being heard in the phone; 
a partial short will give a faint note, and an 
open -circuited coil will result in an extra 
loud note being heard in the phone. 

Fig. 10 shows a simple test handle made 
from wood, or better still fibre or bakelite 
with two rods (nails) passing thorugh it 
and flexible lamp cord leads secured to the 
upper ends of the prods. 

Fig. 11 shows a good test for shorts, 
opens and normal coils, using a low scale 
voltmeter or else an ammeter without a 
shunt, where 110 volts D.C. is available for 
test. A 110 -volt lamp or suitable resistance 
is connected in series and the leads are tied 
diarnmetrically opposite on the commutator 
with several turns of string around the com- 
mutator, so that they can be shifted from 
time to time, and the drop of potential across 
any two segments or coif is then read on the 
meter. If .the reading is low, there is a 
partial short; no reading indicates a full 
short between the segments or somewhere 
in the coil leads or the coil itself. A high 
reading indicates an open -circuited coil. 
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Home.Made Cork 
Borer Set 

By RAYMOND B. WAILES 

.--=";211- 
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AMOST useful tool in the laboratory is 
a set of cork borers which are used 

to make holes in cork or rubber stoppers. 
Many experimenters punch a hole through 
stoppers with a nail, sometimes hot, and 
then again, with a hand drill. These two 
methods result in a very bad and loose job. A set of cork borers can be made from 
thin walled brass tubing. Various sizes of 
tubing should be used, from three -sixteenths of an inch up to one inch in diameter. A cutting edge is put on one end of 
each five -inch length of tubing by means of a grindstone or emery wheel. Rough edges can then be removed with a small file. For a handle, drill a hole at the unsharp- ened end straight through both sides and half an inch from the end. Through this pass a steel rod or large nail which will serve as a handle for any one borer desired. In boring the hole, place the sharp end of the borer in the center of the smaller end of the cork or rubber stopper and rotate the borer with pressure against the cork. Hold the cork against the edge of the table, the borer being held horizontally. The borer will then cut its way through to the other end of the stopper. 

It is best to wet the stopper and the borer 
when making a hole through rubber stop- pers. 

Simple Geissler Tube; 
HE illustration shows an original and 1 simple way of making a Geissler tube for working in conjunction with a high fre- quency resonator. 

A suitable piece of soft glass tubing and two Bunsen burners are used. First one end of the tube is sealed and rounded in the 

PLATINUM +ti 
ELECTRODES 

WATER 

BUNSEN 
BURNER 

,t method of making Geissler tubes in which evacuation Is accomplished without the aid of a pump. The steam giten uhf by boiling water expels the air and leaves a partial vacuum when it condenses. 

.. 
aM7m1,111,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, 

Cork borers a r e 
very useful tools in 
a laboratory a n d 
will save endless 
troubles arising 
from carelessly 
made holes in the 
corks. The borers 
Illustrated at the 
left can be con- 
structed w i t h o u t 
difficulty by any ex- 
perimenter. 

flame of a Bunsen burner. Then about one 
cubic centimeter of water is put into the 
tube (of course it is first allowed to cool) 
and the other end is drawn out to a small 
opening. The water in the tube is now 
boiled and after the steam is coming off 
freely, the drawn-out end of the tube is sealed at the same time the boiling is stopped. 
Considerable care must be exercised in seal- ing the tube. The burner heating the water must continue to operate at a low flame until the tube is scaled, after which the flame is gradually turned down to prevent the soft tip from being forced inward, while the steam is 
condensing. When the steam condenses a partial vacuum is produced in the tube. No terminals are required in this tube when used with high frequency, but platinum wires could be welded easily into the sides of the tube after one end was sealed. This tube can only be used in a perpen- dicular position. 

-Contributed by Jack M. Portrr. 

INSULATED -1^ 
WIRE 

ABSORBENT 
COTTON 

COTTON GOODS 
In this electric polisher, the electrolytic ac- tion on the solution of watt and sodium bicar- bonate makes the cleaning of metal utensils very easy. 

Electric Polisher 
HE electric cleaner is a device for clean- ing metal such as silver and brass. It consists of a wad of steel wool wrapped around a piece of insulated wire with about one inch of insulation removed therefrom. Be sure it makes contact. 

Then comes a thin layer of absorbent cot- ton and then a layer of cotton goods. Tie it securely as shown and the device is ready for use. Dip it into a solution of salt and sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) in water. The wire goes to the positive pole and the metal to be cleaned to the negative pole of a storage battery. The cleaner brightens the metal where it touches it. 
-Contributed by Arthur A. Blumenfeld. 

Stage Lighting Control 
THIS control device for colored lights 

comprises a panel containing a rheostat and a number of S. P. D. T. switches. The 
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7030 4A 
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10 90 0- í 
á 100 

Sta-el-Cf. 

FIG. I 
For small stages, this panel will provide an easy control system. The intensity of the light is regulated by the dial at the top which controls the rheostat. 

lamps may be of any size, but should all be uniform in wattage and voltage. 
The rheostat should be of a resistance sufficient to cut down the lamps from full brilliancy to a very dim effect. In Fig. 2, (G), (B), (P), (R) represent respectively green, blue, etc., lamps. Any number may be used in parallel, and by adding more switches, any number of colors may be used. In both diagrams, lights "R" and "Y" are on full. Turning the rheostat from left to right causes the "R" and "Y" lamps to fade out and "G" to light up gradually. To light any one color instantly, throw the corre- sponding switch in the same direction as the rheostat is pointing. This device may be used with a few colored lights on a toy stage, or to control hundreds of lamps in a large theatre. 

Contributed by W. L. ELLIS, JR. 

Fl G. 2 
With the switches set as shown, a gradual transition from a mixture of red and yellow light to a green light can be accomplished by turning the rheostat from left to right. 
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Garage Burglar Alarm 
FEELING the need for a burglar alarm 

for my garage, I decided that if I made 
one, I wanted it to be effective. Taking a 
Ford magneto horn, which can be cheaply 
purchased at an auto wrecker's establish- 
ment, and testing it on the 110 -volt 60 -cycle 
A.C. circuit (through a water rheostat), I 
found that the volume was ample to fill the 
house. 

In the event that the house lighting cir- 
cuit is D.C., the magneto type horn will 
hay. to be replaced by the storage battery 
type of horn. It is much more effective than 
a bell or buzzer would be. The horn is in- 
stalled in the automobile owner's bedroom 
and well insulated wires run from it. Two 
pieces of heavy clock -spring or spring brass 
are fastened to the wall on the inside near 

110 V. LINE 

Ta 

AUTO 
MORN 

CONTACT OPERATED 
BY GARAGE DOOR 

This easily constructed garage burglar alarm 
sounds an auto horn when the garage door is 
opened. Two springs mounted near the hinges 
of the garage door close the horn connections 
to a 110 -volt line. 

the hinges in such a manner that when the 
garage door is opened, contact will be made 
between the two springs, thus causing the 
horn to blow. A switch is introduced into 

the circuit so that the rightful owner may 
take his car out of the garage without dis- 
turbing the peace. 

Instead of the water resistance, if A.C. is 

available, a step-down transformer may be 

used for greater efficiency, but considering 
the infrequency of the operation of the thief 
alarm, it would hardly be worth the invest- 
ment. The plates of the water resistance 
are clamped in such a manner that they can- 
not move about or touch each other. The 
apparatus is connected as shown in the ac- 
companying diagram. The jar is filled with 
water and salt is added until by pushing the 
button, the horn gives forth the desired 
volume of sound. The bell -push is used to 
see that the circuit is operative without hav- 
ing to go to the garage and open the doors. 
The magneto horn may be used without re- 
sistance, but the lights will flicker slightly 
as long as it is connected and in action. 
According to a person who heard it, the 
volume of sound was enough to wake the 
dead. 

Contributed by JOSEPH A. MorrIrr. 

Sulphur Casts 
TO make sulphur casts easily, first make 

some amorphic and elastic sulphur by 
melting sulphur at a good heat and spilling 
it in cold water. 

This may be moulded easily into heads, 
insulators, rods, etc.. or impressions of coins 
or medals may be taken by it. These casts 
should be left alone for a few days. at the 
end of which they will have turned into 
hard, yellow sulphur. 

Contrbiuted by Arthur A. Blumenfeld. 

%morphons n tlphur produced I. pourint- 
molten sulphur into cold otiter will receive 
various impressi ma such as those of coins or 
can be molded nto beads or insulators. On 
standing it beco nes bard again, several hours 
being required. 

Electric Coin Photographs 
THIS experir tent consists in taking pic- 

tures of coirs with electricity instead of 
the usual manna r. 

A metal plate of zinc or copper as shown 
in (A) of Fig. 1, a few sheets of blotting 
paper (B), and some white paper (C), on 
which the imag , is to be produced, are 
necessary. 

Connect the n etal plate to the positive 
terminal of a ba tery of 12 volts, and with 
this done wet tl e blotting paper and lay 
it on the metal plate. Ott top of this set 
a piece of paper, ?illicit has also been mois- 
tened; then lay t le coin on the paper and 
connect the coin rith the negative terminal 
of the battery. It this manner let the cur- 
rent pass for a few seconds which is all 
that is necessary. 

Upon examining the paper no visible ef- 
fect is seen, othe than that clue to the 
mechanical pressure on the paper, but if the 
paper be treated in turn with a silver nitrate 
solution, and then with hydro-quinone, a 
clear black image .if the coin is obtained. 
Any photographic developer other than 
hydro-quinone will produce the effect, and 
may be applied bef ire or after the treat- 
ment with the silver nitrate. 

Contribt led by Carl Fischer. 

METAL PLATE 

BLOTTING PAPER 

WHITE PAPER. 

The image of a coin resting on moist paper 
and connected to the negative terminal of a 12 - 

volt battery as shown will be reproduced on 
the paper wlien the usual photographic devel- 
opers are applied. 

Double Service From Trouble 
Lamp 

ODDS and ends of materials picked up 
about the home work shop or bought 
for a song may be easily combined in 

a stand that will make an ordinary garage 
"trouble" lamp serve also as a good-looking 
lamp to light up the bridge table. The base 
is a box 14 x 14 x 1%2 inches deep, made 
of inch lumber (Fig. 1). Screw a half - 
inch pipe three feet long into a flange and 
attach the latter to the bottom of the box 
inside. Lacking a flange, one may simply 
bore a hole in the wood of such a size that 
the pipe will fit it snugly and then screw 
the pipe firmly into it. Weight the box well 
with lead, scrap iron or sand. Fut the top 
section (Fig. 2) in place and fasten it with 
finishing nails. A "dome of silence" caster 
under each corner of the base makes the 
stand easy to move and saves floors. 

Bend at right angles a half -inch rod four 
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feet long so that the shorter arm is 14 
inches long. The longer arm must work 
freely inside the pipe. From a piece of hoop 
iron or similar material fashion the clamp, 
Fig. 3. This has three lugs, each rein- 
forced with a rivet. The ends are closed 
by a bolt with a thumb nut. This clamp 
must grip the rod firmly. Its purpose is to 
adjust the height of the lamp. 

The ornamental bracket is made of strap 
iron, % x % inch. It is fixed in place by 
a bolt or rivet through each arm of the rod. 

\Vith a hacksaw cut an up-and-down slot 
in the end of the shorter arm of the rod. 
Drill a hole horizontally through it (see 
Fig. 4). Cut (A) and four pieces like (B) 
and (C), Fig. 5, from spring brass or steel 
of about 24 gauge. At each end of (A) are 
two pieces (B) and (C) fixed to either side 
of (A) by rivets (a, Fig.5). These pieces 
are bent as shown at (C Ca) in the end 
view, Fig. 5, to grip the handle of the 
trouble lamp. (A) is drilled (b, Fig. 5) 
and then inserted in the slot sawed for it 
(Fig. 4 and B, Fig. 1). A light bolt with 

a thumb nut holds it in place and permits 
the adjusting of the light to any desired 
vertical angle. By raising the upper sec- 
tion of the stand and swinging the light well 
forward one may quickly convert the bridge 
lamp into a mighty useful piano lamp. 

Fig. 6 shows a good shade pattern. Cut 
from parchment or good cardboard a cir- 
cular disk 16 inches in diameter. Cut out 
a quadrant, bring the straight edges together 
and secure them with glue or staples. A 
parchment shade may be dyed any desired 
color and then rendered semi -translucent by 
saturating it with a half-and-half mixture 
of turpentine and linseed oil. A cardboard 
shade should be painted, preferably an apple 
green or a light tan. Decorate the shade, 
whichever material is used, with a stenciled 
design, using thick paint of a color some- 
what darker than that of the body of the 
s" ade. An easily made stencil pattern is 
suggested in Fig. 7. Space the figures about 
an inch apart entirely around the shade, one- 
half inch from the lower edge. 

The opening at the apex of the shade 
should be just large enough to admit the 
two-piece plug and the handle of the trouble 
lamp. As the wire guard is left on the 
lamp, one needs only to slip the cord from 
the wire hooks (A, Fig. 1), release the han- 
dle and slip off the shade to make the lamp 
ready for "trouble" service. 

Give the wooden base a deep, satiny ma- 
hogany finish and then enamel the metal 
parts of the stand ivory, tail or apple green, 
whichever will harmonize best with the fur- 
nishings of the room. 

ENLARGED 'VIEW OF END Of ROD 

LAMP CORD 
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STRAP 
IRON FIG 4 

FIG STENCIL PATTERN 

ROD TO DECORATE SHADE, 
2. 

CLAMP 

1" 
PIPE 

FIG,. I 

Details with dimensions for mounting a lamp 
upon a stand so as to be adjustable for height 
and overhang, constituting a trouble lamp and 
a reading lamp In one. 

16' 

PATTERN FOR 
SHADE 

FIG 6. 

FG5 
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Awards in the $50 Special Prize Contest 
For Junior Electricians and Electrical Engineers 

flow ...._._0~~1..1~1.0_~1, NEW , M. 
First Prize, $25.00 

H. P. Clay, 
1224 Ellis St., 

Kingsburg, Calif: 

Second Prize, $15.00 
John E. Lambert, 

Champlain, 
New York 

14~101M01~.0"0.1.04»~~~.~.0.11~.,~~~.~.~.01~11.11~~ 
Third Prize, $10.00 
Hugo E. Anderson, 

340 E. Tamarack St., 
Ironwood, Mich. 

Honorable Mention 
Charles Field, 
95 Park Ave., 
Athol, Mass. .,.,...,..........,..,..,..,..,.,...........,......,..... 

First Prize 
Electric Flat iron Switch 

THE electric flat iron switch shown in 
our illustration is semi -automatic in that 

it is operated to turn off the current by the 
weight of the iron when placed on the iron 
rest. The current has to be turned on by 

A3ACSTO3 STRIP 
The top view of the electric flat iron switch. The pressure of the iron on the free portion of the hinge opens the beating circuit by a 

feed -through so itch. 

pressure of the finger, since it would be 
hardly practical to do this by means of a 
spring. 

The flat iron rest consists of a thick strip 
of asbestos cut to the same shape as the 
bottom of the electric iron and at least one- 
half inch larger all around. A strap hinge 
similar to the one shown is laid on the asbes- 
tos strip and both are screwed to the iron- 
ing board with the large end of the strip 
and the hinge pin exactly at the edge of 
the board. If the asbestos strip is thick 
enough part of it could be cut out so that 
the hinge is embedded level with the top 
of the strip. If this cannot be done, then 
narrow strips of asbestos could be placed 
around the hinge to make a flat rest for the 
electric iron. 

A small strip of asbestos is fastened to 
the smaller movable part of the hinge with C _, 

A,}fj/pj = \, + ^: ^h 
5 '` ̀' 

. ' %rríins--...sswirrry 

/RCWiNG BCi2D 

The feed -through switch mounted beneath 
the hinge. The clips supporting the switch 
are shown below it. 

short bolts. Directly under the small end 
of the hinge, extending from the edge of 
the ironing board, are placed two metal clips 
of the size and shape that will hold a feed - 
through switch. The illustration shows the 
arrangement plainly. 

The feed -through switch is connected in 
the electric iron cord. When beginning the 
ironing, the feed -through switch is slipped 
into the clips with the "on" button projec- 

tion raising the small end of the hinge 
slightly. When it is desired to turn off the 
current, the electric iron is set on the rest 
so that part of its weight presses down the 
small end of the hinge, which then causes 
the "on" button projection to be pushed 
down to the "off" position. 

The best feature of this device is that it 
is operated by the natural action of placing 
the iron on the rest, practically eliminating 
the danger of leaving current on the electric 
iron when the housewife is called away sud- 
denly. 

Second Prize 
Simple Motor Reversing Switch 

THE reversal of direction of rotation of 
a direct current motor is effected by re- 

versing the direction of the current in the 
.4111~.,.~1.-..01o.o~.4=..41~,+.1~, 

1s0 IN PRIZES 
A special prize contest for Junior 

Electricians and Electrical Experi- 
menters will be held each month. 
There will be three monthly prizes 
as follows: 

First Prize $25.00 in gold 
Second Prize $15.00 in gold 
Third Prize $10.00 in gold 

Total $50.00 in gold 
This department desires particularly 

to publish new and original ideas on 
how to make things electrical, new 
electrical wrinkles and ideas that are 
of benefit to the user of electricity, be 
lie a householder, business man, or in 
a factory. 

There are dozens of valuable little 
stunts and ideas that we young men 
run across every month, and we mean 
to publish these for the benefit of all 
electrical experimenters. 

This prize contest is open to every- 
one. All prizes will be paid upon pub- 
lication. If two contestants sumbit the 
same idea, both will receive the same 
prize. 

Address, Editor, Electrical Wrinkle 
Contest, in care of this publication. 
Contest closes on the 15th of each 
month of issue. 

i 

ARM4iURE CONNECTION 

5.R SWITCH 

PLUG TWO CIRCUIT JACK 
An ingenious circuit In which the insertion of the plug reverses the electric motor. 

armature or in the field windings. A sim- 
ple arrangement for doing one or the other 
of these things is given here. 

The positive pole of the battery goes to 
the lower contact on the jack and thence to 
the armature post. The minus pole goes 
to the single pole switch, from the switch 
to the above connection on the jack, and 
thence to the armature post. The two in- 
side connections of the jack go to the field 
coil and thence to the plug. If the motor 
does not reverse, shift the connection in the 
plug and it will. The parts needed are as 
follows: 

A double circuit jack, a plug and a single 
pole switch. 

Third Prize 
Code Practice Set 

FORD SPARK COIL 

A handy code practice set using the i rimary 
of a Ford coil to give the buzzing sound of 
radio code transmission. 

THE apparatus needed in the code practice 
set is as follows: Two or three dry cells, 

telegraph key, Ford spark coil, pair of radio 
receivers or head phones, and a .002 micro - 
farad fixed condenser. The connections are 
made as shown in Fig. 1, and the set is 
operated by the telegraph key. The secon- 
dary of the spark coil is not used and may 
be removed altogether without spoiling the 
operation of the set in the least. 

Honorable Mention 
Simple Ammeter 

An ammeter; the bulb of a mercury ther- mometer is wound with a wire carrying the current, so that the heat affects the height or the column. 
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What Our Readers Think 
Home -Made vs. Store Goods 

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER: 
I am a regular reader of THE EXPERIMENTER 

and think that it is the best magazine for the 
unadvanced experimenter in the country. 

However, I have some criticisms to make. Do 
you think that you are keeping up the excep- 
tionally high standard that you began with? I 

have just purchased the May issue and ant a 
little disappointed with it. \Vhen comparing it 
with the December and January issues I find 
that there are not as many interesting experiments 
which we experimenters can perform. 

I think that articles on the construction of 
home-made variable condensers and audio fre- 
quency transformers are foolish. For can we not 
buy much more efficient and well made apparatus 
of that nature at a nearby store for slightly more 
money? 

My greatest interest is in chemistry and physics. 
I am particularly interested in the mercury vapor 
arc, ultra -violet light and fluorescence. 

I certainly think THE EXPERI AI ENTER is a fine 
magazine. 

Yours truly, 
CHARLES H. SHAW. 

(Our leading principle is to favor hone experi- 
"' ,nests and tee feel that the suggesting of the stak- 

ing of radio apparatus by the experimenter is ex- 
actly in line with the policy of our publication. 
Think it over and we are sure that you will agree 
with ftS.-EDITOR.) 

Our Front Covers 
Editor, THE EXPERI AI ENTER: 

I have really beett very selfish in not writing 
to you sooner to tell you about your wonderful 
magazine, THE EXPERI SI ENTER. 

I call it wonderful because it contains just 
exactly what I have longed for for several years. 

I have looked for and devoured every experi- 
ment I could possibly find for many years. But 
this is the first time I have ever found so many 
things under one cover. 

I would like more in the way of chemistry, and 
hope that you will keep up the good work In 
the way of electricity and physics. 

I have read every one of THE EXPERIMENTERS 
that have cone nut ami find them crammed full 
of delicious things for the inventor and experi- 
menter. 

I do not think that you should change the style 
of your front cover, because if it had not been 
for the front cover on the first magazine, I might 
never have discovered it. 

Your truly, 
IIowxRD FOWLER. 

(It may seers from the editorials which have 
been published on the first page of our successive 
issues that the Editor of this magazine may fairly 
be termed a devotee to experimenting. Our de- 
sire ís that this paper shall be distinctively a de- 
scription of experiments and a means of communi- 
cation for experimenters with the public, and 
nothing pleases us more than to get good and novel 
experiments from our readers. We think that 
the past issuer have had much added interest 
from the fact that so much of the copy itas cane 
front real workers in science.-Em TOS.) 

Afraid the Experimenter Will Give Too 
Much Radio 

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER: 
I have just received my June issue of THE 

EXPERIMENTER and I thought that I would write 
you and tell you what I think of it. i have 
been a reader Of PRACTICAL ELECTRICs since July, 
1922, and always liked it very much. However. 
when you changed the magazine into THE EXrERt- 
SIENTER, enlarging its scope. I thought that I 
would not like it at all; and had decided to let 
my subscription lapse. But you have convinced 
me. 

Heretofore, I didn't homer with chemistry at 
all and never had the time or money to take up 
radio. but now I have established a chemical 
branch of my laboratory and read the chemical 
section of THE EXPERIMENTER with as much in 
terest as the electrical. Flowever, there is one 
danger that I would like to caution you against. 
There is no doubt that radio is the most popular 
science of the day, and there are a great many 
magazines devoted entirely to it. Chemistry and 
electricity are just as important sciences and the 
amateurs "practicing" them need just as much 
support as those delving in radio, so don't let THE 
EXPERISI ENTER gradually become an entirely radio 
magazine. 

The composition of the magazine is fine, maybe 
a little racy at tintes for a Britisher, but alto- 
gether good. 

Wishing all kinds of success to you and THE 
EXPERIMENTER (and don't forget lots of electrical 
experimental articles). 

Yours sincerely, 
CLARE R. TRACY. 

Toronto, Canada. 

f,.,...,.ü 
These columns are reserved for YOUR 
opinions. Do not hesitate to commu- 
nicate your comments and sugges- 
tions regarding THE EXPERIMENTER. 

-EDITOR. 

Patents and Publication 
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER: 

I wish to seek a little information regarding 
your editorial entitled "l'he Purpose of Experi- 
mentation' in the February issue of your maga- 
zine. 

You state, "Front the minute the experiment is 
published in a national publication you have two 
years within which to make a patent application." 
I have always been of the opinion that when such 
said experiments are published and paid for they 
become the property of the publishers. 

\Vill you kindly set me right on this? 
Thanking you. i am, 

FRANK R. MOORE. 
Reporter No. 1993. 

Detroit, Mich. 
(The publication of an article with remunera- 

tion given to the author conveys no right whatever 
to the intention. The law is very strict on this 
and analogous points. A man can be paid for 
inventing and then has to assign the intention to 
his employer, but unless this is in the contract of 
employment, the invention belongs absolutely to 
the inventor.-EDITOR.) 

More About the Disc Loud Speaker 

Editor, TILE EXPERIM ENTER: 
As you have suggested in your Experimental 

Radio Department, I am writing to let you know 
that i have constructed one of the new paper 
disc loud speakers and find it as good as you 
claim, with no noises and very clear operation. 
of course not as loud as a power horn, but suffi- 
ciently loud for a large sized room. 

I have shown it to a few friends and they are 
thinking of making it. Will send you a photo- 
graph of mine soon. Thanking you for wonderful 
instruction, 

Sincerely. 
Louts J. ANDREATTA. 

Clifton, N. J. 
(We will be very glad to receive a photograph 

of your loud speaker. One of our readers as you 
will notice, has tried animal membrane in place 
of the pleated paper. There is considerable in- 
teresting experimentation to be done along this 
line. By all means send us the photo.-Entrnn.) 

Flame Tests. Magnetization 
Editor, TIIE. EXPERIM ENTER: 

Please publish the list below in THE EXPERI- 
MENTER: 

The flame test for zinc, aluminum, lead, babbitt, 
pewter. 

Also fusing point of each one. 
Please publish an electro -magnetizer, using stove- 

pipe iron for lamination. I would like to magnetize 
horseshoe magnet, bar magnets, etc. 

Yours cordially, 
F. E. ELLIOTT. 

San Diego, Calif. 
(If metallic zinc is heated in the oxidizing flame 

of a blowpipe or of a good Bunsen burner, it will 
burn quite brilliantly, somewhat at magnesium 
does, but with a greenish tinge. If you can get 
aluntinunt to bsrn, the flame will be nearly white. 
A florae can be produced front lead by heating it 
Olt charcoal in the blowpipe flame, but it is not 
very striking. Babbitt and pewter will of courss 
give the lead flame. The fusing paints are the 
following: 

Lead, 630 degrees F. 
Zinc, 761 degrees F. 
A lu rninum. 1157 to 1.214 degrees F. 
Babbit and pewter will vary in fusing point 

with their composition. 
You can magnetize a steel bar by surrounding 

it with a roil of insulated wire and passing a 
heavy current through. It you want to make an 
electro -magnet for the purpose you will find several 
such given in our columns. We especially refer 
you to our issues of November, 1924, page 40, 
and February, 1925, page 258. 

Excite the magnet with a strong current and 
stroke the steel bar. If your magnet is of horse- 
shoe type, attach by attraction pole to pole, and 
rock it back and forth as it adheres. The jar- 
ring is an element in giving a good result.- 
EDITOR.) 

The Rabinowitz Audio -Transformer 
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER: 

I have made an audio -transformer following the 

instruction given by Mayer Rabinowitz in your 
February issue of THE EXPERIMENTER and it sure 
does the business. I have compared it with one 
that costs $3.00 and can see no difference. 

sours truly, 
PAUL BAUER. 

Long Prairie, Minn. 

He Is Not a Hard Critic 
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER: 

May 1 take the opportunity of congratulating 
you upon the revival of TIIE EX PERT AI ENTER. In 
the old days it was a great friend of mine. I 
continued to take it for some time after it was 
changed to SCIENCE AND INVENTION. Keep the 
good old "Exp." going this tinte. The boys in 
the country are very keen on it. I am also an 
enthusiastic reader of Radio News-long life to 
both of then. 

Now as to contents of the "Exp." your editorials 
are fine, the general section is O. K. Exp. Radio, 
New Things Electric, Exp. Cheat.. are O. K. I 
don't care much for Historic Experiments. The 
fiction it: good hut it seems to me rather out of 
place as do "Short Circuits." Don't think i am 
a hard critic, it is only my opinion and of course 
you trust go by the opinion of the majority, but 
above all keep the good old "F,xp." going. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. V. NEWSON. 

London, England. 

The Disc Loud Speaker Again 
Editor, TILE Ex RER1 AI ENTER: 

I have tried out the loud speaker described in 
the Ma, issue of THE EXPERIMENTER and have 
found that a beef -bladder was far superior to 
paper. 

i soaked it in water until soft and pliable and 
then stretched it on the frame to dry. After 
drying I proceeded as described in the article. 
The results are superior, and the trouble of 
pleating the paper as in the paper disc is avoided. 

Yours truly, 
JAntEs YouNG. 

Oakland. Calif. 
(We are tens glad to get this contribution, giv- 

ing us the result of this very practical and in- 
teresting experiment, which seems to have led 
to an improvement in a really practical loud 
speaker.- F.D1 TOR.) 

A Correction by the Author 
Editor, TIIE ExPERIMENTER: 

in sty article recently published by you, en- 
titled `Experiments with Catalysis-Good Sam- 
aritans," i stated in the text referring to one 
photograph which showed a circle of filter paper 
being immersed in strong sulphuric acid, that 
the cellulose is converted into starch which is 
tested for by means of tincture of iodine, form- 
ing a blue color. 

The wording should read that the cellulose has 
been changed into dextrin and NOT STARCH. 
The blue color with iodine is produced just the 
same as if starch was formed. 

The article appeared in the February issue. 
Hoping that you will make this correction, I am, 

Faithfully yours. 
RAYMOND B. WAILES, 

Washington, D. C. 

Electrolytic Light 
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER: 

In the April issue of THE EXPERT Al ENTER a very 
interesting article on Light by Electrolysis ap- 

peared. 
A striking example of this was called to my 

attention last night. I was making the "B" elim- 

inator described in the May issue. I had the de- 

vice connected to form the plates with two sixty - 
watt lamps in parallel connected in series with 

the rectifier. A soft, white light seemed to be 

emanating front the aluminium electrode. I thought 
it might be a reflection from a light in the hall 

but found that it was caused by the current pass- 

ing through the cell. 
Another interesting experiment to perform is 

to hold two magnets taken front an old inductor 
magneto near a 60.160 -watt bulb. The filament 
vibrates rapidly and soon welds together in two or 

three places making a much more brilliant light. 
yours truly, 

Port Collins, Colorado. 
(Referring to the latter part of your letter, the 

reason why an incandescent bulb gives much more 

brilliant light under the conditions is obviously 
that the resistance of the filament is decreased 

by welding several parts of it together. The re- 

sult of such welding is that these parts become 

connected in parallel or that the ignited wire is 

shortened.-EDITOR.) 

JAMES KEZER. 
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Latest Electrical Patents 
Collapsible Loop Antenna 

This loop antenna can be readily extended 
Into its normal position, and when this Is done 
the four arms become locked. Additional 
spacers are provided to keep the wires parallel. Patent No. 1,536,997 issued to %. E. Wyatt, Jersey City, N. J. 

Humidifier 

A wick whose ends are immersed In a small 
water basin draws the water up over and to the 
top of a globe where it is exposed to heat pro- 
duced by an incandescent bulb within the globe. 
The water in this tray is continuously evapor- 
ated. 

Patent No. 1,522,755 issued to E. M. .Soreng, 
Chicago, W. 

Telephone Diaphragm 

It is claimed by the inventor o the dia- 
phragm that by cutting out parts of the dia- phragm as shown a purer vibration is obtained, 
because the electromagnetic flux Is thereby bal- 
anced. 

Patent Na. 1.536,186 Issued to It. Fischer, 
New York, N. Y. 

Mercury Arc Oscillator 

The oscillator comprises an arc between solid electrodes in an atmosphere of a mixture of hydrogen and mercury vapor at a relatively high pressure whereby a fine stream discharge is secured. 
Patent No. 1,537.021 issued to it. C. Rent- schler, Wilkinsburg, Pa. 

Adjustable Vario -Coupler 

The rotor of this coupler is not surrounded by the stator as Is the usual case. Its distance from the latter is adjustable. It is claimed that the distributed capacity of the inductance culls is in this instrument reduced to a mini- mum. 
Patent No. 1,523,466 issued to R. L. Walker, Atlanta, Ga. 

Electromagnetic Clock Pendulum 

I 

This pendulum by means of the electrical in- 
terrupter shown keeps the amplitude of its vi- 
brations at a predetermined value. The main 
interrupter is represented by the switch. while 
the auxiliary interrupter actuated by the pen- dulum is shown at the top of the fig it re where the white and black segments are of conducting 
and insulating materials respectively. 

Patent No. 1,523,762 issued to N. P. Fevre - Bulle, Boulogne, France. 

Compact Antenna System 

TO RADIO 
TRANSMITTER 

OR r RADIO RECEIVER - 
The 'inventor proposes to use, in place of a long antenna, a small spiral coil wound with 

a softie eat number of turns to give the neces- sary in luctance and capacity in the system. Patent No. 1,530,684 issued to J. O. Mau- horgne, et al, Washington, I). C. 

Non -Polarizing Dry Cell 

To prevent deterioration of the cell while In 
stock, the battery Is constructed as shown in 
the figure, that is. with the carbon electrode kept out of the electrolyte. When 3u use, the 
telescoping parts of the cell are forced together 
and the electrolyte surrounds the carbon. 

Patent No. 1,533,012 issued to 11. M. Koretzky, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Distortionless Speaker 

HORN 

DIAPHRAGM 

i 

Cj, 

ADJUSTABLE 
ALONG ARMATURE 

This I I speaker is provided with two dia- phragms of different dimension and different dealt -res of stillness. One of these diaphragms has a natural period corresponding to low tele- phonic frequency and the other to high tele- phonic frequency. The two diaphragms tare mechanically connected to he operated by a single electromagnet. 
Patent No. 1,536,118 issued to B. S. McCtttch- en. North Plainfield, N. J. 
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THE idea of this department is to present to the layman the dangers of the electrical current in a manner that can be understood by everyone, and that ' 
will be instructive too. There is a monthly prize of $3.00 for the best idea on "short-circuits." Look at the illustration and then send us yottr own par. 

ticular "Short -Circuit." It is understood that the idea must be possible or probable. If it shows something that occurs as a regular thing, such an idea will 
have a good chance to win the prize. It is not necessary to make an elaborate sketch, or to write the verses. We will attend to that. Now. let's see what 
you can dol 

writ 1111i }111 i, 
;, 
W ¡If, 

Sad was the death 
Of poor Mary McBriar, 

\\ Ito trained her garden hose 
On the trolley wire. 

-Charles Lawrence. 

Beneath the sod 
Lies switchman McBeaver, 

Who grounded himself 
Through the control lever. 

-George Stiles. 

Here lies the body 
Of Harrison Russ, 

Who struck a trolley wire 
\Vhile riding on a bus. 

-Gilson Willett:. 

Utlls a e. vaudeville 
he 

Cats in Sks in River 
e_ Put Wiresac 1n Town in Bad 
by 

ap.ei,l nsps,en to The Cnrontele and 
OAKDALE. May 16.-This thing 

of killing cats by placing t)tem in 
h- sacks and throwing them Into the 

e river must stop. say local telephone 
to offis ,1t. For the third time with - 
t, 1n recent history bags containing 

14 cats have been caught ón the cables 
`I under the Stanlslaus river briCz.e 

and severed tclephoni cónnectloti 
ea with Stockton. This week the 
sr 

cables had to be ctrl before the 
tangle of wires, kittens. sacks tied 
subscribers' complaints could be 

s unscrambled. "Lay off" they plead. 
SS 

51 WOMAN ELECTROCUTED AS 

nd SHE FIGHTS LIVE WIRE FIRE 
CLDAIT TIAPIDS, la., May 25.- 

Mrs., Irs., George Polk is dead at her 
-hotoe at Quasqueton. this county. as 
the result of trying to put out a 
brush fire started by a brokenhigh 
tension wire. She was using water 
on the flames and got too close to 
the wire, 33,000 volts -of electricfy 
passing through her body. 

th 
Frr 

n 
at to 
to r. 

for 

Here lie the bones 
Of Chester McKator. 

He set his fan 
On the radiator. 

-Charles W. Cannon. 

This black earth entombs 
Mechanic John Raymond 

Who used our electric drill 
On a wet pavement. 

-G. C. Lutes. 

In connection with our Short Circuit Contest, please note that these Short Circuits started in our November, 1921, issue and have run ever since. 
Naturally, during this time, all of the simple ones have appeared, and we do not wish to duplicate suggestions of actual happenings or short circuits. Every 
month we receive hundreds of the following suggestions, which we must disregard, because they have already appeared in print previously. Man or woman in 
bath tub being shocked by touching electric light fixture or electric heater. Boy flying kite, using metallic wire as a string, latter touching an electric 
line. People operating a radio outfit during a thunderstorm. Stringing an aerial, the latter falling on lighting main. Picking up a live trolley wire. Making 
contact with a third rail. Woman operating a vacuum cleaner while standing on floor heating register, etc. All obvious short circuits of this kind should 
not be submitted, as they stand little chance of being published. 
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THIS department is conducted for the benefit of everyone interested in electricity in all its phases. 
of all, but necessarily can only publish such matter as interests the majority of readers. 

1. Not more than three questions can be answered for each correspondent. 
2. Write on only one side of the paper; all matter should be typewritten, or else written in ink. No 
4. This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge. The Editor will, however, 

25 cents for each. On questions entailing research work, intricate calculations, patent research work, etc. 
will be informed as to such charge. 

Kindly oblige us by making your letter as short as possible. 

We are glad to answer questions for the benefit 

attention can be paid to penciled letters. 
be glad to answer special questions at the rate of 

, a special charge will be made. Correspondents 

1 6 

FIG.1 
The determination of the Joint resistance of 

this network, each member of which has a 
resistance of one ohm, requires much In- 
genuity. 

Armature Bore 
(526) Sidney Finkelstein, Bronx, New 

York, writes: 
I have heard the expression "armature 

bore." What does this mean? The only 
bore I can see about an armature is the 
hole through which the shaft passes. 

A. 1. The expression "armature bore" 
is often used to indicate the cylindrical space 
between the field magnet poles within which 
the armature rotates, especially as applicable 
to the bi-polar mode of construction. In 
other words, instead of being a hole or bore 
through the armature, it is the hole or bore 
into which the armature fits. 

The term is rather a good one, because to 
lower the reluctance of the path of the lines 
of force the space between the outer sur- 
face of the armature and tite inner surface 
field magnets is made as small as possible. 
From the standpoint of this dimension one 
thing is to be looked out for. The rapid 
rotation of the armature tends to throw the 
wires out, so there must be a little bit of 
allowance made for this centrifugal displace- 
ment. Of course, this should not be re- 
quired. The wires should be held absolutely 
rigidly in place. 

Alarm Clock for Radio Set 
(527) Grantland Duncan, Long Branch, 

N. J., asks: 
Q. 1. Would it not be a good idea to 

arrange some kind of a clock to open the 
circuit of a radio set so that one would not 
fall asleep and have the battery exhausted. 
or perhaps going away in an interval of 
silence, retire for the night and leave it 
turned on all night long? This happened 
recently in the writer's home and undoubt- 
edly it happens in many others. 

A. 1. It would be a very simple matter 
to arrange an alarm clock to open the cir- 
cuits at any desired time, say at ten or half - 
past ten o'clock. If this is too early, the 
clock could be reset for half an hour or an 
hour later and the switches closed again. 
It would seem that this might be made a 

permanent part of all high grade receiving 
sets, but there would be little or no trouble 
in constructing a homemade one. 

A Problem Solved 

ON page 272 of our February issue, there 
was printed a test question translated 

from our German contemporary "Radio" in 
which was portrayed a cube as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The problem was to determine the resist- 
ance between A and B, considering that each 
side line had a resistance of one ohm. 

Simple as the example seems upon first 
consideration, the numerous replies that we 
received indicate that it was no snap prob- 
lem. 

Since the connections of Fig. 1 are sym- 
metrical, it is obvious that, referring to 
Fig. 2 the voltage drop in A-1, A-2 and 
A-3 are equal; the voltage drop between 
1 and B, 2 and B, 3 and B are equal. The 
three facts enumerated permit phantom con- 
nections to be made of the points 1, 2 and 3, 
and points 4, 5 and 6, because there is no 
potential difference between 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 
3 and 1, or between 4 and 5, 5 and 6. and 
4 and 6. 

When the phantom connections are made 
as shown in Fig. 3, we see at a glance that 
there are three groups of parallel resist- 
ances. 
The joint resistance A -C % ohm 
The joint resistance C -D % ohm 
The joint resistance B -C 1/3 ohm 
The joint resistance A -B Ve ohm 

Those who solved the problem correctly 
were, in the order of the merits of their 
exposition: B. W. Lee, Moline, Ill.; Joseph 
J. Pire, Washington, D. C.; Frank Romeo, 
Newark, N. J.; Frank Shlaudeman, Decatur, 
Ill.; P. K. Jeffrey, Bexley, Ohio; E. J. 
Horace, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Robert H. Can- 
field, Baltimore, Md.; Homer Bretz, Jack- 
son, Mich.; Alek Sienkowski, San Diego, 
Calif.; Max Steinberg, Toronto, Canada; 
J. Kinzer, Hoboken, N. J.; R. H. Christ. 
E. Lexington, Ky. 

A 
C o 

1 

6 e 

2 

3 

4 

5 

FIG.3 
An equivalent circuit of the cubical network 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Material for Crucibles 
(528) Roy Duncan, Anderson, Calif., 

writes: 
Q. 1. When experimenters learn from 

your columns that they can make electric 

0 

FIG.2 
Since the points connected by the dotted 

lines are symmetrically located in the net- 
work, they must be at the same potential and may therefore be connected without alter- 
ing the Joint resistance. 

crucibles cheaply, the first question in their 
minds will be, "Where can 1 get the mate- 
rials that I lack?" Hardware stores carry 
asbestos in one form or another, but do they 
carry resistance wire that will stand a high 
temperature? Do they carry clay suitable 
for making crucibles? 

A. 1. Clay is carried by many hardware 
stores; it is an article of kitchen use for 
mending stove linings and the like. As re- 
gards resistance wires, about the most ob- 
vious way to get them is to take them from 
the heating elements of flat -irons or other 
household appliance. You will also find 
asbestos cement, which is one of the requi- 
sites of some furnaces in hardware stores. 
Sometimes a paint store will carry these 
materials. 

You need not feel any hesitation in send- 
ing a postcard to dealers asking for prices, 
as it entails no obligation to purchase. 

High Frequency Coil 
(529) Henry R. Timm, Newark, N. J., 

asks: 
Q 1 In THE EXPERIMENTER of Febru- 

ary, 1925. I notice that in the article on 
the preparation of phosphine gas, by Leslie 
R. Raymond. there is apparently a misprint. 
A flask F is mentioned in the article and 
no flask of that letter appears in the dia- 
gram. 

A. 1. It is a misprint and the text should 
read flask E. The experiment is particu- 
larly well devised, and it protects the ex- 
perimenter from an explosion in the gener- 
ating flask by dispelling therefrom all the 
oxygen of the air before the evolution of 
phosphine. 

Q 2. In the article on experiments on 
high frequency currents by Lester Reukema, 
what is the size of the wire used on the sec- 
ondary windings? 

A. 2. For full dimensions and gauges we 
refer you to page 474 of the May issue: 
No. 22 copper wire double cotton covered 
is advised for the secondary But you will 
find a great many other dimensions given 
in this second instalment of the article. 
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Experiments with Ford Coils 

r.. 
.1 

Combustion of a piece of metal. If two pieces 
of fine wire are attached to the needle points 
with a glass tube slipped over the needles, one 
of them will burn as though it were some easily 
combustible material. 

of a wire connected or better soldered to the 
tin of the can will insure one connection to 
the plug from the coil secondary; the other 
wire, leading from the plug binding post, is 

connected to the remaining secondary ter- 
minal of the coil, 

The cannon may be operated by placing 
two or three small lumps of miner's carbide 
in a can, moistening with water, replacing 

(Continued from page 692) 

the lid, and finally closing the switch to 
cause the spark to explode the mixture of 
air with the acetylene gas formed by the 
carbide and water. 

The lid flies from the can with some force, 
making a deafening noise at the same time. 
The cannon is perfectly safe if common sense 
is used in its operation. Of course, the can 

Very curious and interesting experiments 
ran be perforated with discharges passing 
through various crystals, copper sulphate, pot- 
assium ferrocyanide, alum, rock candy, and 
of hers. 

The familiar carbide cannon is here fired elec- 
trically. The mixture of air with acetylene 
generated by the action of water on calcium 
carbide is exploded by an electrical discharge 
across the usual auto spark plug. 

should not' be pointed directly at other per- 
sons, windows, etc. The lid travels only a 

few feet. 
And so the experiments might lead on 

indefinitely. New ones will present them- 
selves with the trials of those herein de- 
scribed. The common spark coil offers no 
end of profitable instruction and amusement. 

The Ark of the Covenant 
"But you don't know anything about me-" 
"Don't I? Trust me for that. Off wi' yel" 
So he yelled at us from the side of his tanker, 

dancing with excitement the while. We sheered 
off while he waved at us, and we taxied down 
the roadway preparatory to taking off for our 
climb over the town. 

The Merlin Is Started at Last and Begins a 
Long. Hopeless Search for the Ark of 

the Covenant Which Iias Disappeared 
from the Field of View 

Milliken and Dan had both seen the airship, 
and they confirmed my idea of her direction. Soon 
we had left Guayaquil behind and were climbing, 
climbing for our flight over the Andes. The ver- 
dure of the coastal strip passed beneath us, and 
we rose over a still and rugged barrenness. Up, 
up we flew, nor did we flatten to level flight until 
over eight thousand meters was showing. 

Banks of clouds lay far below us. To either 
side and in front of us stretched the mountains, 
their peaks glowing jewel-like in the sun-crim- 
son, saffron, gold-their hollows and deep cations, 
cobalt, purple, indigo. Range on range they 
stretched, scaur and hump and tooth. cleft and 
riven, moulded and hewn. And everywhere an 
awful stillness, such stillness that the steady song 
of the seaplane seemed sacrilege. Below us no 
bird floaed, about us no wind stirred, except for 
the wind of our own speed through tite bitter 
air. 

All apertures of the cabin were closed, we had 
the heaters on, and we were breathing oxygen, 
while compressed air was being fed to the in- 

duction of the cylinders. The speed dial stood 
at null over the five hundred kilometers mark, 
and though our quarry was over an hour ahead 
of us, we had great hope of overtaking her. 

Time passed. Danny shared the lookout with 
me, while Milliken rustled a meal to break our 
fast. When it was ready he took his share be- 
fore relieving Dan, and when Dan had eaten I 
gave the control to Milliken and ate last of all, 
I wanted two pairs of eyes for the lookout all 
the time. Yet for all our vigil we came upon no 
sight of the airship. We reckoned her speed at 
two-thirds of our own, so that if we were in her 
course we should have sighted her in about two 
hours' flying. Two hours passed, and it seemed 
that she bad escaped us. 

We kept heading in the same direction for 
about another half hour, then we consulted what 
to do. It was decided that we cast a wide circle 
to the north, keeping high, so I swung the 
Merlin in a wide loop up into what must have 
been the southern border of Venezuela. I reck- 
oned to describe a circle five hundred kilometers 
in circumference, which at the height we were 
flying would give us a vast area for scrutiny. 
\Ve were now over the upper reaches of the north- 
ern confluents of the Amazon, and beneath us 
rolled endless miles of dark green -grey foliage. 
\Ve saw here and there the silver gleam of water, 
wide rivers that thinned were lost in the foliage, 
and appeared again. But everywhere the domi- 
nant note was that hardly broken ltue of dark 
grey -green. If the airship had been anywhere 
below us, it would have been distinct against that 
sombre background. But time and again the dis- 

(Continued front page 667) 

tans gleam of stater would deceive us, would send 
us chasing at full speed, and our circle grew very 
ragged of outline. 

The strain of flying at that height and speed 
was beginning to tell on us. and our constant 
watch had wearied our eyes-in spite of that un- 
canny alertness of perception which quick flight 
induced-so at half -past ten, when we had cast 

1~14.11.41.~ ..1»,.~.11111.. 

Straight Line Frequency 
'Condensers 

By SYLVAN HARRIS 

We believe that this is the first 
time that straight-line condensers have 
been completely and intelligibly dis- 
cussed in any popular radio journal. 

This is the fad for the coming sea- 
son in radio, and there is no doubt 
that the market will be flooded with 
them in a few months. READ ALL 
ABOUT IT IN "RADIO NEWS." 

Other Interesting. Articles 
In August, 1925 issue of 

Radio Nexus 
The Piezo Electric Oscillograph 

By Prof. C. B. Bazzoni 
Radio Shower-$20,000 Worth of 

Radio Apparatus Given Away 
Portable Set Directory 
Push -Button Radio 

By Brainard Foote 
A Ten -Cent Store Cone Speaker 

By Jay Hollander 

two wide circles, we voted a spell of rest, and 
I searched about for big enough water in which 
to come down. We seemed to have missed our 
quarry entire:y. 
t Strange Red Scar Vpon the Earth and an 

Uncanny Lake. Landing in the Lake After 
the Search has Been Abandoned for 

the Time Being. A Strange and 
Dreary Landscape With Dead 

Vegetation 
Then, in the midst of that drab green monotony 

below us, with its endless hummocks of undulat- 
ing tree tops, there caste a break. From what 
appeared to be an area of marshland, for it was 
speckled with water, there rose a short incline 
of bush; this was succeeded by a spear of plateau 
rising on tawny bluffs of rock. Mighty interest- 
ing we found this plateau, for from a point north 
..f its center line, in a widening scar, there 

stretched to one side of it a sudden patch of 
blood red. By chance, I have hit on the right 
word to explain this red streak. It was more 
like a raw scar on the face of the world than 
anything else. From its starting point it widened 
as it ran transversely over the green tableland, 
then began to narrow as it dropped over the bluffs 
on the south side, until it was lost in the green 
of the lower levels. 

"Seems to be some curious outcrop," said Dan. 
"Doesn't it look sinister and cruel, somehow?" 

"You've hit it, Danny," I agreed. "That's just 
what it does look." 

Near this red streak, but separated from it by 
a thickening band of green, the plateau took an- 
other sudden rise in bush -hung rocky bluffs, and 
on this second step. as it were, there lay a wide 
expanse of water, under the spurs of what from 
the map I judged were the foothills of the Fatima 
Mountains. 

"Let's land on the lake there," said Danny, 
"and maybe we can get down to look at that 
outcrop. I'd like to see that." 

The water seemed fair for landing and, what 
was more important, for taking off again, so I 
let the Merlin hover down gently to the face of 
the lake. I taxied a little on touching, then 
switched off, and let the way on the plane carry 
her until she was nosing into the trees and bushes 
that fringed the still water. 

III 

Exploration 
There was something uncanny about that lake, 

thought it was wonderfully beautiful. The trees 
round it were not extremely tall, but they were 
straight and smooth of trunk, their branches be- 
ginning to shoot out only at a good height. These 
locked with the branches of the others around, 
until the foliage above was a thick canopy un - 
pierced by the rays of the sun. The undergrowth 
was thick and luxuriant, but not nearly so high 
as I had thought it would be. The prevailing 
color was a dusty green, unbroken, unrelieved, ex- 
cept for the browner grey of the tree -trunks, or 
when some big butterflies, gaudily painted and 
amazingly wide of wing -spread, would flutter 
swiftly by. 

Now and then there would come the shriek of 
a bird. shattering the stillness and intensifying 
it. I have said stillness, but it was not so much 
that. A weird hushed murmur clung to the place, 
the hum of insects, the sound of a myriad life- 
and under it all a mysterious deep chatter and 
whisper, whisper and chatter, so dead in tone as 
to be almost undefinable as sound. The place 
gripped. It almost sickened one with its inten- 
sity. And one could not tell what it was that 
gripped, what brought the sickening intensity. 
Here man was terribly puny in the face of im- 
mutable nature, and my lovely Merlin in her 
modernity was an offence. 

I think my companions felt much as I did, but 
it wasn't a thing to talk about. We looked at each 
other with a sickly kind of gaiety. like a lot of 
boys stolen into a cathedral in prohibited hours. 

Milliken, the practical. made the first attempt 
to break the spell. He lit the stove and brought 
out the frying -pan. We had a sort of second 

(Continued on page 705) 
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Intense Magnetic Fields 

TIME 

n 

at various distances from the center. An 
atom of hydrogen in its natural or un- 
charged state comprises, for example, a 
nucleus of one unit positive charge and one 
electron revolving round the nucleus at the 
tremendous speed of over 1,400 miles per 
second. The heavier elements have a cor- 
respondingly larger net positive charge of 
electricity concentrated at the nucleus and 
in the neutral condition of the atom the num- 
ber of electrons circling round the nucleus 
is the same as the number of net positive 
units in the nucleus charge. Thus an atom 
of the metal mercury comprises a nucleus 
with a net positive charge of 80 units and 80 
electrons circling round it in various orbits. 
An atom of the metal gold has a nucleus 
charge of 79 positive units and 79 electrons. 
The magnitude of the positive charge on the 
nucleus is a characteristic quantity for the 
atom in question. /f the magnitude of the 
tnteleus positive charge can be altered. the 
Mature of the clement itself would be 
changed. In outer words, in order to trans- 
mute one meta/ into another, the necessary 
and .cn. dent condition is that the nucleus 
charge of positive electricity should be cor- 
respondingly altered in magnitude. 

Some rough idea of the relative magni- 
tudes of the quantities with which we are 
concerned in dealing with atomic structure 
may be obtained by supposing that a drop 
of water is magnified to the size of the earth -the atoms in the drop would then appear 
to be approximately the size of cricket balls. 
The electrons in the atoms are almost in- 
conceivably smaller than the atoms them- 
selves and their relative sizes may be com- 
pared to say sparrows in the Capitol at 
Washington. 

A great impetus to general interest in the 
whole subject has undoubtedly resulted from 
the recent dramatic announcement that Pro- 
fessor Mietlte has been able to transmute the 
metal mercury into gold by passing a very 
intense current of electricity for a prolonged 
period through mercury vapor contained in 
an air -exhausted vessel. This discovery is 
all the more noteworthy as being accidental 
and wholly unexpected, having been made 

By Dr. T. F. Wall 
(Continued front page 669) 

These oscillogruph records were 
taken by Professor Wall of Sheffield 
University, England, in connection with his experiments on the disintSg- ration of the atom. The lower rie- tore shows the current and voltage 
curves respectively during a moman- tury disrlrarge through the coil Ill is - 
leafed on page 668. To measure lie 
frequency of the discharge current, 
Professor Pall took the osciliogrrph 
record shown above in which ti huge 
LO -cycle wave trace is placed along- 
side the discharge wave trace of his 
equipment. 

during the course of an investigation under- 
taken for an entirely different purpose. 

According to the view of atomic structure 
outlined in the foregoing, it is considered that 
in Prof. tliethe's experiments an electron 
of the stream of electrons of which an elec- 
tric current is formed, has penetrated to the 
nucleus of many of the atoms of the mer- 
cury vapor and thus, by reducing the nucleus 
positive charge from 80 units to 79, a num- 
ber of atoms of the mercury have been trans- 
muted into gold. 

Although so far this method of produc- 
ing gold would be front a commercial point 
of view prohibitively costly, nevertheless the 
accomplishment of this result is of altogether 
inestimable scientific importance. 

The mathematical difficulties of exhaus- 
tively dealing with the calculations of the 
arrangements and movements of the electrons 
in their orbits arc practically insuperable ex- 
cept for the case of a simple atom like hydro- 
gen which has only one electron. It is clear, 
therefore, that increase in our knowledge of 
atomic structure will depend almost entirely 
on experimental work and on the develop- 
ments of methods which may be capable of 
breaking down and building up again the 
atoms at will. 

In order to make clear what is the gen- 
eral scheme of the author's undertaking, the 
following considerations will be of assistance. 
Each electron circling round in its orbit in 
the atom is, in effect, an electric current of 
very great strength and consequently gives 
rise to a very intense magnetic field within 
the atom. The order of magnitude of these 
inherent magnetic fields in the atom is some- 
thing like one hundred million gauss, and 
this is far and away greater than that of 
any magnetic field which has yet been pro- 
duced artificially. If, however, it is possi- 
ble to impress on the atoms an artificially 
produced field of an intensity comparable 
with that of tite inherent magnetic fields 
due to the rotating electrons, it will be pos- 
sible in this way to affect the motion of the 
electrons so that they may either be driven 
towards tite nucleus or dragged away from 
it. Now if one or more electrons could be 

driven into the nucleus, the nature of the 
element of which the atom is part would be 
changed and an entirely different clement 
would in consequence appear. If on the other 
hand electrons can be driven front an orbit 
near the nucleus to an orbit near the boun- 
dary, it is highly probable that a large 
amount of energy would thereby be released. 

These considerations then form the basic 
idea of the author's experimental undertak- 
ing, and the characteristic features of the 
plan include the following three essentials: 

(1) A new means for impressing very in- 
tense magnetic fields on the atoms of the 
materials under investigation. 

(2) The use of a magnetic material for 
the substance under investigation. 

(3) Means for repeatedly impressing the 
intense magnetic fields on the substance 
under test so that an accumulative effect may 
be produced. 

Perhaps the most obvious method of pro- 
ducing an intense magnetic field would be 
by the use of an electro -magnet excited by 
direct current. This method, however, is 
subject to very severe limitations and as far 
as the writer is aware it is impracticable to 
produce in this way magnetic fields of an 
intensity greater than about 100,000 gauss, 
owing largely to the heating difficulties which 
would be experienced with the exciting coils. 

The method used by the author is to charge 
a number of high voltage static condensers 
of very large capacity and then to discharge 
them through a small solenoid within the 
core of which, the specimen under test is 
placed (see Fig. 4). By suitable design it 
is possible in this way to obtain extremely 
heavy currents in the solenoid winding. Fur- 
ther, since the currents are oscillatory and 
persist only for a small fraction of a second, 
the wire of the solenoid can be of very small 
section without danger of the solenoid being 
burnt out. For example, if the solenoid is 
wound with copper wire of No. 20 S.W.G., 
the diameter of the wire will be 0.036 inch 
and the normal current carrying capacity is 
only about 4 amperes. It is nevertheless 
possible to obtain from the static condenser 
discharge a current of many thousand am- 
peres through the coil without serious risk 
of bursting out the turns. 

As a numerical example, suppose the sole- 
noid is wound with 100 turns per centimeter 
length and that the first peak value of the 
condenser oscillatory discharge current is 
5.000 amperes. in accordance with a well- 
known formula the intensity of the magnetic 
field which will thereby he produced at the 

HIGH CAPACITY STATIC CONDENSERS 

HIGH RESISTANCE 

SOLENOtO 
IN OIL BATH 

OSCILLATING 
SWITCH 

FIG. I 

A diagram of connections of Professor Wall's apparatus. Ity means of the oscillating switch, 
the high capacity c lensers heroine alternately 
charged Ity the generator when dtacharged through the oil immersed coil. 

central part within the core of the solenoid 
will be 

4,r -X 5,000 X 100 - 630,000 gauss. 
10 
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In Fig. 1 is shown the general arrange- 
ment of the apparatus. The solenoid is im- 
mersed in a tank of oil which not only 
facilitates cooling, but also greatly improves 
the insulation of neighboring turns when the 
high voltage condensers are switched on to 
the solenoid. The condensers are charged 
from a high voltage direct current source, 
for example, a wireless dynamo or a battery 
of accumulators. A buffer resistance is in- 
cluded in the charging circuit to prevent the 
excessive rush of current during the initial 
stage of charging, that is, when the con- 
densers are empty or nearly so. A motor 
driven oscillating switch is arranged with 
mercury cup contacts so that when the 
switch arm is over at one side the con- 
densers are placed on charge, and when the 
switch arm moves over to the other side the 
charged condensers are connected to the 
solenoid and thus discharged through the 
solenoid winding. 

One of the greatest difficulties encoun- 
tered in the course of this work is the neces- 
sity for providing means to prevent the sole- 
noid coil from bursting when the enormously 
large discharge current passes through it. 
As is well known, when a current passes 
through a solenoid a mechanical force is 

developed between neighboring turns which 
tends to draw the turns closer together. 
\\'hen dealing with the normal values of 
current usually met with in practice, the 
magnitude of this mechanical force is so 
small that its effect is generally negligible. 
In the case, however, of the currents pro- 
duced in these experiments, the mechanical 
forces may be of devastating effect. 

The coil turns arc drawn towards the 
center of the solenoid bobbin and the wire 
is thus stretched, the increase of diameter 
of the central part of the coil being usually 
sufficient to rupture the wire unless special 
precautions are taken to counter the effect. 
Consequently, the circuit is broken under the 
oil, a violent explosion takes place and seri- 
ous damage may result. As an example of 
this effect, the photograph given in Fig. 2 
has been prepared. At the top right-hand 
corner is shown the newly wound coil on an 
ebonite bobbin and over the finished coil is 

fitted a sheath of lignitin vitae wood which 
is intended to prevent the movement of the 
turns of the coil under the mechanical forces 
developed. A test soon showed, however, 
that such a sheath was not strong enough 
for the purpose. After the condensers had 
discharged through the coil under consider- 

ably less than the full power, the sheath 
burst into fragments and the coil was shat- 
tered into individual rings as shown in the 
photograph. 

It became essential then to design a form 
of sheath which would be able to withstand 
the greatest mechanical forces which would 
be developed when the condensers were dis- 
charged under full power. After a good 
deal of preliminary work it was decided to 
build the sheath of steel and Fig. 3 shows a 
photograph of the sheath assembled in posi- 
tion, the ends of the coil being brought out 
through insulated bushes as shown. In Fig. 
4 the component parts of the sheath and the 
coil itself are shown. 

As an example of the order of magnitude 
of the mechanical forces which may be ex- 
pected under the conditions of these experi- 
ments, the following data will serve, viz.: 

If a conductor carrying a current of i 

amperes is situated in a magnetic field of 
intensity H gauss, the mechanical force de- 
veloped on each centimeter length of the 
conductor is given by the formula 

H X i 

dynes. 
10 

Otherwise stated, the force per inch length 
of conductor will be 

5.7 X H X i 

pounds weight. 
107 

I f H = 700,000 gauss, and i = 3,000 am- 
peres, the mechanical force acting on the 
conductor is 

1,200 Pounds Weight Per Inch Length 
Reference to Fig. 4 will show on the table 

in the foreground of the picture a small tube 
of magnetic material, that is, steel. This is 
the sample which is being subjected to the 
intense magnetic fields developed within the 
solenoid core. The magnetic characteristics 
of this sample are carefully determined be- 
fore the test. The sample is then inserted 
in the hollow core of the solenoid and a large 
number of condenser discharge currents sent 
through the coil at intervals. The sample 
is then removed and its magnetic character- 
istics again carefully determined and com- 
pared with those originally found. 

This then is the third characteristic fea- 
ture of the undertaking, viz., the sample is 
subjected to a large number of applications 
of the very intense magnetic field. In this 
way it is expected that a cumulative effect 
will be obtained so that, although the inten- 
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sity of the impressed field may be consider- 
ably less than that of the inherent magnetic 
fields within the atom due to the revolving 
electrons, it ís expected that the repeated 
applications will produce a cumulative ef- 
fect and eventually result in a pronounced 
disturbance of the electronic orbits. It is 
reasonable to suppose that any such disturb- 
ance will manifest itself in a pronounced 
change in the magnetic properties of the 
sample, and it is for this reason that a mag- 
netic substance has been chosen for the ma- 
terial of the test piece. 

In Fig. 5 is shown an oscillogram of the 
current discharge through the coil and the 
corresponding alternating pressure wave at 
the terminals of the coil. The upper wave 
is the pressure wave and the lower one the 
current wave. 

In Fig. 6 is shown an oscillogram of the 
same current wave as that shown in Fig. 5, 
but in addition, its the upper part of Fig. 6 
is shown a 50 frequency wave, the purpose 
of which is to provide the time scale (that 
is, the oscillation frequency) for the con- 
denser discharge current wave. 

In Fig. 7 is shown a photograph of tite 
general arrangement of the apparatus. The 
solenoid is immersed its an oil tank placed 
its the containing vessel shown on the table. 
The reason for using an outer containing 
vessel is to catch the oil in case the oil 
tank bursts under an explosion through a 
breakdown of the solenoid coil. The oscillo- 
graph, by means of which photographs of 
the current discharge waves are obtained, 
may be seen on the extreme left of tite pic- 
ture. 

Although the tests have not yet been in 
progress sufficiently long to obtain any com- 
plete data as to the influence of the intense 
magnetic fields on the sample, the tests have 
shown that a decided change in the perniea 
bility of the sample has been effected. Owing 
to repeated breakdowns of the apparatus, 
the progress of the tests has been much im- 
peded, and it has been necessary to redesign 
some of the details in order that the extra- 
ordinarily great stresses developed its these 
tests may be successfully withstood. It is 
considered that most of the difficulties have 
now been overcome and in consequence rapid 
advance towards definite and conclusive re- 
sults may now be expected. The work is 
necessarily of a very arduous and exhaust- 
ing character, but the writer has the greatest 
confidence that the undertaking will soon 
produce -esults of an exciting nature;. 

ci'he Ark of the Covenant 

breakfast, and then Dan and I clambered ashore, 
leaving Milliken, who would not be persuaded to 
leave the !Merlin, to keep watch and ward. 

For our adventure, Danny and I took with us 

an automatic apiece, and a pocket compass. Both 
of us had flying -hoots on. so we felt safe enough 
about snakes, which were all we thought we had 
to dread. It seemed impossible that there could 
be any human beings in that wilderness. 

\Ve pushed our way westward through the un- 
dergrowth, making for the bluff that overhung 
the plateau of the red scar, and although the 
goiilg was heavy, it was not superlatively diffi- 
cult. \Vith half an hour of scrambling we were 
on the bluff, and the oppression of the dark forest 
left us as we breathed the sweet air of its edge. 
Down below us lay the tableland, perhaps forty 
meters beneath, and we could see the red out- 
crop plainly. Water lay on either side of the 
plateau; to the south a winding river with a 

creek running up to the cliff of the highland, and 
to the north a small lake we had barely noticed 
in our approach by the air from the south. This 
lake was drained, it seemed, by another winding 
river that ran through a little gorge into the 
marsh -land surrounding the toe of the plateau. 
\Ve found a place where the limestone was not so 

sheer, and a way down that promised a fairly easy 

return. 
Trees hugged the base of the bluff, but we 

soon were quit of them as we worked towards 
the red scar, for they thinned out until we were 
among hushes of the nature of myrtle. As we 
got nearer the outcrop, even these myrtles thin- 
ned, until they were far apart and strangely 

(Continued from page 703) 

stunted in growth. Then our feet crunched on 
the red earth. 

To me that earth seemed to be living! I felt 
the hair prickle on my scalp, and I had a foolish 
impulse to jump back to the blacker-and some- 
how cleaner-soil! 

"Nothing grows on this red stuff" whispered 
Dan. "See, Jimmy, there's not a plant or a 

blade of grass on it, and look how these myrtles 
are thinned and stunted until they are away back 
front it!" 

"Let's get off it, Danny," I said. "I don't like 
it." 

"You feel that too " he muttered. "1 suppose 
it's the desolation of it, but I have just the same 
feeling." 

"Let's work round it, then," I said. 
Danny did not seem to hear ate. He was frown- 

ing at the earth and scrabbling amongst it specu- 
latively with the toe of his boot. He turned over 
a piece of rock and stooped to pick it up. When 
he straightened himself his face was red, but the 
color came from some suppressed excitement. 

"Look at this, Jimmy," he said, holding out 
the rock. "Do you know what it is?" 

It was a cindery kind of rock, blue -black in 
color, with facets that shone faintly, and a dusty 
layer, saffron to deep rose in tint, clung to a side 
of it. I had never seen rock like it before. 

"No," I said. 
"I'll eat my hat if this-the red stuff-isn't 

rhodolite," said Dan, his eyes dancing. 
"Well?" I said pettishly, for I wanted to be 

off that red muck. 

Rhodolite, the Great Radium Ore, is Discov- 
ered. The Death of All Vegetation In 

the Neighorhood tecounted For 
"Rhodolite, Jimmy," Dan said solemnly, and 

there wasn't so much of the boy about hint now. 
"Rhodolite is one of the most highly radio -active 
ores that have been discovered. Small quantities 
of it have been found in Africa and, I believe, in 
Peru. I have had pieces of it in my lab.-but 
nothing nearly so good as this!" 

He crouched down now, letting the red stuff 
dribble through his fingers. 

"I have 'a hunch," he said, "that all this scar 
is highly radioactive. That explains why nothing 
grows on it. See how the trees avoid it, how 
the bushes close to it are poor and almost with- 
ered. Yes. Let's get off it, Jimmy. The thing's 
alive!" 

We made our way back to the decent earth, and 
worked northwards round the end of the red 
scar. \Ve were a strangely silent couple then. 
Din had lost his boyishness, and his face had a 
gceer expression of power. I was getting a flash 
of the Daniel Lamont who could add so many 
letters to his name, the Daniel Lamont whose word 
went with the leading scientists of the day. 

We trudged through the undergrowth in a 
nor'wcsterly direction, making for the edge of 
the plateau that overhung the little lake we had 
seen from the bluff above. With my 'heavier 
bulk, I broke the trail, my friend coming after 
ine. I don't suppose we had been laboring twenty 

(Continued on page 710) 
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The erimenter's 
Bóokshclf 

A Quantitative Studs of 
Electrical Apparatus 

GENERATOR AND MOTOR EXAM- 
PLES. By Professor F. E. Austin. 108 
pages. Published by the author. 1924. 
$2.50. 
Engineering success depends largely on two 

essential characteristics of machines, the quantita- 
tive and the qualitative. Knowledge of the quali- 
tative characteristics enables one to make the 
machine operate; while knowledge of the quanti- 
tative enables one to calculate "how much" a 
machine will do, or what its efficiency of opera- 
tion will be. In this little volume the author 
aims to consider qualitative phenomena and prin- 
ciples as well as quantitative results with their 
relations as regards efficiency. 

In commercial enterprises wherein electricity 
is adopted as a means to effect a certain desir- 
able result, the ultimate efficiency to be con- 
sidered is a financial efficiency; a complex quan- 
tity made up of numerous partial efficiencies as 
mechanical efficiency, electrical efficiency, power 
efficiency, plant efficiency, line efficiency; each of 
importance in the attainment of a high financial 
efficiency. 

A careful study of the subject matter here 
presented will enable one to apply the fundamental 
principles in many cases of engineering. A firm 
grasp of fundamentals should be the aim of every 
student. It is believed that the greatest educa- 
tional benefit along technical lines may be re- 
alized by careful and consecutive study of the 
problem presented. 

An interesting feature developed in the book 
is the important but little known principle that 
maximum power output is obtained from a sepa- 
rately excited generator when the resistance of 
the load is exactly equal to the armature resist- 
ance. This principle has application also to 
radio: the maximum output from a plate circuit 
is obtained when the output impedance, that is, 
the impedance of the transformer or telephone 
receiver is exactly equal to the internal impe- 
dance of the tube. 

The treatment of these problems in this hook 
involves a considerable amount of mathematics. 
In some cases differential calculus is employed. 

Practical Study of Direct 
Currents 

HANDBOOK OF DIRECT CUR- 
RENTS. By K. C. Graham. 164 pages. 
Published by Simmons -Boardman Pub- 
lishing Company. 1924. 
The purpose of this volume is to impart a 

knowledge of the fundamental principles of direct 
current theory with a minimum expenditure of 
time and effort on the part of the reader. Many 
hooks have been written about this broad subject, 
hut it seems to be characteristic of most that they 
either presuppose too much knowledge on the part 
of the reader or on the other hand describe and 
explain in such detail that the main points of 
the subject are obscured or entirely lost in a 
maze of words. Neither of these methods is 
conducive to self -instruction and the author has 
endeavored to strike the happy medium between them. 

The material has been arranged in a logical 
manner beginning with the most elementary con- 
cepts of electricity and preceding by easy stages 
with the more technical phases of the subject; 
the book has been divided into fourteen parts or 
chapters, each one of which deals with a specific 
branch of the theory. but air of which are never- 
theless inflexibly hound one to the other. The 
student who conscientiously studies each chapter 
should have no difficulty in comprehending the in- 
numerable phenomena which constantly present 
themselves in electrical work. 

Preparation and Properties 
of Hydrogen Peroxide 

(Continued front rage 686) 

some dilute sulphuric acid add a few crystals 
of potassium bichromate and shake to dis- 
solve. Then add some ether and some per- 
oxide. A blue ethereal layer will appear. 
This blue compound has never beets isolated 
because when the ether is evaporated, the 
compound decomposes. This test is very 
sensitive; one part of peroxide in 80,000 
parts of water will be indicated. 

History and Theory of 
Electricity 

WHAT IS ELECTRICITY? By Hanns 
Günther. 102 pages. Kosmos Company 
of Nature Lovers. Stuttgart, Germany. 
The Germans have a faculty of producing most 

attractive little manuals in different branches, and 
this one in its hundred pages and its 13 chapters 
gives a very entertaining resume of what we think 
we know. The most lucid comment on it could 
be expressed in the words of Alexander Pope, 
"True wit is nature, to advantage dressed. What 
oft was thought but né er so well expressed." 
Many of the pictures will be familiar to our 
readers. When we note the fact that telephony 
is covered in half a dozen pages, it will be seen 
how short the book inevitably is. But the pic- 
turesque illustrations, the nice little abstract 
which precedes each chapter and the general fea- 
tures of its production make us recommend it 
to our readers who read the German language. 
It contains a very adequate index, a note of the 
books used in compiling it and a table of con- 
tents. The illustrations are quite numerous. 

.Ji $100,000 
Chemisirii Prize 

TIIE opium evil, it is said, could 
not be obliterated by direct Gov- 

ernmental action, at least in India, 
without exciting revolution, the peo- 
ple are so dependent on the cultivation 
of the poppy for their agricultural 
occupation. 

A well-known manufacturing chem- 
ist of New York City, Dr. Herman 
A. Metz, offers a prize of $100,000 to 
anyone who will evolve a process for 
manufacturing opium in the labora- 
tory. The offer is not so rash a one 
as it seems on the surface, for opium 
is a very complex substance; it is a 
mixture of a number of chemical 
compounds. 

The idea is that if synthetic opium 
can be made, it will be far cheaper 
than is the present product of the 
poppy plant, and cheapening the prod- 
uct will eventually do away with the 
entire poppy -raising branch of agri- 
culture and the synthetic product can 
be readily subjected to the most exact 
Governmental regulations. 

Two of the most famous vegetable 
dyes of the world were Turkey red 
and indigo. They represented enor- 
mous branches of agriculture, but 
synthetic substitutes were found; both 
are now manufactured in the chemi- 
cal factory, and the old-time fields 
arc given to other plants. The basis 
of homeopathy is that like cures like, 
and this certainly is an effort to 
evolve a homeopathic cure of an evil. 

The Metz Prize 
ANE\V weapon is sought to fight the 

great evil of opium addiction. The 
sum of $100,000 awaits the producer 

of the weapon. And the weapon is nothing 
snore nor less than opium itself. But- 
here's the rub-the opium must be produced 
in the laboratory of the chemist, instead of 
in the seed -head of the poppy. In other 
words, it must be synthetic opium, instead 
of natural opium. Nor will a substitute 
drug having the same properties answer; 
the synthetic opium must have exactly the 
molecular structure of the original. The 
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offer is made by Herman A. Metz, former 
Controller of New York, under condition 
that the winner relinquish his rights to the 
process and allow it to be used under con- 
ditions arranged by an international agree- 
ment. The aim is to wipe out the poppy - 
growing industry of the Orient, by under- 
selling the natural product, thus-it is hoped 
-making it possible to control the traffic. 
The New York Sun quotes Mr. Metz as 
saying that the idea of offering the prize 
occurred to him after listening to an ad- 
dress by Dr. Carlton Simon, in which he 
suggested that the discovery of a method 
of making opium would be the best method 
of attacking drug addiction. This explana- 
tion follows: 

"Dr. Simon advanced the theory yesterday 
at the international police conference that 
the opium problem could be eliminated from 
international politics only by dealing a 
death -blow to the commercial interests now 
engaged in the industry. Great Britain 
would stir up a revolution in India, he said, 
if an effort were made to prohibit opium - 
growing there. 

"But if a synthetic opium were produced, 
the growing of the opium poppy would be- 
come uneconomic. It would be gradually 
wiped out as the growing of indigo was 
wiped out by the manufacture of synthetic 
indigo. The growers of the opium poppy 
would be forced into other branches of agri- 
culture, and the opium complex in interna- 
tional politics would become a thing of the 
past. Then all nations could unite on a pro- 
gram with the object of eradicating the 
opium habit. 

"There is no reason in the world why it 
should not be produced synthetically. 

"Dr. Simon, when informed of the offer 
of Mr. Metz, said he believed chemists 
would be stimulated to work on the prob- 
lem, and that as a result the worst of the 
opium evil would be stamped out. 

"'The synthetic process of manufacture 
could be regulated by the Government,' he 
said. 'The cheapened price would make it 
impossible for the opium plantations to con- 
tinue. The profit would be taken out. Then 
the regulation of the evil will become easy.'" 

The Tungsten Arc Lamp 
(Continued front page 658) 

starts arcs between the bridge wire, as it 
may be termed, and the electrodes, and as 
the distance increases the arcs spring across 
between the two electrodes proper and the 
bridge wire ceases to act, as long as the 
lamp burns, being kept at a distance front 
the electrodes. Fig. 5 shows this lamp. 

The disc -shaped bridge piece contains in 
its supporting pillar or rod a compound 
metal bar, that is heated when the current 
is turned on by a current passing through a 
tungsten spiral. This makes it move and 
draws the bridge piece back from the elec- 
trodes. The lamp uses about one ampere 
of direct current and about 1.3 amperes of 
alternating current; it therefore is superior 
for alternating current to the lamp just de- 
scribed, as for equal potential and equal 
light only half the current is required. 

The tungsten arc lamp in the present state 
of the art is not adapted for everyday light- 
ing. Its great utility is for those places 
where a very small area of lighted surface 
is necessary, and one of greater and more 
evenly disposed superficial brightness than 
obtains with the usual lamp, especially for 
optical apparatus of various kinds. 

Lately the tungsten arc lamp has been ap- 
plied to other purposes than lighting, namely 
for the rectifying of alternating currents and 
for changing direct current into alternating 
current. 

(Translated from Die Untschau) 
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS! 
Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States 

We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS 
Order directp 

g SPECIAL PRICES FOR AUGUST 
Money refunded if 

from this page. goods do not satisfy 

Dial Marker 
The big little thing you 
have been waiting for. 
Just drill a hole In the 
panel and mount the 
marker above the dial. 
Nickel plated and polished. 
/37788 Dial Marker. 
three for S 10 

Vacuum Tubes 
Specially Priced 

Only best make tubes car- 
ried In stork. Any tube 
replaced if defective. pro- 
viding filament lights. 
G70IA 5 v., .25 nmp.$1.65 
6799 3 v., .06 amp. 1.65 
G72 1% v...25 amp. 1.65 

Melotone Loud Sneaker 
The greatest and mos 
powerful loud speaker 
phonograph n t to a hmen 
made. If, after five day 
trial, you do not proclaim 
It the best and moat pow 
erful Speaker return It for 
refund. 
G6699 Melotone.... 56.90 

Cockaday Coll 

Guaranteed b es t make. 
Three windings of No. 18 
Magnet wire. Has brass 
brackets for panel or base 
mounting. Satiatection 
guaranteed or money back. 
G2750 Cackada,' coil $1.50 

Tapped "B" Batteries 
We positively guarantee 
these batteries to be of 
long life. We carry only 
fresh stocks. All with taps. 
62250 Sm. 22% ....5.85 
G2251 Medium Navy 
silo. 22% volt I 20 
G4500 ',tedium large sire, 
45 volt 2 30 

Audio Frequency Trans 
former 

No better Transformer 
made. Illghest class ma- 
terials. Impregnated coils. 
Silicon steel stampings 
used. Save 50 per cent by 
assembling It yourself. 
G1100 Ratio 41/2-1..01.85 
61150 Ratio 671-1.. 1.85 

Antenna Connector 

At last the soldeiless an- 
tenna connector, made en- 
tirely of brass In three 
pieces; clamps aerial and 
lead -In w I t h vise -like 
grip, keeping perfect con- 
tact at all times. Dia. 
%". height %". 
04244 Connector ...00.20 

Rasco Vernier 
Why use a vernier conden 
ser when a vernier attach 
ment will do anything and 
everything a vernier con 
denser accomplishes? 
Cleverest vernier made 
Can be used with en 
dial. Soft rubber ring 
engages dial. Nothing to 

me apart. 
G1450 Vernier S 18 

FONEKUSHIONS 
Made of sponge rubber. 
Make wearing your reteiv. 
ers a pleasure. Posltire 
ly exclude all noises and 
make reception a pleas- 
ure. Sponge rubber win 
last for years. Light as 
a feather. Sanitary. 
G3550 Fonekushlons, get 
of two $ 35 

Dial Button 
Slade in blue enamel and 

gold, to be worn In but- 
ton hole. Every radio fan 
taints one. ail" diameter, 
best gold plate. Perfect 
reproduction of radlodlal. 
17799 Dial Button, 
Each $0.25 

Vacuum Tube Shell 
Nickel plated shell for the 
man who builds his own. 
4 holes to attach to sub- 
base. Each shell cores 
complete with 4 phosphor 
bronze socket contacts. 
See illus. 4048. 

G4747 Vacuum Tube Shell 
and Contacts $0.16 

Cord Tip Jack 
Takes place of binding 
Posts. Cord Up firmly 
gripped by jack. Made of 
brass, nickel plated. Screw 

to attach lead wire. No 
soldering necessary. 

61550 Cord tip jack. 
Each S 15 

Sponge -Rubber Cushions 
Oct rid of tube noise 
due to vibration. Softes 
sponge rubber made. Size 
2714"z3". %" thick. 

08989 Sponge -rubber 
cushions, each S 12 
Si. for 60 

T"s SOS "'MOT 

a00 1509 
wry r 13r -416 

Brass Nickeled Brackets 
All Illustrations % size. 
G 1505 Bracket, each 0.05 
G1507 Bracket, each .05 
61509 Bracket, each .04 
G 1476 Bracket, each .05 
G1506 Bracket, each .05 
61490 Bracket, each .04 
G 1475 Bracket, each .03 
G 1508 Bracket. each .05 

Three -Gang Soekot 

Aluminum shells, genu- 
ine heavy bakellte base, 
3 brackets Par mounting, 
12 nickel binding posts. 
Length 7.4". 

G5995 3 gang socket $1.50 

Rawl 180' 'Varlocoupler 

Silk wire wound on bake- 
llte tubes. Six taps. 
Rave length, 150 to 600 
meters. For panel mount- 
ing. 6.¡" shaft. Your 
money refunded if It L 
not all we Mahn. 

G3100 Vartocoupler pre- 
paid 11.50 

Copper Ribbon 
.005" thick. 
6700 14" avfdr: G701 á" 
wide; G702 3-16" wide. 
All sizes per foot...8.01 

Copper Foil 
.001" thick. 4" wide. 
65025 Copper Foil, per 
foot 1 10 
10 -foot length 80 

Rasco Clip Leads 
Invaluable for experimen- 
tal work. Clip lead hooka 
In a jiffy onto any wire, 
binding post or conduc- 
tor. Safest experimental 
connection. Brass clips. 
1 foot silk wire, green or 
red. 
G7887 Clip Leads, oa.S.12 
Dozen lot 135 

Radio Frequency Trans 
formers 

Best Radio Frequent 
Transformer developed so 
far. Designed by B. E. 
Lacault, Inventor of UI- 
tradyne. Ate core type. 
200.600 meters. 
G2300 Transformer, sire 
I %"x2%" 51.35 

PUSH-PULL 
Push Pull Transforme 
for many new circuits 
See any radio magazine 
)lade of best materials 
Coils impregnated. Sill 
eon steel laminations 
Sere 50 per cent by as 
sembling yourself. Sim 
pie instructions furnished G7180 7:1813-16" ..I.25 
61159 Push -Pull Trans G7210 7.210-16" ..1.45 
former,ratto6% to 1 53.40 G7240 7224x3-16" ..1.65 

Dllectryte Panels 

H 1 ghee t dielectri 
strength as per Bureau 
M Standards. Beautifu 
high finish. 

67100 7slOx3-16" ..5.70 
G7120 7112:3-16" .. .85 
67140 7x144-16" . .95 

Low Lots Tuner 
Same type as used in ou 
L O L O S EXPLORER. 
Tune. from 200 to 600 
meters. Hard rubber In- 
sulation throughout. Sil- 
ver plated primary. Sec- 
ondary D. C. C. Tickler 
silk Insulated wire. 
G2690 Tuner $5.60 

1=iD 

"1" Wire Connectors 
This big little tartlete 
solves all trouble. when 
making "T" wire eonnee- 
tions. Made to take 1/l6" 
square or round bus -bar 
wire. Can be attached 
with a pair of pliers. 
02975 "T" Wire Con- 
nector.. 12 for 80.05 

Nosolder Lugs 
Finally, a real solderlese 
lug Is here. Soldering 
positively done away with. 
Takes square or round bus 
bar, which it holds with a 

sloe -like grip. Perfect 
connection. Just slide bus 
bar Into slip -grip. 
G3727 Lug. 25 for... 5.15 

Phone Plugs 
Sold from 50c to 75o 
everywhere. Bard rubber 
composition shell and pat- 
ented cord tip holder. Fin- 
est workmanship through- 
out. 
G1030 Rasco Telephone 
Plug. Each S 35 

Bakelite Socket 

Octagon shape. Four nickel 
binding posta, phosphor 
bronze contact spring.. 
Best brown bakellte. 
G6510 Bakelite socket$.40 
G6500 Tubo Socket. Made 
entirely of compoeitlon. 
Best made. Each... .5.35 

Binding Post Name Plat a 

Dla. %". These style : 

Phones. Ground, -, Ou - 
put. "A" Bat. B" 
Bat. - Loud Bpeake , 

"C" Bat. -. Aerial, 
Input, "A" Bat, "B" 
Bat, -L. Loop "C" Ba. 
+. New! "A" Bat. -I- 
It" Bat. - 

G6000 Name Plates, 
Dozen S 25 

Low Loss Coil 
S me type coil as used to 
F eshman and otter Tuned 
Radio Frequency sets. D. - 
C C. wire. 200-550 wave- 
length. 3" diameter, 1" 
sr de. 5-16" Nick. 4 con- 
e etions. 2 primary, 2 sec- 
ondary. 
62629 Loa Loss Coll 6.70 

M1 

41 
650g. 651 r 202 

"Rated" Posts 
Made of black compos - 

tion. 
6650.51 Each S 08 

G292 IIea nickel -plated 
bortom, each S 08 

Dozen, each stylo....1.90 
6122 Initialed Binding 
I'osts. Six popular styles. 
Each S 06 

Storage "B" Battery 
48 volts, 4% amp. hours. 
Buy storage "B" batter- 
ies by capacity. not by 
tanks. Charge lasts one 
month. Rubber tops and 
vents, wooden tray. Sent 
Express Collect. 
G9848 Storage "B" Bat- 
tery $14.00 

315 
2900 

Tinned Nickel Lugs 
all our lugs are tinned. 
G310 Brass Lugs for No. 
s serea, doz. S 10 
G31 I Copper Lugs for Nos. 
6 and 8 screws, doe..S.10 
63e9 Copper Lugs for Nos. 
4, 6 and 6 arrears, doz.10 
G308 Copper Lugs for 6-322 
see'w. doz. 10 

3110 
SZI 

JJJ 
) I3080 

Cord Tips 
Standard phone cord Up 
nickeled. 
G315 Each S 03 

Separable Cord Tips 
No solder required. Wire 
goes in ferrule. Shank 
holds It tight. Nickel 
plated. 
02900 Each S 06 

"Perfect" Lugs 

Those new and Improved 
lugs are brass. nickel 
plated, flattened on ton 
as shown. Made of a 

single piece of metal. 
Lead wire goes Into tube. 

G3110. 03080 "Perfect" 
Lugs. Each $0.02 
Dozen lots .20 

Formica Panels 
Clearance Sale 

As we are discontinuing 
these particular dzes,thls 
material Is now offered et 
cost. All 3-16" thick. 
G352 9.12" each ...01.25 
G354 6%x9%" ea... 1.60 
G356 6x11" each ... 1.20 
G357 6.4" each .... .45 

P i'tl '118 >,. ,. >;' .. !,'",;>2 ,',, 

:rt..! '. 

6050 

1405-3616 --{ 

Brass Rods 
Sold in 6" lengths only. 
68032 Bed 8-32" thread 
length S 08 

G6032 Rod. 6-32" thread 
length $ 06 

G1425 Rod, plain, r1s " 
round, length S 10 

G36I6 Rod, plain 3-16" 
round. length S 06 

Panel Mounting Grounded 
Rotor Condensers 

Positively no better con- 
denser made. Loosest loss- 
es, all Insulation hard rub- 
ber. Have binding posts. 
aluminum plates, rugged 
rmtstructton. 'Lined by 9 
big set manufacturers. 
G5I13 13 -plate ....$I.10 
05123 23 -plate ..., 1.20 
G5143 43 -plate .... 1.30 

Storage Batteries 
Guaranteed for two years. 
Only NEW material used. 
Auld proof terminals. Pat- 
ent vents. 
G2400 Two volt, 40 
amp.hours $3.90 
G640 Six volt. 40 
amp. hours 7.25 
G666 Slx volt, 60 
amp. hnun 8.90 
Shipped express collect. 

New 1925 "Rasco" Catalog No. 12 
CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOK-UPS, 300 
ILLUSTRATIONS, 500 ARTICLES, NOW 100 PAGES 

All Armstrong Circuits are explained 
clearly, all values having been given. 
leaving out nothing that could puzzle 
you. 

Just to name a few of the circuits: 
The V.T. ns a detector and one-step 
amplifier; all Armstrong circuits; one- 
step radio frequency amplifier and de- 
tector: three stage audio frequency 
amplifier; short wave regenerative elr- 
cults; 4-atnge radio frequency ampli- 
fiers; radio and audio frequency 
amplifier; Inductively coupled ampli- 
fier; all Reflex Circuits. 

FREE 
A POSTAL 

CARD 
BRINGS IT 

NEW 
Battery Lead Tags 

Latest wrinkle, trade in 
metal, nickel -plated. Doi- 
tahed. Clamp tag on bat- 
tery wire, and It won't 
cons oR. These floe styles: 04310 8 ohm $ 38 

"R-", "A4-". and "A G4311 30 ohm 44 - G4312 Potentiometer 
G8630 Tag.. set of 10 0.15 200 ohms 

Rheostats and Potentio- 
meters 

High heat dielectric base. 
Come with tapered, knurl- 
ed knob, 271/1" dla. Cam - 
[stele with pointer. 

68 

RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY, 985 Park Place, New York City 
Factories: Brooklyn, N. Y. Elkridge, Md. 
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.ROQ1 
Battery Prices 
SMASHED! 

To Consumers Only 
-;41 Here is a real battery quality, ? jp guaranteed to you at prices 

that will astound the entire bat- 
tery -buying public. Order Di- 

rect From Factory. Put the 
®m ... Dealer's Profit in your own pock- 

et. You actually save much more 
° than half, and so that you can be 

convinced of true gaallty and perform- 
ance, we give a Wedges 2 -Year Guaran- 
tee. Here is your protection! No need to 
take a chance. Our battery is right-and 
the price is lowest ever made. Convince 
yourself. Read the priced! 

Auto Batteries Radio Batteries 
6Voit,11Platn.$9.50 6Volt.100 Amp.59.50 
eVolt,191'lete, l l.50 6l 

Í2Ó p.11.50 i2Volt, 7Piete,i3.00 VolAm0.13.00 
Buy Direct-Send No Money 

We ask o deoonit. Sim ly wend name end ad - 
dregs receiveeo.rderExpressCO°D.. 
eeubieet to your examination 
on arrival. 
accompanies each hottery 
We allow e% discount 
for cash in full with or- 
der. You cannot loan! 
Send your order today 
-NOW! 
ARROW BATTERY CO. 
Dept.14. 1210 So. 
Wabash Ave.,Chlcaao 

oP;z1r . \\ o4TTaa1 

,. 

ON ONE' TUBE 
1110 FREE BOOKLET tells the story. California users 
of CROSS COUNTRY CIRCUIT hear Atlantic Coast, 
Canada. Cuba. Mexico and Bawali. Atlantic Coast users 
hear England to California. Our new plan makes this 
get easiest and cheapest to build. One hour put, in 
operation. One tuning control. No soldering. Any 
novice ran do It. RIO BOOKLET FREE or complete instructions for 25c stamps or rain. 
VESCO RADIO CO.. Beg DE -117. Oakland. CAM 

WRITE TO -DAY 
SEND POST CARD FOR DESCRIPTION OF 

"STAND%RD WIRING" 
THE GREATEST BOOK ON ELECTRIC LIGHT 
AND POWER WIRING EVER PUBLISHED. 
H. C. CUSHING, JR.. 10 W. 40th St.. New York 

rREEt_Ly1 

..gogoOOKLET FO 

_ FR NVCNTORS 

If your Invention fs new and useful It is patentable. send 
me your sketch. Inventions developed, patented. Trade 
marks and copyrights obtained in the U. S. and Foreign 
countries. 

Z. H. POLACHEK - - 70 Wall St., New York 
Rep. Patent Attorney 
Professional Engineer 

_ ,,.,';¡,¡7i,i ilnneeu111humYIi... 

EXPERIMENTER'S 
PATENT SERVICE 

EDITED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS 

ON this page every month we will give our readers the benefit of our experience on 
patents and questions pertaining to patent law. Years of our treatment of the subject 
of patented, patentable (and many unpatentable) devices has proved satisfactory to 

hundreds of thousands of experimenters. The writer. who has handled the Patent Advice 
columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE for the past seven years, will 
answer questions pertaining to the experimental side of Patents in this publication. If you 
have an idea, the solution of which is puzzling you, send it to this department for advice. 
Questions should be limited to Electrical, Radio and Chemical subjects. Another of our 
publications, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, handles patent advice in other branches. Address 
"Experimenter's Patent Service," c/o The Experimenter, 53 Park Place, New York City. 

Electrical Gas Flame Starter 
(12) R. A. Waters. Chicago, Ill., asks 

whether we believe there would be a mar- 
ket for a painter's gasoline torch started 
by electricity. The device is to be used 
for starting gasoline fires of corn poppers 
used on the beaches. 

A. Supposing that you could start these 
gasoline torches by heating up the tip of 
the burner by means of electricity. \Vhat 
advantage have you gained? None as far 
as we can see. You might, if you intend to 
use electricity, substitute an electrical heater 
for the entire gasoline device and do away 
with the noise, smoke, llame and danger of 
fire which you evidently attempt to over- 
come. Using an electrical corn popper 
would make toward greater cleanliness, al- 
though such corn poppers are already on 
the market, yet you could not protect such 
an idea. 

The reason that gasoline blow -torches ate 
used in some corn poppers is because these 
corn poppers are moved about from place to 
place. Sometimes such corn poppers are less 
expensive to maintain and operate than elec- 
trical devices of similar nature. In some 
towns, however, electricity is very cheap. In 
these latter mentioned places, electrical corn 
poppers would have an advantage over the 
gasoline types. To the best of our belief, 
a heating coil fitted to a gasoline torch would 
have such a very limited use that a patent 
upon the idea would seem to be worthless. 
\Ve do not suggest that you apply for one. I 

.PATENTS OPYR GHTS 
Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write 

for our blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION". This should be 
signed and witnessed and returned to us together with model or 
sketch and description of the invention for INSPECTION and IN- 
STRUCTIONS FREE. Electrical cases a specialty. 

Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT," 
sent Free on request. Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms 

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys 
Chicago Offices: Pittsburgh Offices: Philadelphia Offices: San Francisco Offices: 

1114 Tacoma Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg. 51R-519 Liberty Bldg. 1010 Hobart Bldg. 
Ness York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg. 

MAiN OFFICES: 930 NINTH, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Name Address 

Refrigerator 
(13) A. N. Nevers, Ottawa, Toronto, 

Canada, has submitted a drawing of a re- 
frigerating system in which ordinary ice is 
used, but the doors of the icebox are sealed 
tightly and compressed air is pumped into 
the refrigerator. He reasons that the de- 
vice should work as a thermos bottle. 

A. You evidently do not understand the 
principle of operation in a thermos bottle. 
The space between the two walls of the 
bottle is not filled with compressed air as 
you suppose, but as near a true vacuum as it 
is possible to produce practically. Filling 
the space between the walls of glass in a 
thermos bottle with compressed air would 
circumvent the original theory of its opera- 
tion. It would, therefore, be useless for 
you to add the electrically -driven air com- 
pressor to your icebox. From another 
standpoint, your suggestion is impracticable. 
Air is considerably heated during the process 
of compression. This heat must be removed 
by the ice in the icebox before the air can 
be cooled enough to affect the food. We 
do not suggest that you work upon this idea 
to any extent. 

Spark Plug Intensifier 
(14) P. R. Montague, Springfield, Mass., 

writes: 
Can I secure a patent on a spark plug 

and intensifier for automobile engines in 
which the intensifier is a series gap with 
an adjustable rod passing through the top 
of the spark plug fitted with a threaded end, 
so that the same may be regulated by em- 
ploying an ordinary screw driver for con- 
trolling the size of the spark gap? 

A. You might perhaps be able to secure 
a patent on this combination spark plug and 
intensifier on a technicality. No basic patent 
could be granted on the same because the 
idea is very old. There are at the present 
time a number of concerns manufacturing 
spark plugs of án almost identical nature. 

Spark plug intensifiers. although in vogue 
several years ago, are diminishing in popu- 
larity very rapidly now, and we believe that 
in a few years no automobile sales and ser- 
vice bureaus will stock these. 

if you will walk into the average five - 
and -tent -cent store, you will find spark .plug 
intensifiers sold there. These intensifiers may 
be attached to any desired spark plug and 
are not integral with the deviec. 

Such attachments we believe are superior' 
to the plug containing the series gap as de- 
signed by you. We do not suggest applying 
for a patent on the system. 
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MY 
PATENT 
LAW 

OFFICE 

Just across 
' street from; 

u.S.P*T.OFF. 

. At the right is a view 
of my drafting and 
specification offices, 
where a large staff 
of experienced ex- 
perts arc in my con- 
stant employ. All 

. drawings and speci- 
fications a r e pre- 
pared under my per- 
sonal supervision. 

w- 

r. 

Il 

INVENTORS 
-write for 

these 
FREE 

BOOKS 
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article 
or for an improvement on an old one, you should communicate 
with a competent Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. 

Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in 
the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more applications 
are made for the same or substantially the same idea (even 
though the inventors may live in different sections of 
the country and be entirely unknown to one another). 
In such a case, the burden of proof rests upon the last 
application filed. Delays of even a few days in filing 
the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. 
So lose no time. Get in touch with me at once by mail- 
ing the coupon below. 

1 

_ a. 

Prompt, Careful 
Efficient Service 

This large, experienced organization de- 
votes its entire time and attention to pat- 
ent and trademark cases. Our offices are 
directly across the street from the U. S. 
Patent Office. We understand the techni- 
calities of patent law. We know the rules 
and requirements of the Patent Office. 
\Ve can proceed in the quickest, safest and 
best ways in preparing an application for 
a patent covering your idea. Our success 
has been built on the strength of careful, 
efficient, satisfactory service to inventors 
and trademark owners located in every 
state in the Union. 

No Charge for Information on How to Proceed 
The books shown here contain valuable information relating to patent procedure 

that every inventor should have. And with them I will also send you my "Record of 

Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and establish its date before 

a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon 

and I will send you the books, and the "Record of Invention" form, together with 

detailed information on how to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No 

need to lose a minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information 

entirely without charge or obligation. 

Strict Secrecy Preserved 
All communications, sketches, drawings, etc., are held in strictest confi- 

dence in strong, steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to author- 
ized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. 
Your case will have my personal attention. It is probable that I can help 
you. Highest references. But FIRST-clip the coupon and get my free 
books. Do THAT right now., 

Clarence A. O'Brien 
Registered Patent Attorney 

Member of Supreme Court of the United States; Court of AP - 
peals, District peals, District of Columbia; Supreme Court. Dis- 
trict of Columbia; United States Court of Claims. 

Practice confined exclusively to Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights. 

Mail thisCoupon - I t 
1 

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN, 
Registered Patent Attorney, 
237D Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg. 
Washington, D. C. 

Please send me your free books, "How to Obtain a Patent," and 
"Invention and Industry," together with your "Record of Invention" 
form, without any cost or obligation on my part. 

Name 

Address 

(Important: Write or print name clearly) 

e 
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This is your last chance 
to get this pay -raising 
library-with the great 
Croft Armature Wind- 

ing Book-FREE 
This is the last chance you will have to get 
the pay -raising LIBRARY OF ELECTRICAL 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR with Croft's 
Alternating -Current Armature Winding Free. 
There are only a few copies of this valuable 
Croft armaturewinding book left for free dis- 
tribution. As long as they last, this special 
offer is good. When they go, the offer stops. 
Act now and save money! And push yourself 
ahead to a big -pay job. 

Library of Electrical 
Maintenance and Repair 

5 volumes -1736 pages -1810 pictures 

Every man concerned with the care and repair 
of electrical machinery should have these prac- 
heal books. with their helpful tables, diagrams, 
data, methods and kinks. Every one of the 
five volumes is jammed to the covers with 
sound, how-to-doit information-the kind you 
have to have when anything goes wrong. 

The Sure Way to Big Pay 
The books contain hundreds of photographs, diagrams 
and tables, which show you how to go about It to make 
nn effective repair Job There are wiring diagrams 
covering A C and D.C. generators. feeders, transform- 
ers. potential regulators, synchronous converters. hat- 

' terles and boosters, substations. lamp mechanism, con- 
y nections. rheostats and -controllers, lightning arresters, 

automatic switches. railway controllers, etc. 

Croft's A.C. Armature Winding-Free 
The hook you get free with this helpful set of books Is 
Croft's Alternating Current Armature Winding. one of 
the greatest of the Croft books one of the most valuable 
electrical books published In recent years. 
It L. packed with helpful armature winding informa- 
tion. It contains hundreds of useful Illustrations and 
diagrams. 
You get it free for acting now. 

Send no Money-Mail the Coupon 
Don't send any money afalt Just the coupon. See the 
library for 10 days free. If It does not satisfy you In 
every way. send it back. We pay all expenses. To 
keep, send lust $2.00 In ten days and Day the balance 
12.00 a month for only 6 months. When your first pay- 
ment of $2.00 Is received your free copy of the Croft 
book will be sent to you. 

íaosñ 
- 

tix>.2n rts 
xar a 

r~'.' sx~ 7s-= 
fiiT 56.TICX :$iñAi 'i.ftNfUt 
tarmac low 4Jmf : aé'HwEkoi: 0Nü" .dl- ue : te t REPAIR ,kIR- Re?Aln PAIA ©_ar---_ 

Act Now 

Save 
$3.00 

I ` Get the 
FREE 

BOOK 

Mail this 

coupon 

today! 

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON 

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.. INC.. 
370 Seventh Avenue. New York. 

Bennement-Send me the Library of Electrical Main- 
tenance and Repair, all charges prepaid. for 10 days' 
Free Examination. If satisfactory I will send $2.00 in 
ten days and $2.00 a month until $14.00 has been paid. 
If not (ranted I will write for shipping Instructions. 
Upon receipt of my first payment of $2.00 I am to 
receive Croft's Alternating -Current Armature Winding 
free of charge. 

Name 

Address 

Position 

Company Exp. 8-1-25 

The Ark of the Covenant 
(Continued from page 70,) 

minutes before we were on the edge of the 
plateau. 

Below us lay the little basin from which ran 
the winding stream, but because of the configura- 
tion of 'the cliffs and their overhang, our view 
was not very good. half the basin was cut oft from 
sight by a ridge that ran out from the side of 
the plateau. 

"There's a mighty funny air about that place 
down there," Danny whispered, when we had 
looked in silence for a minute or two. "What is 
it, Jimmy?" 

"I don't know, Dan-unless it is that it's a 
little too trim for its surroundings." 

"1 think you've said it, Jimmy. \Vouldn't you 
say that the neck of the basin has been widened? 
Or else why are the river banks there so sheer, 
whets at other places they're undercut or fallen 
in?" 

"Spades?" I whispered. 
"I'd say so." 
"Niggers?" 
"Not the kind of thing niggers would do." 
\Ve discovered a growing suspicion in each 

other's eyes. 
"\Vltat do you say to crossing the plateau to 

the other side," I asked softly, "and seeing what's 
there? Does it strike you, Danny, that the little 
lake below must be filled from somewhere-or 
else how do you explain the steady current into 
the river?" 

"That strip we took to be a creek on the other 
side-maybe it flows under the plateau," said 
Danny. "Let's investigate, anyhow." 

\Ve turned south and began to work down the 
west side of the scar. For a space the going was 
heavy, but after a little the undergrowth began 
to be less dense. The plateau seemed to be about 
a kilometer wide, perhaps more, so with the 
heavy going at the start of our crossing the jour- 
ney looked like taking us about half an hour. I 
wanted to clear the thing up, get back to the 
Merlin, and be in Maracaybo by nightfall. It was 
now long past noon, somewhere about half -past 
one, and the heat was oppressive. \Ve had to 
make our way back over the red outcrop, climb 
the bluff, and find our trail through the forest 
to the lake above and the Merlin. My suspicion 
had died down. The whole place was so deso- 
late and lonely, so silent, that to think the were 
somewhere in the neighborhood of the raiders' 
lair seemed too far-fetched. I was anxious to be 
on the chase again. 

Danny, however, had some idea in his head. 
He was plugging along by my side with an alert- 
ness and keenness that I was at a loss to account 
for, so after a long spell of silence my curiosity 
got the better of me. I turned to my friend and 
stopped him. 

"Come, old man," I said. "Out with it! What's 
in your mind?" 

"Honest, Jimmy." he said, "I don't know. I'm 
just a lump of suspicion-that rhodolite, you see. 
I've got it sort of mixed up with radium-" 

"You mean-?" 
"Yes. Confound it, Jimmy! We've got to 

account for all that radium sontehow-" 
I gazed at him for a second or two. 
"All right, Dan," I said. Let's go on-but if there's anything in it. we're too far away from 

the Merlin to be comfortable." 
We went on. I now caught snore than a touch 

of Danny's excitement and alertness. We were 
pressing south, a little westwards, when suddenly 
we caught a gleam of something high and white 
among the grey -green of the foliage, and towards 
this gleam we cautiously threaded our way. Pres- 
ently we were near enough to see that the whitish 
gleam cante front a number of conical stone spikes 
standing high among the bushes. 

"Sinter cones," whispered Dan, "like those of Ham:~ Meskontine in Tunis." 
"Dried-up hot spring?" 
"Yes. A gradual crystalline precipitation build- 

ing up into a hollow cone." 
'Mighty queer plateau, Dan-" "It is a nighty queer plateau, Jintmy," he in- 

terrupted. "Just take a look at the peak of that 
middle cone. What would you say that shim- 
mering haze was?" 

"Heat, by hookey! It's a kind of chimney." 
"Gimtne a leg up, Jimmy." whispered Dan, 

"and let's see what kind of heat!" \'e trampled through the undergrowth to the 
side of the middle cone, and then I helped Dan 
to climb up to the top. He put his head close 
to the mouth and sniffed cautiously. Then he 
turned round and down to me with a face livid 
wills excitement. 

"Oil -burning, Jimmy!" 
i let him slide to the ground. 
"Don't you see what it means, Jimmy?" he 

cried. "There's something doing underground! it's the smell of petroleum! By Christopher, 
Jimmy, I believe we've tracked them!" 

"Exactly," said a familiar voice behind us. 
"Put up your hands, Messrs. Janes Boon and 
Company! \Ve rather expected you'd be drop- 
ping in one day." 

We turned in a hurry, to find ourselves look- 
ing down the muzzles of three rifles projecting 
from the bushes. Then behind a pistol in front 
of us the bushes parted. A big man rose up 
to hís full height, still covering us. It was Com- 
mander Setonl 

(End of Book One) 

BOOK TWO 
The Plateau of the Red Sear 

Here Begins the Narrative of Sholto Seton, 
D.S.O., D.S.C., Chev. Legion d'Honneur, 

Etc., Commander. R.N. 
CHAPTER ONE 

The Litter in the Clearing 
I 

If patience and determination have brought 
readers thus far in a particularly haphazard and 
ill -knit story, apology from ine for taking them 
back three years will be superfluous. Pertinacity 
so singular-though it be grown but from an 
irritated desire to finish a penance-will find 
nothing daunting in even so drastic a backward 
leap. Yet, by way of apology for the retracing. 
I ant fain to say this much. If I ato to achieve 
reasonable accuracy in my share of the history, 
and if 1 am to make myself properly understood 
by the patient reader, I can do no other. 

Captain Sholto Seton, With Distinguished 
Titles, Introduces IIimoelt to the Readers 

and Begins Ills Story 
In the tatter of introducing myself, the flat- 

tering analysis of my character, and the slight 
sketch of my history, given by Major Boost in 
his narrative, like the wound of Mercutio, though 
they are "neither as deep as a well nor as wide 
as a church door," they will "serve." Indeed, 
they must serve, faute de Jnieti.x, since I have 
wasted much breath and tinte in urging Boon to 
alter them or delete them altogether, and I can- 
not begin here to give my own version. 

In justice to myself and you, i ant compelled 
to say, further, that the pen is a most unfamiliar 
implement to me; my wildest hope is that I may 
spin a plain yarn. True, I have gained a measure 
of courage for my task through watching the airy 
insouciance with which Boon has been pounding 
out chapters on his typewriting machine, and I 
tell myself that if lie can be without bowels of 
compassion for his readers, so, surely, can 1. 
As I go along I shall try to vamp something of 
a technique from him, and from other great 
writers, and so win through with what credit I 
may. 
Adventures on the Rio Negro, a Far -Off Trib- 

utary of the Upper Amazon 
Three years, then, before that morning in 

March when the Ark of the Cotenant dropped 
silently from the skies upon the financial center 
of New York, I was, with two ex -petty officers 
of His Majesty's royal navy and a handful of 
Indian bearers, among the upper reaches of the 
Rio Negro, that northern tributary of the Ama- 
zon. Of the reasons and the urges which took 
me into such an isolated and labyrinthine tract of 
wilderness I shall say little. They are personal. 
and might easily be tedious. I was seeking what I :night find in unexplored country, 

Higgins, Grumstock and myself canse upon 
many things of a strange nature in that wilder. 
ness, but by far the strangest thing that hap- 
pened to us was the finding of him whom we 
afterwards were to know as "The Master." it was towards nightfall of a teeming -hot day 
We were about to make camp by the side of an 
unnamed river, tributary to the Negro, and were 
looking for some place suitable. when suddenly 
we broke into a small clearing in which were 
the remains of a recent camp. So recent, in- 
deed, were these remains, that there, where a 
night's growth will obliterate anything but the 
deepest of marl's handprints, the undergrowths 
were still trampled and awry. About the clearing 
empty boxes with smashed lids were scattered. 
and these brought to the scene such evidence of 
haste and confusion that interest was at once 
deeply stirred. I knew of sso party ahead of 
my own, nor was there wind of any coming down 
from the borders of Venezuela or Colombia. It 
was unlikely in the latter case that the explorers 
had passed us, since it was improbable that they 
had crossed unnecessarily to the other side of 
the river, or had strayed far from its hank. 

Froni the indications around we were forced to 
the sinister conclusion that the former occupants of the clearing lead been attacked by Indians. No 
sane explorers would have indulged in the frenzy of breakage or the partition of stores which was 
shown. I resolved, therefore, with the help of 
my two melt to arrive at what solution I could of the mystery. 

As a preliminary to the search, we made cane 
then and there. The bearers were ordered to un 
load and pile stores. Higgins and Grumstock. 
avid for anything which promised a break its the 
monotony of weeks of toilsome journeying. quick- 
ly had the tents erected, and. with that unfailing 
lingua franca by which the British seaman makes 
himself everywhere understood. badgered and 
cajoled the Indians into unheard-of activity. 
A Strange Patient and His Convalescence; 

Retelationa Beginning to Come to Light, 
Although the Mystery (:rows 

Our search was not of long duration. A sud- 
den shout took me hurrying back from the side 
on which I had started investigations to the 
other, and here, a little way deeper in the forest. 
I found my two men in awed contemplation of 
a roughly -made litter, which was slung at a fair 
height between two trees. in this litter a white 
ntan lay, to all appearance dead. He was a 
small man, and my two helpers had no difficulty 
in unhitching the litter from the trees or in con- 
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To Practical Men and Electrical Students: 
Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous 

electrical school bearing his name, has prepared 
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical 
man and those who are taking up the study of 
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of 
electrical machinery and connections, over two 
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems 
worked out showing how the formulas are used. 
This data is taken from his personal note book, 
which was made while on different kinds of work, 
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged 
in the electrical business. 

The drawings of connections for electrical appa- 
ratus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes, 
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Revers- 
ible Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers, 
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic 
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for 
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connec- 
tions for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo 
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also, 
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters, 
Delta and Star Connections and Connections for 
Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting 
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all 
kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls 
where Three and Four Way Switches are used. 

The work on Calculations consists of Simple 

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical 
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances, 
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel 
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire 
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Informa- 
tion regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur- 
poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations, 
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and 
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power 
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring 
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and Dynamo 
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calcu- 
lating Size of Pulleys. 

Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding 
Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency, 
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors, 
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Con- 
ductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag 
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line 
Transformers. 

The book, called the "Burgess Blue Book," is 
published and sold by us for one dollar ($1.00) 
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books, 
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or 
money order. We know the value of the book 
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by return- 
ing your money if you decide not to keep it after 
having had it for five days. 

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO. Dept. WD -720 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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CInatD 12 -Cell - 24 -Volt nq R4d,Q er / 
Storage`B'Battery 
Positively given free witheach 
purchase of a WORLD "A" Storage Battery. You must - 
send this ad with your order. - 

WORLD Batteries are famous s1 M for their guaranteed quality , I 
and service. Backed by years-rrr!!!! , of successful manufacture end Al thousands of satisfied users. , Equipped with Solid Rubber 

e- ^ey,t ann tun R es agalneidand k pre. ou save Miner cent and gat. =Year Guarantee 
g WORLD Bat' Approved Bond in Writin 

tell their friends." That's our bee[ proof of performance. Send your order In today. Solid Rubber Case Radio Batteries 
6 -Volt, 100 -Amperes . . $11.25 
6 -Volt, 120 -Amperes. 13.25 
6 -Volt. 140 -Amperes . 14.00 Solid Rubber Case Auto Batteries 
6 -Volt, 11 -Plots . $11.25 6 -Volt, 13 -Plate . . , 13.25 
12 -Volt, 7 -Plate 16.00 

w 

Send No Money 1.;~y,';; éa°ta 
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veying it to the nearest tent, my own, as it hap- 
pened. Under the powerful light of a petrol 
lamp I made examination of the stranger, and I 
found his heart, though scarcely discernible, was 
still beating. 

Even with that rough-and-ready medical knowl- 
edge which I have, it was plainly manifest to me 
that collapse had followed fever and partial star- 
vation, and I began to administer gentle stimu- 
lants and easy nutritives. My labor was rewarded 
by a slight strengthening of the heart-beat, but 
there were no signs of returning consciousness. 

I stripped the man to put him into clean linen, 
and I was horrified to find that his body was 
terribly burned. A great patch on the left side 
was deeply raw and inflamed, and-most nause- 
ating feature of all-tile left hand seemed to 
have been burned off from above the wrist. 
It was a marvel that the man remained alive. 
These were injuries which I despaired of treat- 
ing adequately from my little medicine chest, 
and I should have been completely at a loss what 
to do had the stranger not had the means of 
treatment with him. In the litter whereon he 
had been lying we found, beside a wash -leather 
bag apparently containing geological specimens. 
a large pot of reddish ointment, clean and fresh. 
I could find faint traces of this ointment on the 
fair skin around the burns, and I thought the 
wisest thing in the circumstances was to continue 
the use of it. I took clean strips of medicated 
linen, and o ith loose bandages of these I applied 
the ointment to the dreadful wounds. 

It was two days before the man opened his 
eyes. We had not attempted to break camp, and 
our stay in the clearing had been without event. 
The return to consciousness was abrupt. I went 
into the tent to see how the patient was pro- 
gressing, and found myself gazing into the mild- 
est pair of blue eyes I have ever seen. Mild 
though they were, yet something lay in their 
depths that one met with a shock almost physical. 

"What is your name?" the stranger asked 
levelly. 

"Sholto Seton." I replied. 
"An explorer?" 
"in an amateur way-yes." 
"How long ago is it since you found me?" 

lie demanded. "it will he forty-eight hours ago at seven this 
evening. You were in a litter slung between 
two trees." 

"Yes. I made my bearers put me there. What 
day of the week was that-Monday?" 

"Monday." I said. 
"Yes. This is the third day of the sun since 

I became unconscious. It was on Monday that 
my bearers deserted me. You were in the nick 
of time, Mr. Seton-ant I right in the form of 
address? You have the look of authority that 
comes from command." 

"I am by courtesy Commander Seton-lately 
of the British navy." I replied. "But do you 
think you should talk, sir?" 

"I shall finish in a moment." said this strange- 
ly self-contained patient. "With what have you 
been treating me?" 

I explained what I had done. 
"Excellent. Now, Commander Seton, I am 

afraid I must draw on your patience and good - 
nature to the extent of relapsing into uncon- 
sciousness for another day. Continue the treat- 
ment-especially the ointment, which you must 
not attempt to vary in any way. it is adequate 
in itself. Thank you. And until this time to- 
morrow, when I shall waken in complete com- 
mand of myself-good-day t" 

He closed those remarkable eyes of his, and 
was asleep. I was left with the impression, 
despite his utmost frality of physique, of a per- 
sonality nigh ruthless in dominating will -power, 
a personality which gripped with hoops of steel, 
and of a courage, in the face of what must have 
been agonizing pain, which nearly appalled. 

For the space of ten minutes, I think, I stood 
where I was. There I tiptoed over to look down 
at him. He had not fallen asleep. He had re- 
lapsed back into a state of deep unconsciousness. 

I marked the broad brow and deep head of the 
thinker, the exquisite placing of shapely ears, 
the fine setting of the eyes, the clean chiselling 
of the nose. Through a thin brown beard and 
moustache could be seen a mouth in shape at 
once firm and mobile. It was a head in a mil- 
lion, satisfying one's senses with both beauty 
and power. in spite of the luxuriance of his 
fine brown hair, I judged him to be from fifty 
to sixty years of age. 

I stole from the tent. 

II 

The Stranger, Now Called the Master, Lays 
liare His Plans to Stop the War. Ile Has 

Found the Power There Near Where 
the Merlin is Resting 

He recovered as I have seen a boxer between 
rounds recover, deliberately. He rested, deliber- 
ately relaxing until he was ready to stir, and it 
was a fortnight before he moved from the 
tent. I had not asked his name, nor did I ever 
ask his name. From the first I called him "sir," 
until it came to the time when I openly called 
him "Master." Strange though it may seem, from 
the first I knew that lie had but to lift a finger 
and I would obey his behest. Nor do I think 
i ever departed from my manhood right in giv- 
ing him such service. 

It was a fortnight before he began to speak 
at any length, and in this silence it seemed that 

he rested his brain as deliberately as he did his 
tortured body. My two seamen, Higgins and 
Grumstock, accepted him as I did, and they 
almost fell over each other-or even out with 
each other-in their desire to do him service. 

I shall not readily forget our first long talk, 
deep in the heart of the murmuring forest. It 
was night, and we were in the tent together, 
for we shared it now he was fit to walk abroad. 
I was putting some notes together of my ob- 
servations in exploring, when suddenly he spoke. 

"Seton," he said, "I am ready to talk if you 
are." 

"Yes, sir," I said, as readily as though a talk 
had been prearranged. "I atn ready." It was a platter of turning my camp -chair to 
face hint, and then he bade me tell him of my 
experience in the war of 1914-13. I had none 
of the hesitation I should normally have felt at 
obeying such a request. I told him all I had 
done from start to finish. 

"Would you have it happen again?" he asked, 
when I had finished. 

"No, sir," I said truthfully. "I hope we have . 
seen the last of war forever." 

"A vain hope, my good Seton," tie said quiet- 
ly. "The nations of the earth have forgotten. 
They have forgotten the bloodshed and ruin of 
those terrible years, the martyrdom of women, 
the sacrifice of men. Too quickly have they 
forgotten. Lust and anger sway them, and the 
greed of gain, jealousy of their neighbors. In 
their blindness they would repeat those awful 
years." 

"I know," I said. "They are fools. I give 
them another three years-and some of them 
will be at it again. 1t trill be bigger than ever. 
i knew my hope was vain when I expressed it, 
sir." 

"Three years !" he said, half to himself. "It 
could be accomplished in three years." Then 
aloud: "Are you a rich man. Seto.?" "I have ratter more than half a million Eng- 
lish pounds." 

"How much of that fortune would you give," 
he asked. "if it were guaranteed to you, beyond 
any possible doubt. that war could be stopped 
forever on this earth?" 

"Every penny of it, sir," I said. 
"And if I, Seton, if I offered you that guar- 

antee?" 
\Vhy, sir-I'd listen to you-I'd help-" 

He looked at me in silence for a minute. From 
far away in the forest around us there came a 
deep boom as of a great hell suddenly smitten. 
What it was I cannot pretend to say, but the 
forest is like that. A great noise, quite inex- 
plicable, then the silence once more, save for the 
never -ceasing whisper that hardly breaks the un- canny stillness. 

"Seton," said the man earnestly, "I want your 
word that if you cannot believe what I shall 
tell you, if you cannot sec your way clear to 
stated by lny side-I want your word that you 
will never repeat a syllable of it to ears other 
than mine, that you will lock it up in your heart 
forever." 

i give you my word, sir." 
Then the Master laid bare his plan to stop 

war. 
Even now, with the years behind me when I 

worked by his side, my brain reels as I remem- 
ber that night. Far into the night the Master 
talked, patiently explaining to my lay understand 
ing secrets that have revolutionized science. He 
told of the mighty power which had come into 
his hand after years of endless labor, of picking 
up discarded threads at first thought useless, of 
following up paths of promise which ended in 
disappointment, and in the end of the discovery 
of a further path which even he with all his 
magnificent intellect dared not pursue to its end. it was unhelievable-yet I believed. In the 
hollow of that frail hand, its fellow lost in in- 
describable suffering and torture in the search 
for that terrible secret, there lay the power to 
free mankind, or to destroy, to lay waste the 
whole earth-aye, and worlds beyond. I be- 
lieved, but belief was agony. 

Hour after hour he talked, in that tireless, 
untiresome level voice of his. A little man, frail, 
suffering the tortures of the damned from great 
cracking sores, yet placid, mild, gentle, with 
never a wince, never a smile even to mock his 
anguish. Years of Calvary lay behind him, and 
a quarter of a century of ceaseless toil. 

I say no living man could endure as the Mas- 
ter endured. As he spoke to me in the forest 
that night, I began to think that everything but 
the Will was gone; body, soul-everything which 
goes to make up the moving, whimpering, pur- 
poseless thing we call Man-everything but the 
Will. The Will and the Vision. 

Yet, as I look back on the years that began 
that night, remembering the love I bore hit., 
and the tender, winning, ungrudging, patient 
something that emanated from him to wrap me 
to him, I (lope and pray that more than the 
Will was left. 

"And so," he finished, "and so. my dear Seton, 
that afternoon when I opened my eyes and saw 
you, I believed that at last I had found my lieu- 
tenant. I believed that at last the path towards 
realizing my dream was opened for me. Are 
you the .tan, Sholto Scton? Think well, for 
here is the least I will take front you, the most 
I will offer you. Three years of belief, of un- 
swerving devotion to my cause. Three years 
of unremitting toil, without reward except that 
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The Simplest Practical 
Radio Set Made 

$ ' 00 

RADIOGEM 
The simplest radio outfit made- 

yet as practical as the most expen- 
sive. A crystal receiving set that 
you can operate and enjoy even 
though you know absolutely noth- 
ing about radio. You receive the 
RADIOGEM unassembled, together 
with a clearly written instruction 
book, which shows you how to 
quickly and easily construct the 
set, using only your hands and a 

scissors. The outfit comprises all 
the necessary wire, contact points, 
detector mineral, tube on which to 
wind the coil, etc., etc. The in- 
struction book explains simply and 
completely the principles of radio 
and its graphic illustrations make 
the assembling of the RADIOGEM 
real fun. 

AERIAL OUTFIT 
Complete aerial outfit for 

the RADIOGEM, consisting 
of 100 ft. of standard cop- 
per aerial wire and two 
special porcelain insulators. 
Price 50c. 

Radiogem - - - $1.00 
Aerial Outfit - - - - .50 
Radiogem and Aerial 

Outfit - - - - 2.50 

RAGEMCO 
Radio Headquarters 'for the Finest and BEST Radio Tools 

s 1 ® This Is the handiest : set of tools ever made 
for Radio Work by 
the makers of the 
(imams "YANKEE - 
Tools. Tools. It contains the 
following: 1 Rachet 
Screw -driver. 614 In. 

lung holding all attachments; 1 Blade. Sty x 3-10; I 
Made, 3% x 1/2; 1 Blade 221/2 11; 1 Countersink: 2 Sock- 
et Wrenches for all small nuts; 1 Reamer to enlarge holes 
In panel from ld I 14: 1 Wrench. one end 5-I6" sllnare 
or hex. for jack, other /" hex.. etc. 
PRICE per set-No. 701 33.00 
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RADIO 
TOOL SET 

V , ._.. 
Maw ,.,-.). 

bearing three j:ni cd chuck 
rab-ly round shank drills 
shill. 12 Inches. 
PRICE-No. 303 

HAND DRILL 
T h e hardwood 
handle Is hollow 
to store drills. 
Iron fame. nick- 
eled parts. hall 

holding and rentel,ng accu- 
from 0 to 3-16. Length of 

52.25 

WIREBENDING 
TOOL 

For making eyes, loops. 
bends, and offsets on Bus 
(tar wire. With this device 
any Radio Construrtor ran 
wire his set to compare fav- 

orably with any factory made set. Easier to use and more 
accurate than pliers. Full directions In box. Slade of 
heavy steel. blued and finished. 
PRICE-No. 203 51.00 

RADIO 
HANDI- °® TOOL 

e Bends. Bus Bar or 
wire strips and 
serapes w I r e . 

bores and ream' 
holes, etc. Tool 
consists of 4 in. 

black japanned hand e. to which Is attached wire bending 
device, with nickeled ferrule and 3 In. long tiro sided 
reamer. 
PRICE-No. 702 50c 

TOOL CHEST 
`-_ - Set consists of "LOCK - 

01(11'" master handle. 5" 
long, black Itubberold fin- 
ish with steel chuck, nickel 

plated. bulled and with the following 9 tools: Saw, brad- 
awl, large screwdriver. file. scratch awl, gimlet. reamer. 
chisel. small screwdriver. Earh tool of tine steel, drop 
forged tempered. hardened, and nicely finished. Set comes 
In iearhernid box with tray. 
P R IL IE-N o. 703 51.85 

CIRCLE CUTTER 
Especially designed for the Radio 
Constructor. ,Made of the finest 
material and equipped with the 
highest grade high steel culling 
bits. It does three things at nnre. 
It drills Its own pilot, cuts out 
plug lord puts bead or scroll 
around the hole In one operation. 
Cuts holes Y. to 4 In. In diem. 
PRICE-No. 402 33.00 
401. Same tool hut smaller and 
not fitted with bead or scroll In 
one npcnn inn. 
PRICE-No. 401 52.00 

SCREW STARTER 
and DRIVER 

Holds any screw by its slot 
with a drat grip, makes It easy 

to Place :111,1 start screws in difficult places. 
Just the loot for the Radio Constructor. All 
parts heavily nleheled and polished. 
PRICE-No. 304 51.00 
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RADIO 
DRILL SET 

Composed of 10 straight shank 
twist drills. fitting all hand 
and breast drills. The selec- 
tion of these drills has been 

especially made for ltad o Constrnrtors and consists of 
tie following sizes: 1-16. 5-61, 3-32. 7-04. 14. 9-64. 
. -3" 11-61, 3.16,, 17.61 Drills are mounted on white 
Inll_nd Linen with sizes clearly- marked. 

PRICE-No. 305 51.25 

-I1. 
HAND DRILL 

Especially dcslened for Radio Work by the makers of the 
famous "Yankee" Tools. 5 beautiful balnnred, small. 
powerful drill with 4 to 1 ratio of gears for speed. Spe- 
cial chuck 9-32" capacity, to take largest drill, mostly 
furnished with drill or tool sets. Length over all, 9% in 
weight 11/4 Ibs. 
PRICE-No. 302 52.75 
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ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON 
A perfect tool for Rodin Work. Operates either on 110 - 
volt A.C. or D.C. The heat element Is of Nlehrome, 
whleh prevents overheating and assures the desired even 
temperature. Stye of Iron. 101/2 in. long. .1 4 -ft. cord 
and plug Is furnished. 
PRICE-No. 800 $2.00 
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Three -in -One Nut Wrench. Consists of handle with hol- 
low stem 6 Inches In length and three Interehongeahle 
sockets fitting popular sizes of nuts. The hexagon sockets 
grip the nut ,nll,lly. 
PRICE per set-No. 301 65e 

Combination PI er, Wire Cutter, Wire Former and Wrench. 
Drop forged. slender but eseentlnnaity strong. 0 In. Iona. 
PRICE-No. 202 75e 

1 +_ 

Side Cutting Nipper, Lap Joint. For e.uttlnc all kinds of 
wire. Jams hardened and nil tempered. Natural steel 
finish with polished Jaws. Length 0 I -aches. 
PRICE-No. 201 75e 

Lowe Sharp Nose. Side Cutting Pliers. Just the pliers 
for tee radio constructor. (tends and cuts all kinds of 
soft wire. Sore 154 Inches long, black body. polished 
jaws. Length 51,4 Inches. 
PRICE-No. 200 75e 

Order all tools by order number. All goods are shipped free of transportation charges to all parts of 
the United States and possession; the same day as the order is received. 

MONEY REFUND GUARANTEE 
If you are not satisfied money will be refunded on return of goods. 

NThe RADIOGEM CORP., 66-E W. Broadway, New York, 
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RADIO MAILING 
LISTS 

18,119 Radio Dealers, per M 57.50 
970 Radio Dealers in Mexico, per list 10.00 

2,324 Radio Jobbers, per list 20.00 
1,808 Radio Mfrs., per list 15.00 

597 Radio Mfrs., complete sets 5.00 
p 128 Radio Battery Mfrs. 2.50 

125 Radio Cabinet Mfs. 2.50 
25,000 Radio Amateurs, per M 7.50 

325 Phonograph and Music Radio Dealers 5.00 
Guaranteed 98% correct. Ask for General Price 

List showing 4,000 other lists. 

A. F. Williams, Mgr 
166 W. Adams St. Chicago 

, Make Money in 
,t,7- - Photography . 

We train you quickly at home. 
No experience necessary. Spare 

time or full time. Photographs in big 
demand by magazines, newspapers, adver- 
tisers, etc. Portrait Photographers make more 
money today than everbefore.Commercial Photo- 
graphy also pays big money. New plan. Nothing 
else like it.Wrtte today for details and ew FREE 
book, ''Opportunities in Modena Photography." 

International Studios, Inc. 
Dept 145C 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

which will come from the cause itself. I offer 
you no more. I will take no less." 

As I rose from my chair, my whole body was 
quivering and I was soaked in perspiration. 1 
could not answer him. I reeled to the tent door 
and out into the open, then stumbled across the 
clearing to the riverside. I put my head on two 
hands crossed against a big tree, and, do what 
I might, I could not hold myself from a terrible 
dry sobbing. 

\Vhen I lifted my head, a faint light was be- 
ginning to steal through the leaves overhead, and 
birds were beginning to chatter. I walked back 
to the tent. He was still in his chair, as though 
he had not moved. 

"Well, Seton?" 
"Yes, sir," I said-"if you'll have me." 
"That is well," he said. "And now, my dear 

fellow, find what remnants of sleep you can. We 
must begin at once and I have much to tell 
you yet." 

III 

In tite cool of the following morning we broke 
camp and set off on the long trek back to 
Manaos. Of the journey there is little of moment 
to tell. I had made my own arrangements for 
retiring from the wilderness, and they were fresher 
for being used a little earlier than I liad antici- 
pated. I had a bungalow outside the town of 
Manaos, and there I took the Master and my 
two tnen. I had paid off the bearers a good deal 
higher tip the river, and we finished our journey 
on a power -boat of mine. 

The wash -leather bag which I had thought 
contained geological specimens proved to have 
in it a collection of the finest rough Brazilian dia- 
monds it has ever been my fortune to see. The 
Master, in the characteristically sparing way he 
had, simply stated that he had discovered a 
pipe of them in the higher reaches of the Negro, 
and his idea was that funds for beginning ou 
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A special technical school with concise but eomprehenslee course In Electrical Engineering. Non -essentials 
eliminated. Thorough knowledge of underlying principles emphasized. Theory and practice are closet! 
Interwoven In class -room and iaboratory. 

Electrical Engineering in One Year 
The course is designed for earnest. ambitions young men of limited time and means. 

Curriculum Includes mathematics, mechanical drawing and Intensive shop work. Students 
construct motors. Install wiring. test electrical machines. Graduates are qualified to enter 
the electrical field at once. 

Bliss men hold responsible positions throughout the world. Thoroughly equipped fire- 
proof dormitories. dining hall, laboratories and shops. Prepare for your profession in the 
most Interestingcity In the world. Established 1891. Send for catalog. Address 

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOL, 278 Takoma Avenue Washington, D. C. 

RAY-O-LITE POCKET LIGHTER 
9 No wind or rain can put it out. It is indispensable to smokers and rtitte is guaranteed forever. It's different, better and sure lighting. No 

\ y flint, no friction, always sure, safe, handy, clean and economical, and 
d, . is no expense to the smoker. 

If your sporting -goods dealer cannot supply you, send his name and 5 50c and we will send_ you one of these lighters. 
Money back if not satisfied. 

RAPID MFG. CO., 799 Broadway, Dept. E, NEW YORK, N. Y: 

work should come from the sale of these uncut 
gems. I had to go to Amsterdam to dispose of 
them, and it was also agreed that I should begin 
to liquidate my property by degrees, so that no 
suspicions would be aroused. 

I left Grumstock with the Master at Mansos, 
and took Higgins with me to Europe, where, from 
a list provided me, I began to buy chemical and 
physical plants for the work the Master had to 
do. I had, in fact, to bring together all the in- 
struments necessary for a small laboratory. 

It was ten weeks before the liner dropped me 
and my stores at Manson. I found the Master greatly recovered, and Grumstock very much in- 
stalled as his body -servant, cook and housekeeper. 
Grumstock informed me quite gratuitously that 
he was ready to follow the owner-as he called 
our leader-anywhere. On this hint I found it 
expedient to outline the plan to my two old 
petty officers, and I was gratified to find them 
willing and eager to come into the scheme. Thus 
we had two good men, tried men, honest and 
handy, as a nucleus for our crew. 

A few days after my return to Mansos we 
began our voyage up the river at a former base 
where I was friendly with a local headman. I was 
fortunate enough to secure a fine lot of bearers. 
Among the stores they carried were the sections 
of a good-sized canoe. Grumstock was an efficient 
carpenter, and the plan was to finish our jour- 
ney by water, after he liad put our little craft 
together. This plan, the Master assured us, was 
possible. 

It was perhaps as well that the plan included 
the dismissal of our bearers when we took to 
the water, for as we approached the end of our 
portage, it became manifest that the Indians 
were growing restless and uneasy. I was afraid 
that they were about to desert us, and I searched 
for the reason of their unrest, but found the more 
intelligent of the bearers unwilling to talk. It 
was Higgins who brought me the clue. 

"As far as I can make out, sir," he explained, "We're headin' due and proper for a place they 
call tite Hill of Spooks. Another name they gave 
it is the Wound in the \Vorld. Accordin' to 
them niggers, there's a great, big, bloody scar 
in the body of the earth somewhere near 'ere, 
and every now and then you can hear the earth 
howlin' and groanin' sei' the pain from it. It 
was old Brass -bottle that told me about it,, and 
a scared nigger he was too when he said it. 
I got it from hitn by degrees, like." 

A Great Outcrop of Radio -Active Minerals 
and a Wonderful Cavern. The Discovery 

of a Strange Gas 
I took this report to our leader. 
"Yes, yes, Scton," he replied. "It is a point 

in our favor. The scar is there on the plateau, 
a red outcrop of radio -active minerals, which I 
hope to be able to use to some purpose. Noth- 
ing will grow on the outcrop, and at certain times 
of the year, water or wind through some under- 
ground passage of the plateau gives out a ter- 
rible howling. Hence the fear of the natives. 
But, as I say, a point in our favor, since we 
may work unmolested." 

\Vhen we reached the water, the relief of the 
bearers at being dismissed was evident. We 
had no sooner freed them than they trooped off 
back the way we had come, and they were, I. 
think, not a little scared for us. 

The work of putting together our canoe occu- 
pied Grumstock and Higgins and myself less 
titan a day, and when we had her in the water, 
we found her admirably suited for our purpose. 
She held our stores easily, and there was suffi- 
cient room left to afford our leader his ease -- 
or as mach ease as his poor body would allow him-together with space for the adequate hr.nd- 
ling of her. 

In the early morning we set out for the mys- 
terious plateau. I shall say nothing of the jour- 
ney except that it was arduous. 

Major Boon has given a fairly accurate descrip- 
tion of the lay of the land about the plateau. 
Its main axis ran from east to west, and the toe 
lay among marshy ground, thickly grown with 
bladed plants and the myrtle and veronica type 
of shrub common in the district. On the north, 
a little basin lay under the plateau cliffs, and 
our approach was by a river which flowed from 
this basin, through a gorge quite navigable. and 
bore in a westerly curve from a cup of laud of 
which the plateau was the southern border. 

On the south side of the pleateau another river 
lay, or rather a backwater of that river which 
I shall call the Rio Innominata. We did not 
realize at our first approach of the plateau that 
ít would have been possible to cut off several 
leagues of travel by making a portage to that 
backwater, of which both entrances were cut off 
front the main stream by a mass of fallen timber 
very much overgrown. We took, instead, the 
longer way. Out of the Rio Innominata at a 
good number of kilometers down stream from 
the backwater, we turned into the basin river, 
and described a wide loop to the north of the 
plateau. From the map it will be seen that 
both the Innominata and the stream front the 
basin in the northward cup flow west for the 
greater part of their courses, and that the former 
turns south at last to curve into an easterly 
running tributary of the Negro. In subsequent 
voyages the longer route I have indicated was 
always followed, and as a precaution against 
being detected, we left the overgrown entrances 
to the backwater undisturbed. 
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The basin to the north of the plateau was 
overhung by great limestone bluffs, which from 
the top must have hid half the basin's area, 
and this impending wall of rock was pierced by 
a great arch that led to a cave under the pla- 
teau, cave and basin being joined by water. 

It was with a sense of awe, having lit the 
acetylene searchlight in the bows, that ose began 
to paddle into the cave. The light but faintly illu 
mined the vastness of the underground cathe- 
dral in which os'e now found ourselves. The ceil- 
ing was roughly arched, and in its shadowed 
height one imagined that a fantastic pattern of 
vaulting could be traced. Here and there, stalac- 
tittc pillars of great girth gave color to the 
Gothic effect. We became conscious of the roar 
and plash of falling water, then deep in the heart 
of the cavern we came on a waterfall in which 
from a height of about forty meters a swift 
stream tumbled in great volume. 

"By Jove! sir," I whispered to our leader, 
"what a chance there for power!" 

"Yes," he replied. "But you will find the 
fall the least of the wonders I have to show you. 
Bear over to the right, Higgins, please." 

I now saw that from the main cavern other 
Caves ran out on either side, several of them 
with floors sloping clear of the water line. Two 
of these in particular, on the west. with a com- 
mon mouth to the main cavern, were ideal for 
docking and building the airships which were 
part of our scheme. With otsr leader I went 
ashore to examine these two caves, and he led 
the way into an inner cave, rather smaller than 
the other pair. 

"Here, Scion," he said, "we are standing, I am 
certain, on the down slope of an anti-clinal fold. 
See how it runs down under the basin of the 
main cavern. At the toe of the plateau, which 
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I take to be the further slope of the saddle, I 
found among the marshes certain indications of 
the presence of petroleum-that greenish scum 
which I dare say you know-" 

I nodded. 
"Very well, then. If it can be avoided, we 

do not wish to drill for our oil in the open. but 
I think if we drill here we may do so with a 

reasonable hope of striking." 
we passed round a wall of rock into another 

inner cave. 
"If we block up this cave, having first made 

certain that there is no other outlet," said the 
Master, "don't you think, my good Seton, we shall 
have an adequate reservoir for our crude oil?" 

"Why yes, sir," I replied, in bewilderment at 
the completeness of the thing. "A few bags of 
cement would put it right." 

"Exactly. Now, on the other side of the main 
cavern there are other caves I should like to 
see. I am inclined to think that we shall have 
our refinery and machine shops over there. And 
I believe we shall find ample ventilation." 

From the main mouth of the caves a ledge 
ran on the east side to widen out into a spaci- 
ous floor on the left of the big central caves. This 
was so wide and deep that it was easy to pic- 
ture an extensive machine shop there, with plenty 
of room left for the oil refinery. Our power was 
handy to it, for the waterfall was only a few 
paces round the corner of rock. 

We paddled deeper into the cavern, and found 
that it extended the whole width of the plateau 
in a winding course of waterway. At the other 
side, the south, egress was given by an opening 
with little headroom to a small creek joining the 
backwater of the Rio Innominata. There was 
some flow of water from the fall to this outlet, 
hut the main run was to the northern opening. 
The land about the plateau was very flat. 

11 a returned and our leader showed the way 
into a cave near the main entrance on the west 
side. We had to climb into this cave, which was 
so close to the plateau side that light percolated 
through from the open by several cracks. The 
cave was one of a series on the same level. high 
and dry, and apparently well ventilated. These, 
it was easy to decide, would be the living quar- 
ters of the crew when it was formed. 
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The New Radio Stamp Fad 
Here is the DX Radio Stamp Album just like the ones we owned in our 
youth, in which were placed the rare stamps of the countries of the world. 
Some were hard to get some couldn't he purchased for love or money; 
but the fun of the hobby was the seeking of rare stamps and the eventual 
possession. So it will be with the DX Radio Stamp Album. There will 
probably be some stamps you will never be able to own but there will be 

f 

many you still be proud to have and be able to show to other radio enthu- 
siasts. It's an interesting game. Below the Vhum is shown the "Proof 
of Reception Cards" of which a generous supply is furnished with each 
Album. A dime placed itt the hole in the card and sent to the station you 
heard brings back a stamp for your Album. 
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You can get this handsome 

Stamp Album FREE 
This beautiful EKKO Stamp Album, illustrated above, will be 

given away absolutely free with a subscription to any one of our 
four magazines: "Radio Neacs," "Science and Invention," "The 
Experimenter," "Motor Camper and Tourist." 

Don't pass up the opportunity to get this valuable premium. 
With this album, you can keep through the means of beautiful 
engraved stamps, a certified record of every broadcast station 
you have heard on your radio set. Your friends will enjoy 
seeing it. 

The album consists of 96 pages, size 9 x 12 and is bound in 
extra heavy stiff cover. 
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With the Album is furnished a large Crams comprehensive 
radio map of the United States and Canada; a supply of "Proof 
of Reception Cards" and also some stickers. The Album con- 
tains a list of broadcast stations of the United States and Canada 
with wave -lengths and columns for recording dial setting, a 
table of stations arranged according to wave -lengths and a sec- 
tion for log records. 

We have acquired 1,000 of these Albums especially for our 
subscribers. The coupon on this page filled out and mailed to 
us with $2.50 will entitle you to a twelve months' subscription 
to any one of our four magazines and one of these EKKO 
Stamp Albums free. 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: I have decided to take advantage of your special offer. I am enclosing $2.50 for 1 year's subscription to ( ) "Radio News," 

( ) "Science and Invention, ( ) "The Experimenter,' ( ) " hlotorCaulper and Tourist" and one EKKO Stamp Album which you will send 
me free. (Mark to which magazine you wish to subscribe) 

NAME .ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

.DON'T FAIL TO USE THIS COUPON. 
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While Higgins and Grumstock brought out 
stores into the living cave by means of a hastily 
rigged block and tackle, I found a pick -axe and 
began to widen one of the crevices to the open 
air. It was easy labor, for the rock here was 
friable, and I soon had hewn a biggish window 
permitting a view of the cup -like hollow to the 
north of the plateau. The stores were brought 
up. Grumstock and Higgins fell to setting out 
shipshape sleeping quarters, and presently to 
cooking a meal. \Ve passed the night in better 
conditions than either the Master or myself had 
ever expereinced among the upper waters of the 
Amazon. We were thousands of miles from the 
nearest civilization, right in the heart of virgin 
forest, and as cut off from the knowledge of man 
as if we had been ín another world. 

In the morning, after an invigorating plunge 
and swim in the crear, cool waters of the cave, 
we set about forming a laboratory for our chief. 
We had no wood with which to set up benches, 
so we cut a deep ledge into otte of the walls 
of the cave, and shovelled the débris out of the 
window opening. When we had made a good 
enough ledge to set out all the instruments and 
the plant our leader required, and had undercut 
it so that he could have comfort in standing close, 
we levelled the floor. 

Meantime, the Chief had been exploring alone. 
Grumstock, with his ready wit, had fixed thole 
pins in the after part of the canoe's thwarts and 
had provided a long paddle -oar, so that the 
Master could maneuver the little craft with his 
single hand. He had been away several hours, 
and I was beginning to think it time I went 
in search of him, when he returned. 

"Could you spare half an hoar from your 
labors, Seton, to come with me?" he asked. 

"Certainly, sir." 
"I shall require a wide -necked bottle. Could 

you find me such a thing, Grumstock?" 
"I dunno about a bottle, sir," the seaman said 

doubtfully. "What about a pickle -jar, sir?" 
"Excellent-if it has a stopper?" 
"Stopper, sir-yes, sir. It's got one of them 

that works with a lever-expanding thing, sir," 
said Grumstock, with an air of being meticulous- 
ly accurate to the man of science. 

The seaman washed the jar carefully, and with 
this and a bundle of candles we set out. 

The New Gas is Light and Uninflammable 
"I have found a light gas, Seton," the Mas- 

ter explained, "in one of the high caves beyond 
the fall. I was climbing up into it with the 
naked light of a candle, when suddenly I found 
difficulty in breathing and the candle went out. 
I quickly retreated, and now we are about to 
take a sample. I need your two hands and 
strong lungs. 

We were paddling across the main cavern, and 
he stooped over the side to the water and filled 
the jar, which he carefully stoppered. We 
landed on the eastern side and began to climb 
into a sort of tunnel, he landing. We had 
mounted some distance when suddenly his candle 
went out and he came back hurriedly. We now 
were outside a smallish cave above the level, so 
I imagined of the main cavern roof. 

"Now, Seton," the Chief said, "this is what 
I want you to do. Take the pickle -jar. How 
long could you hold your breath?" 

"About half a minute, probably more." 
"That will do. I want you to run up into 

the gas holding your breath. Raise the jar 
above your head and let the water pour out. 
Keep the jar mouth down, and as soon as it is 
empty of water, stopper it. Then come back as 
quickly as possible." 

"i understand, si-." 
"The idea is to get as far into the gas as is 

safe. Two steps higher when your candle goes 
out will do. Just see how long you can do with- 
out a breath." 

I tested myself with the stop -hand of my 
watch, and found I could do forty-five seconds 
easily. 

"Excellent. Note, don't run any risks. I'm 
not powerful enough to drag you out, you under- 
stand?" 

"Right, sir. I'll take care." 
I took the candle and the jar, and began to 

clitnb, holding the light over my head. As 
soon as the light went Out, I dropped the candle 
and took a breath easily, then ran up about 
four paces. I let the water out of the jar as 
I held it up, and quickly replaced the stopper. 
I retreated with some wind to spare. 

"Well done. Seton," cried the Master. "And 
now to see the nature of the gas. It is light 
and I should sav inert." 

We returned to the cave in the cliff, and spent 
the rest of the day in arranging the scientific in- 
ktrutnents, helping our Chief to prepare for his 
first test of the gas. He explained that it could 
not be a thorough test, but that he might be 
able to determine the nature of the staff. 

That night i retired to the cavern where the 
two seamen slept, and turned in alongside them, 
leaving our leader working by lamplight. 

In the early morning I wakened to find him 
standing by my bedside. 

"Seton," he said. "I believe we have discovered 
a new light, uninflammable gas, and I think we 
may have enough to lift our airship. We have 
saved months of labor by the find. You must 
set out for Europe again as soon as possible." 

To be Continued 
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the beginner can easily understand It. yet so sound, so 

thorough that ft is the daily guide of thousands of 
highly paid electrical workers and engineers. Croft 
shows you how to master the finer points of electrical 
practice. He teaches you electricity as experts know 
It and puts you in line for an expert's Day. 

Free Examination-No Money 
Down -7c a Day 

We want you to test our statements-we want you to 
compare the Croft books with others. Fill In and mall 
the coupon attached and we will send you the entire 
set of eight volumes for ten days' Free Examination. We 
take all the risk-pay all charges. You assume no obit- 
cation-sou pay nothing unless you decido to keep the 
books. Then 01.50 in ten days and the balance at the 
rate of 12.00 a month. Send the coupon NOW and see 

the bucks for yourself. 
When your first payment of $1.50 is received we will 
send you your tree copy of Taylor's Transformer Prague.. 

' LIBRARY LIMAS Lew LlboAle titular LIBRARY Limp war 
f RAaTNt Yk1RMY l'IACIrf 000E1 y fawn PRAITIGi hums 
a lion Exam hullo him taw fucrggr htlltiu 

1 2 

a 4 d' 6 7,, 

,,.___.-......-a.. 
Pnanwa ssrstos MrtRa Eucs a' sauce wt .s we, 

Wtr ladeen hcs1 ...,m aAro: 
Bi m4,, 

' v_rt. ion `T r.or raw_ glair 

-41> McGraw- 

- 

Hill Book 
Inc. j'C Co.. 

370 Seventh 
Y Avenue New York -I Gentlemn- 

1* Please send me the 

a-^ y, Electrit city (shipping chargesi 
° ".- °rs 

l 7. prepaid) for 10 days' free en- 
amination. If satisfactory I will 

`mac send $1.50 In 10 days and $2 Per 
month until 119.50 has been paid. If 

o not wanted. f will write you for return 
shipping instructions. Upon receipt of no 

first payment of $1.50 I am to receive a copy 
of Taylor's Ttsn,fnrmer Practice without addl- .. Clonal charge. (Write plainly, fill In all lines.) 

Name 
Address 
Position 
Company Exp. 8-1-25 
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The 
SUPER -HETERODYNE 

USE THIS BLANK TO ORDER 
Just clip out this coupon, check the patterns or books 
you want and mail it to us with full remittance. 

The Consrad Co., Inc. 
233 Fulton St., New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: I have checked below the pa -terns 
and books I desire. Enclosed find $ , the full 
price. Kindly send me the items checked postpaid. 

Consrad Patterns -50c each 
....No. 2. How to Make a Two -Stage Amplifier. 
....No. 4. How to Make a Reinartz Receiver. 
....No. 5. How to Make a Reflex Receiver. 
....No. 6. How to Make a Cockaday Receiver. 
....No. 7. How to Make a Neutrodyne Receiver. 
....No. 8. How to Make the Autoplex Receiver. 
....No. 9. How to Make the S. T. 100 Receiver. 

No. 10. How to Make the Ultradyne Receiver. 
....No. 11. Ilow to Make a Five Tube Cockaday Re- 

ceiver. 
....No. 12. How to Make a Portable Receiver. 
....No. 13. How to Make a Harkness Receiver. 
....No. 14. How to Make the Original Genuine Super - 

Heterodyne. List $1.00. 
....No. 15. How to Make a Low Loss Receiver. 
....No. 16. How to Make a Tropadyne Superadio. 
....A. Radio Map of the U. S. on Cloth. 
....B. 20 Radio Diagrams and Hook-ups. New Edition. 
....C. All About Aerials and Their Construction. 
....D. Radio Amateurs Practical Design Data. 

Radio Books -25c each 
1. Tips for the Radio Constructor. 
2. How to Make Practical Radio Receivers. 
3. Radio Questions Answered. 
4. Radio Frequency Amplification. 
5. Loud Talkers and How to Build Them. 
6. How to Tune Your Radio Set. 
7. One Hundred Radio Hook-ups. New Edition. 
8. All About Radio Parts. 
9. history and Operations of Vacuum Tubes. 

10. The Neutrodyne and All About It. 
11. How Radio is Received. 
12. How to Locate Troubles in Your Radio Set. 
13. Reflex Radio Receivers. 
14. The Super -Heterodyne Theory and Construc- 

tion. 

Special Books 
....Radio News Amateurs' Handibook $1.00 
....Radio Log Book .50 
....Wireless Course in 20 Lessons -Leather Binding 2.00 
....The Radio Instructor 1.00 
....The Radio Listeners' Guide & Call Book .35 
....The Radio Review, 35c the copy $2.50 the year 

Name 

Address 

City State 

t 

,, 7f 

b III r 
111,0,1'N.. 

. <1.4.16.11(:4h1 

Here's the finest, most 
complete book of data 
and information ever 
compiled on the Standard 
Super -Heterodyne. 
This is the big book of instruction and information on the 
various standard "supers" in common use today; a com- 
plete, up-to-the-minute, impartial 64 -page book covering all 
the builder or user of this type of set might want to know. 
The Super -Heterodyne is written by a radio authority who 
not only has years of trade and practical experience but is 
constantly designing modern radio apparatus. It is a handy 
useful size, 5¡z x 7% inches, printed clearly, profusely illus- 
trated, easy to read and bound with a handsome two color 
cover. 
This is the very latest of the complete library of Experimenters 
Handbooks on radio, a list of which is printed on this page. 
These books are complete practical guides to almost every 
important phase of radio transmission and reception. 
The famous Consrad patterns are also listed on this 
coupon for your convenience. They are radio's finest pat- 
terns for the building of the most successful standard 
receivers. 
You can get any of these books or patterns at your radio 
or news dealer or direct from us by using the coupon 
attached to this page. 

The CONSRAD COMPANY 
Sole distributors to the E. I. COMPANY 

233 Fulton St. New York, N. Y. 
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS 
You can place your ad in these columns for 6 cents a word 
reaching a great group of readers covered by no other magazine 
and which you can reach in no other way. 

As a reader of The EXPERIMENTER it will 
these ads. Each issue contains offerings made 
who are desirous of your patronage. 

pay you to read 
by reliable firms 

Ad -Lets for October should reach us not later than August 20th. 

The circulation of The EXPERIMENTER is 100,000 copies 
GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO., INC. 53 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY 

Agents Wanted 

Agents-Write for free samples. Sell Madison 
"Better -Made" shirts for large manufacturer direct 
to wearer. No capital or experience required. 
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus. Madison 
Mfrs., 511 Broadway, New York. 

Big Money and fast sales. Every owner buys 
Gold Initials for his auto. You charge $1.50; 
make $L35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for 
particulars and free samples. American Mono- 
gram Co., Dept. 226, East Orange, N. J. 

Big Money-fast sales; everyone buys gold 
initials for their auto; sell $1.50, profit $1.44. Ten 
orders daily easy. Samples, information free. 
World Monogram Company, Dept. 34, Newark, 
N. J. 

Rummage Sales Make $50 daily. Offer wonder- 
ful values. We start you. "Wholesale Distribu- 
tor," Dept. 193, 609 Division St., Chicago. 

American Made Toys 

We need Manufacturers or ambitious men for 
manufacturing of Metal Toys and Novelties. We 
buy complete output and place contract orders 
for three years. Casting forms allowing speedy 
production, furnished at cost price. We guarantee 
perfect work without previous experience. We 
buy goods, plain castings, one color dipped and 
decorated offering highest prices. Cash paid on 
deliveries. Write only if y;ou mean business. 
Our book, "American Metal Toys and Novelties 
Industry," and information mailed free. Metal 
Cast Products Company, 1696 Boston Road, New 
York. 

Chemistry 

Learn Chemistry at Home-Dr. T. O'Conor 
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority, 
will teach you. Our home study correspondence 
course is a real short cut. You can learn in half 
the usual time. Gives you the same education as 
you would get at a college or university. See our 
ad on page 654 of this issue for special 30 -day 
offer. Chemical Institute of New York, 66 \\'. 
Broadway, New York City. 

Experimenters: Send one dollar for samples 
of minerals with full directions for performing 
many interesting experiments. L. R. Raymond, 
318 Pine St., Wallace, Idaho. 

Educational 

Be a Laboratory Expert. Earn $300 to $500 
monthly. Study Microbiology, Sanitation. Day, 
evening classes. Diplomas. Degrees granted. 
Free 71 -piece outfit to Students. Write for Free 
prospectus today. International College of Micro. 
biology, 2128 Lincoln Ave., Chicago. 

Electric Motors 

Motors $2.98, Good, Practical, 115 volt alter- 
nating -direct current, twentieth horsepower. Order 
Now. Pay Postman. Perry Trading Company. 
Dept. E7, 815 Lake, Racine, Wisc. 

Help Wanted 

Be a Detective. Work home or travel. Experi- 
ence unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George 
Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 
Broadway, New York. 

Start Profitable Business. Resilvering mirrors. 
Auto -parts, tableware, stoves. Outfits. Plans 
Free. Sprinkle, Plater 87, Marion, Ind. 

Absolutely no competition selling ValStyle mil 
linery. Every woman buys. You make $25 to 
$150 a week. Write for Special Offer and Ex 
elusive Territory. Val -Style Hat Co., A67, Val. 
Style Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Miscellaneous 
Beautiful Registered Bull Pups Cheap. Bull- dogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas. 

Beverages Our Specialty. Formulas, everything. 
Syrups, extracts, flavors, etc. Other processes. Free information. The Formula Co., Dept. E, 122 \Vest Howe St., Seattle, Wash. 

500 Names of Mail Order Buyers $2.00. Also other bargains. Send dime for list. W. R. Moths, Coopersburg, Pa. 
Chemical Experimenters send fifty cents (no stamps) for minerals of gold, silver, copper, lead, 

zinc, tin, etc. L. R. Raymond, 318 Pine St., Wallace, Idaho. 
Learn to Solder all kinds of metals. If you 

work with metal you should have this copyright 
book Twenty Years of Soldering Experience. 
Covers every soldering problem in Radio, and all branches of metalwork, what to use and how to 
use it. Postpaid for 50c coin and address of three 
of your friends. Tinner, Box 1134, Scottsbluff, 
Nebr. 

PecanOrange Groves "On the Gulf" $10 
monthly. Guaranteed Care: Soon Produce $500 
yearly. Suburban Orchards, Dept. E, Biloxi, 
i lisstssippi. 

Ideas, Inventions, Models, Experiments devel- 
oped and perfected. Instruments, tools and special 
machinery designed and built. Peterson Instru- ment Co., 14th St., Lakewood N. J. 

Free! Big collection of valuable radio hints 
and formulas. Stamp appreciated. Claude Lis - 
man, Box 272 -TE, Hooker, Oklahoma. 

Dollars! Making steel marking solution. It 
protects tools from theft. Send 75c for formula 
and instructions. Highland Laboratories, Para disc, Calif. 

Motion Pictures 
Movie Films. 1000 ft. reels. Complete stories 

$2.50 each; shipped anywhere on receipt of re- 
mittance with order. Independent Films, 177 
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif. 

Novelties, Books, Magic, etc. 
It's Free! Our catalogue of latest novelties, 

hooks, and magic tricks. Stamp appreciated. 
Vernon Novelty House, 133 Rice St., Alliance, 
Ohio. 

Old Money Wanted 
$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or 

Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be very 
valuable. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin 
Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. Get posted. 
We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14 Street, 
LeRoy, N. Y. 

Patent Attorneys 
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered. A comprehensive. experienced, prompt service for the protection and development of your ideas. Pre- liminary advice gladly furnished without charge. 

Booklet of information and form for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen. S Owen Bldg.. Washington, D. C., or 41-H Woolworth Bldg.. New York. 
Patents-Send for form, "Evidence of Concep- tion" to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee sched- ule, information free. Lancaster & Allwine, Reg- istered Patent Attorneys in United States and Canada, 288 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C. 
Patents-Trademarks. Write for free Guide Books and "Record of Invention Blank" before 

disclosing inventions. Send model or sketch of your invention for our Examination and Instruc- 
tions Free. Electrical cases a specialty. Terms reasonable. Victor J. Evans & Co., 913 Ninth, 
Washington, D. C. 

Inventors who derive largest profits know and heed certain simple but vital facts before applying for patents. Our book Patent -Sense gives those facts; free. W rite Lacey & Lacey. 683 F St.. \Vashington, D. C. Established 1869. 

Personal 
Exchange Cheery Letters with new friends. 

Write Betty Lee, Inc., Box 820, City Hall Sta- 
tion, New York City. Stamp appreciated. 

Printing 

Business Cards. Standard size, vellum finish 
card, four lines of type, 100 for 50c postpaid. 
Windermere Press, Box 57, East Cleveland, Ohio. 

Printing Outfits and Supplies 

Print your own cards, stationery, circulars, 
paper, etc. Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses 
$12, $35; Rotary, $150. Print for others, big 
profit. All easy, rules sent. Write for catalog 
presses, type, paper, etc. Press Company, A-14, 
Meriden, Conn. 

Radio 

2650 Miles Distance with one tube. Any Novice 
understands our Simplified instructions. Big free 
booklet tells the story. Vesco Radio Co., Box 
117EX, Oakland, Calif. 

Want to Memorize the Wireless Code? The 
Corydon Snyder Code Method, Patented, is quick- 
est. Send 50c Stamps, coin or M. O. to C. 
Snyder, 1423 Elmdale Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Radio sets wired and rebuilt. New Radio sets 
and supplies. Aulbin Hedges, Hillsboro, Ohio. 

Circuit with instructions for powerful, ultra 
selective, four tube receiver covering 40 to 600 
meters, $3.00. Efficient and inexpensive single 
tube power amplifier, $1.00. Easy when you know 
how. W. G. Conger, Independence, Missouri. 

Cabinet type, crystal sets, $2.50 postpaid. 
Brandt Boylan, 803 Van Buren, \\ ilmingtott, Del. 

Salesmen Wanted 

A Salesman Wanted in every town or city with- 
in 25 miles of a broadcasting station to sell Radio - 
gem, the complete radio receiving set that retails 
for $2.50. With Radiogem there is nothing else 
to buy-the outfit includes the Radiogem receiv- 
ing apparatus, 1,000 -ohm phone, and aerial outfit. 
The cheapest radio outfit on the market-yet as 
practical as the most expensive. Big money to 
the right men. Send $2.00 for sample outfit. 
The Radiogem Corp., 66R West Broadway, 
New York City. 

Young Men. 
Turn Your Spare 
Hours Into Money 

Earn big profits. prizes, and awards sell- 
ing RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE & IN 
VENTION, The EXPERIMENTER, and 
MOTOR CAMPER & TOURIST in your 
neighborhood. We train you as our sales- 
men and pay you liberally for your time. 
Write at once and we will help you get 
started. M. BRID\VELL. 

THE EXPERIMENTER 
PUBLISHING COMPANY 

53 Park Place, New York, N.Y. 
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Al Digest of the Latest 
Radio Hookups 

The Newest Thing 
in Radio Literature 
A complete loo page illustrated magazine 
containing hookups and constructional Radio 
articles, gleaned from the entire radio press 
the world over. 

Large magazine size 9 x 12 inches, printed 
on tine paper and profusely illustrated. 

IN EVERY ISSUE A 16 PAGE SUPPLE 
MIENT OF ONE INSTALLMENT OF 

S. GERNSBACK'S 
RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA 

This real Encyclopedia of Radio explains 
every word used in Radio, by means of photo- 
graphs, drawings, charts or tables. (Some 
sample pages are shown in this advertise- 
ment). This supplement is arranged in 
loose-leaf form. 

35c the copy on all Newsstands 
and Radio Stores 

Subscription price $3.50 for 12 issues. 

Published by 

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc. 
233 Fulton St., New York, N.Y. 
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LIGHTING 

HAWKINS ELECTRICAL 
3500 PAGES $1 A VOLUME 
4700 PICTURES $1 A MONTH 
Know the facts In Electricity. They mean more money and better 

position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know 

about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so 

you can un(lersuind it. Easey to study and apply. A complete. 

practical working course, in l0 volumes. Books are pocket size; 

flexible covers. Order a set today to look over. 
LEARN ALL ABOUT 

Magnetism-Induction -Experiments-Dynamos-Electric Ma- 

chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature \Windings-Installing of 

Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Pract'cal Mat:agemen 

of Dy name s and Motors-Distribution Srstetns-Wiring-Wiring 
Diagrams - Sign Flashers - Storage Batte-ies - Principles of Alternating 

Currents and Ai:crnators - Alternating Current NI itors - Tran,formers - 
Convesters-Recttier,-Alternating Current System: - Circuit Breaker: - 

Ieasu-ing (no rum ents-Steitch boards-Wit irlé-Power Stations-Installinz, 
-Tell phone-Tel-graph- Wireless-Bells-Lighting- Railways. Also man., 

\lodern Practical .\pplicatii ns of Electricity and Ready Reference Ender 

of the ten numbtre. 
SHIPPED FREE 

Not a cent to pay until you see the hooks. No obligation to buy unict,s 

you are satistieu. Send Coupon now-today--nd get this great hé p 

librar- and see it it is not worth $100 to :.ou-you pay $1.00 a month for 

ten months or return it. 
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VOLUMES 

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THiS COUPON 

THEO. AUDEL & CO. 
65 West Z3rd Street, New York City 

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS 
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price Si a number). Ship at 

once prepaid, the 13 number;. If satisfactory, I agree 

to send yru SI within sevtn days and to further mail 

you SI each month until pail'. 

Name 

Occupat toll 

Employed by 

I Address 

Reference 
Exp., \ugust 
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Remember, there 
is no substitute 
for practical, 
personal training] 

A 

t 

Pays $60 to $200 a Week 
to Coyne -Trained Men 

NO line of work en this great big Earth of ours is so fascinating- so THRILLING-as electrical work. Just thin;; how closely re- ' lated is Electricity to every great achievement of modern times- the radio, that does away with both time and distance and carries knowledge and entertainment to even the farthest lands; the globe -encircling airplane that depends upon its electrical motors to escape the dangers of sky, land and sea; the telegraph, which saf_- guards trains and speeds our communications; the giant ship at sea, and the lighthouse which stands sentinel through the long night; the street car, the auto ncbile, the industrial plant, the motion picture, the farm and the home. And millions of other activities and achievements of mankind depend upon Electricity, 
Y that mysterious force which is unlike any.other power on Earth- that wonderful thing which has lightened mankinti's burdens and 

advanced civilization many centuries in a few short years. 

Complete Electrical Training in Twelve Weeks 
I have perfected an unusual course of instruction in 

Eilsctricity, a course that is absolutely thorough, that is easy to master, that covers every single phase and 
factor of the subject, that fits you for the BIG elec- trical jobs-the HIGH -SALARIED thrilling jobs. 

Three Months front Now 
You Can Be an Ett,:trical Expert 
mean every word I say. I stake my reputation 

nod the reputation of my world-famous COYNE 
School on my statements to you. Your success 
means my success! I have already started THOU- SANDS of men, young and old, on the road to per- manent success and prosperity; have guided them totrue happiness and independence. I have plenty of evidence to back up my claims-thousands of letters from men who never knew what it was to earn more than a few dollars per week or month until they took my splendid course in Electricity. 

1II011 4eY<11i1); 
E. C. LEWIS, President 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
1300-IO W. Harrison Street 
Dept.0-l57 Chicago, Illinois 

Dear H.C.-1 sure want one of those bighand- sane 12:15 books, with 151 actual photographs s 
printed in two colors. Send it quick. I'll be 1 
looking for it on the next mail. I want the facts Z 
without placing me under any obligation. Be . 
sore and tell me all about the Free Radioed Fate and Two Free Courses. 

Nome............... ...... 

You Don't Need 
Education or Experience 

My course is not something that you merely study from books and letters. It is a practical LEARN -BY -DOING course. Every student re- 
ceives individual and personal instruction in the great COYNE Shops in Chicago. Here you will 
find thousands of dollars worth of electrical ap- paratus, every bit modern and all installed for your 
use and instruction. Along with my shop training, you visit the great industrial organizations and 
power plants in this unparalleled electrical center. 
You learn everything about Electricity by taking my course at COYNE. That's the only way to be an 
Electrical Expert-a real one, a thorough one, one able to be a BIG BOSS and to command a BIG 
SALARY. And you can learn in twelve interesting weeks at COYNE, regardless of your education, knowledge of mathematics, or previous experience. 

Earn While You Learn 
My Employment Department helps you to get a job to earn a good part of your expenses and assists you to a good job on graduation. 

Send Coupon NOW 
for My Big, New FREE Book 

and Special Offer of FREE COURSES in Radio 
and Auto, Truck and Tractor Electricity 

Right now I am making the greatest offer ever 
made by a Practical Training Institution. Even if you are not planning on coming right now don't 
delay a single minute. Send coupon right away for full details. No obligation at all. Remember 
Coyne is a School with an established reputation. 
Endorsed by Electrical Industry. Backed by over 
a Quarter of a Century of Success. You owe it to yourself to investigate. Act NOW! 

FREE RAILROAD FARE 
to Chicago, Me Wonderful Resort City and 

Greatest Electrical Center in the World 
Make this the most profitable and enjoyable time of your life. Be sure to write at once regarding my special offer of FREE RAIL- 

ROAD FARE to Chicago from any point in the United States. 
Master Electricity right in the Electrical Cen- ter of the World. You see everything Electrical here. Along with my Shop Training you visit the big organizations and power plants-you 

see the greatest electrical plants in the world. 
GREAT RESORT CITY 

Chicago, on beautiful Lake Michigan, is the Nation's Summer and Autumn Playground. Free Bathing Beaches, Beautiful Parks, Excursion Boats and the great Municipal Pier, Zoos, Ball Parks. The daylight saving plan makes it pos- sible for you to enjoy all this, and still have plenty of time for your electrical education. 

Tune In Coyne Radio Station 
Tune in tonight or any night on our own Radio 

Broadcasting Station, WGES (World's Greatest 
Electrical School). Formerly WTAY. Wave length 
250 meters. Always an interesting program. 

YATE 
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
H. C. LEWIS, Resident Established 1899 

Dept -C I 5 7 1300-10 W. Harrison St., Chicago 
Address 

Ólot,a .ertitp,bfkmdonce Puzdica.QP~ana2 %uzi>zz»y! 


